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1027 S. Lusk Street Boise, ID 83706
208.429.6520

info@boisebicycleproject.org
www.boisebicycleproject.org

ACHD,
March, 2016
The Board of Directors of the Boise Bicycle Project (BBP) commends the Ada County Highway District
(ACHD) for its efforts to study and solicit input on implementation of protected bike lanes on Main and Idaho
Streets in downtown Boise.
BBP’s mission includes the overall goal of promoting the personal, social and environmental benefits of
bicycling, which we strive to achieve by providing education and access to affordable refurbished bicycles
to members of the community. Since its establishment in 2007, BBP has donated or recycled thousands
of bicycles and has provided countless individuals with bicycle repair and safety skills each year. BBP fully
supports efforts to improve the bicycle safety and accessibility of downtown Boise for the broadest segment
of the community.
Among the alternatives proposed in ACHD’s solicitation, the Board of Directors of BBP recommends that the
ACHD pursue the second alternative – Bike Lanes Protected by Parking on Main Street and Idaho Street. We
also recommend that there be no motor vehicle parking near intersections to improve visibility and limit the
risk of the motor vehicles turning into bicyclists in the protected lane. The space freed up near intersections
could be used to provide bicycle parking facilities between the bike lane and the travel lane, which would
help achieve the goal of reducing sidewalk congestion without compromising safety.
In other communities where protected bike lanes have been implemented, this alternative – bike lanes
protected by parking – has proven to provide the level of comfort necessary to allow bicycling in downtown
areas by families and others who would not ride in traffic. The available evidence also suggests that this
alternative is the safest alternative. Accordingly, the Board of Directors of the BBP finds this alternative to
be the most consistent with our organization’s mission to promote the personal, social and environmental
benefits of bicycling, and recommends bike lanes protected by parking on Main and Idaho Streets.
Sincerly,
Boise Bicycle Project, Board of Directors

BoiseBicycleProject.org
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Ryan Head, ACHD Project Manager
Ada County Highway District
3775 Adams St.
Garden City, ID 83714

3/10/2016

RE: Idaho Conservation League comments on the Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives Study.
Dear Mr. Head:
Thank you for the opportunity for public comment on the Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternative Study with
the objective of developing a safe and comfortable route for alternative transportation. Since 1973, the Idaho
Conservation League has been Idaho’s leading voice for clean water, air, and the open spaces. We work to protect
these values through public education, outreach, advocacy and policy development. As Idaho’s largest state-based
conservation organization, we represent over 25,000 supporters across the state, many of which care deeply about
the extraordinary quality of life Idaho and Boise offers.
Now is the time to invest in a system that supports citizen well being, healthy communities, connectivity and
accessibility for everyone. Boise’s unique character is highlighted with a vibrant downtown, a world-class
university and access to open spaces. By creating a convenient and easy system for bikes to move through the
downtown area, it will only strengthen the livability for Boise residents, provide a showcase to those that visit, and
keep cyclists safe.
Knowing that each of the concept proposals have benefits and trade-offs, The Idaho Conservation League is
strongly in support of the buffered bike lanes protected by parking.
We feel that this concept builds space for bicycles and pedestrians, is easy to understand for motor vehicles, and
builds upon a level of comfort that Boise already has with existing bike lanes. We would like to see use of planters
and dedicated green space for the separation of auto traffic, and the peace of mind for those traveling by bike.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at (208)345-6933 ext. 16 or lweber@idahoconservation.org if you have any
questions regarding our comments.
Sincerely,
Lana Weber
Community Engagement Associate
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March 28.2016

Mr. Kent Goldthorpe, President
Ada County Highway District Commission
3775 Adams Street
Garden City, Idaho 83714

Dear President Goldthorpe and Commissioners,
The purpose of this letter is to provide comment on the Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane
Altematives. We have had the opportunity to review the various alternatives with the City Staff.

I would like to voice support for the Parking Protected Alternative on Main and Idaho Streets.

It seerns to me that this modification will be the best for creating

a

vibrant and healthy

downtown.
As a downtown property owner and co-managlng partner of a 60 plus person law firm
headquartered at 6th and Bannock, I have a significant interest in the functionality and aesthetics
of downtown as a regional business center. We are seeing trernendous growth and private
investment in Downtown Boise. I initially had some reluctance to creating the protected bike
lanes; however, I am now quite convinced this facility, properly designed, has the potential to be
an iconic piece of public infrastructure that significantly enhances the " Downtown Boise Brand"

of cultural, civic, and commercial activity for the entire region. Given the excess
lane capacity that exists we would be missing a huge opportunity by not building this landmark
as the center

facility.
Our support of the Parking Protected Alternative is conditional: it is vital that these
changes are properly implernented with intentional design and are connected to the larger bicycle
network. Our support assumes that the design and implementation would be of a permanent
jersey
nature and finished with appropriate materials. The use of temporary materials, such as
barriers and " candles", will not inspire confidence in the infrastructure and could be a
disincentive to use, investment and appearance.
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Mr. Kent GoldthorPe, President
March 28,2016

Page2

by the
We at Give,lrs Pursley are long time occupants of downtown; we are excited
We commend the
this project will bring to our employees,clients, and fellow citizens.

be,nefits

project and look
Disfrict for its foresight in proposing this significant and forward-looking
fonvard to its construction.

L. Edward Miller

Daren Fluke, City of Boise City
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March 26, 2016
Open House – Bicycle Alternatives
I recently attended an open house at the Boise City Hall to review the alternatives being proposed for
bicycle routing through the City of Boise. The presentations with alternative paths were outlined on
maps while representatives of the city were present to answer questions. Although this was a simple
way to present the topic, I was hoping that elected officials and representatives from the various
agencies would be making verbal presentations and taking questions. It seems this would have been a
more interactive approach to the subject and would have provided a broader perspective for all in
attendance to consider.
After giving this matter serious consideration, I determined that the best question to ask of the
representatives would be, how many bicycles currently pass through the core of the city on either Main
or Idaho Streets on a daily basis and what is the comparison between this figure and car traffic? After all,
it would seem the primary reason for addressing this issue would be the presence of a major need. The
answers ranged from “well I am certain they studied this but I don’t know”, to “I am certain many more
cars”.
Residing in Boise for over sixty years, Main and Idaho Streets have always provided the primary eastwest traffic lanes through the city. I guess that is why many of the parking garage access points are
located off of these two streets. Retail stores once thrived in the downtown area lining the sidewalks
along these primary arteries. With the closing of Macy’s downtown (replacing it with a school) and
absence of any major department store, shopping is limited to small specialty stores of which operations
are often short lived. I fear this new plan of bottle necking traffic flow by eliminating lanes or parking
spaces will further impede any retail growth on both Main and Idaho by discouraging access to the city.
Today’s temporary two lane restriction on Main Street due to construction should give all of us a look at
the effect of two lane traffic on major arteries. After all, these streets provide primary access for
downtown businesses, commuters, employees, entertainment and restaurants.
In a past project, ACHD installed temporary bike lanes to test the concept. It didn’t take long to note
that access to the parking garages by vehicular traffic crossing over the dedicated bicycle lanes created
conflicts and safety concerns. This time the bicycle lanes were removed and traffic/parking returned to
normal. When asking representatives at the meeting about the past trial project, I was told that because
of the conflict between bicyclists and motorists accessing the parking garages, the newly proposed
bicycle lanes would be on the right side of the street. However, it really does not address safety
concerns by just moving the bicycle lanes from left to right. Encouraging more bicycle traffic on Main
and Idaho will only increase the chances of auto/bicycle conflicts and possible injury. Why remove
parking or traffic lanes on Main or Idaho? Bike lanes and green boxes on these two streets will only
impede traffic flow through the city.
It seems that either Bannock or Jefferson Street would make superior locations for dedicated bicycle
lanes. We currently have bike lanes in both directions on Bannock Street although I notice that some
bicyclists still prefer the sidewalk? This street provides two-way traffic from St. Lukes west to 16th street
and with some thought could easily connect with Main Street on both ends of the route. I was surprised
that Bannock was not proposed as an alternate by the city since it already has painted bike lanes and is
two-way traffic. If Bannock is not a good choice, the Jefferson alternative proposed by the city would
seem to be the next best choice. Jefferson is very wide and does provide good east-west access but is
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one-way traffic from 4th street west. This alternative proposed by the city looks similar to what is already
in place on Bannock?
Also, I should note from my research on the project, that the use of green boxes for bicycle safety areas
is new to all of us in the city. Motorists should familiarize themselves with the new laws pertaining to
the boxes. I was totally unaware of the boxes until looking at this project. Maybe someone should
inform the public?
It seems that our current city administration is not supportive of easy vehicular access to the downtown
area and support of retail growth. I think that this is one step in the master plan to restrict vehicular
traffic in the city core to the point where support will be forced for a tax based train system costing us
an estimated $111 million dollars! In addition to the initial costs of the train, it has been noted the cost
of operation would be 50% more annually than operating a bus system with an initial investment of $23
million. If you add the costs of the proposed train program with the “COMPASS” (Community Planning
Association of Southwest Idaho) transportation funding program we should all be very concerned. This
association estimates this will cost $359 million per year of which existing funding is short by $150
million per year. However, the association has noted “while $150 million per year sounds like a lot, if we
all contribute our share, it is only $2 per household, per day. That’s less that a latte!” Provided I am
doing the proper math at $2 per household, per day times 365 days per year, that would add an
estimated $730 per year in taxes per household!
Let’s continue to make downtown Boise easily accessible for vehicular traffic and encourage the growth
of retail trade along Main and Idaho Streets. Access should be provided for all groups with consideration
for costs, safety and impact on others. Because the city will continue to grow and many new downtown
housing projects have been completed or are under construction, let’s search for an anchor department
store to support a healthy retail environment.
Tim Keith, Boise
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From: Bellair [mailto:bellairboise@cableone.net]
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:26 PM
Subject: Bike lanes
Hello,
My name is Tim Murphy and I am the owner of Gem Distribution Inc. We are a small company that
provides service to a very large amount of customers in the downtown Boise area. Our primary vehicles
in use in the area range from 26’ box trucks to cargo vans and small Geo Metro cars. Pickup and delivery
parking is difficult and time consuming. We understand this to be just the way it is for the area, and we
deal with these types of constraints.
The last attempt at adding bike lanes to the downtown corridor was an eyesore and a complete
nightmare to navigate. As we parked in the street and placed on our emergency flashers we were
regularly ticketed for this action. We were thrilled to see the lanes removed and yet I still am wondering
if my tax dollars were used for this mistake that clearly a vast majority did not want. Why is there a clear
agenda that someone wants these bike lanes to happen? My only recourse will be to vote out any and
all who do not listen to the majority who do not want this to happen.
When a company is forced to parked far from a delivery or pick up site the following is what occurs.
Pricing goes up for the service.
More likely damage will occur to the product and or the delivery personal.
In winter those bike lane areas may not be plowed and serviced as would normal road lanes, this lends
to a liability concern to the city if injury occurs.
This is only a small list of concerns, I would ask that you consider the needs of the many and not cater to
the agenda of the few. As a note, my family are avid bike riders and do not feel the need to ride our
bikes in the street. Cars are bigger and tend to win in a collision.
Best Regards,
Tim Murphy
Gem Distribution Inc.
208-371-4428

From: ernestine stivison [mailto:ernistivison@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 2:39 PM
Subject: Bike lanes
I tried to take the survey, but the website blacked out a portion and I was not able to give any input. I
am a native Boisean and bike downtown often. My riding group tried the buffered lanes last year and
were very unhappy with any riding on Capitol or Main. Even if ACHD puts in lanes, we will continue to
access downtown via 8th street (coming off the greenbelt by the Ann Frank Memorial) and we will ride
less busy streets than Idaho and Main. Using a car lane on Capitol to make a bike lane is a huge mistake.
Even if a lane is there, we will not use it due to safety concerns and I know in years to come ACHD will
have to change the mistake they make if they put in bike lanes. Forget using the busiest streets for bikes
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and certainly don’t put in a “trolly” when busses are a much better option. The only outcome of bike
lanes on Capitol Blvd. will be increased congestion and frustration by drivers and I am willing to bet
there will be more bike accidents with the lanes than without them.
erni stivison
ernistivison@gmail.com

From: Larry Callister [mailto:lchukar@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 10:15 AM
Subject: Bike Lanes in Downtown Boise
I do not have any specific input as to just what should be done to improve downtown bike lanes. But I do
wish to voice my support for continuing to expand and improve the bike lane system there. I frequently
bike to downtown, and the better the system the more others will do likewise.
Sincerely,
Larry Callister
2912 W Hazel St
Boise, ID
83703

From: phyllis keith [mailto:phyllisboise@msn.com]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2016 7:19 PM
Subject: Re: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives, ACHD reply
Ryan,
Thank you for the reply!
After listening to an interview with a city official, it sounds like they favor bike lanes separated by
parking spaces. I think that this type of installation will present major safety issues for bicyclists. It is very
important for a motorist to maintain visibility of bicyclists as they travel along side each other. With
parking separating the motor vehicles and bikes, motorists may not realize bicycle traffic is present in
the hidden lane until they meet at the intersection. I understand that the proposal includes green boxes
to help prevent accidents with vehicles turning right at intersections on red lights, but they will not
provide a safety barrier when the green box is clear and traffic is moving with a green light. As you
know, bicycles can travel as fast as cars on downtown streets and are much quicker than pedestrians.
Motorists turning right may not see quickly approaching bicycles in time to prevent collisions.
Please keep in mind that people of all ages operate bicycles and having a bike lane protected by parked
cars may only provide a false sense of safety. Once a bicyclist reaches an intersection, he is back in
traffic. It is much easier to share the road and contend with potential conflicts if both parties are clearly
visible.
Do you know if the police have reviewed these concepts and provided their input?
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Thank you for listening!
Tim

From: Jerry R Pelton Jr [mailto:jaypelton@msn.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2016 3:18 PM
Subject: No-Build: Bike lanes on Jefferson
Good afternoon Ryan,
I hope this email finds you in good spirits after a wonderful Easter weekend. I'm sure you have had
heard plenty of pros & cons on this bike lane issue and after today's article in the Statesman more will
be on the way.
While I'm of the opinion of leaving things just the way they are, I know change is inevitable and I've
dealt with change professionally and personally for a long time. This email is just to bring to you some
insight from a small segment of the population that will be affected in a great way who want access to
downtown and commute though the areas in question.
My name is Jay Pelton and I'm a disabled driver who works off Jefferson. I drive a wheelchair van and
enter and exit my vehicle via a ramp from the passenger side of the van. The removal of any on
street parking will affect many disabled drivers but any removal of on street parking on the right side of
the road will have direct impact on citizens like me from access. There are so few handicap spaces now,
we end up using metered areas. Several handicap designated spaces also have inconvenient barriers for
ramps and lifts to load onto sidewalks. There are planters on Jefferson and the tree in front of city hall to
point out a couple. (I look forward to the handicap space being put back in in front of city hall on the
corner of Main and Capital once the bus transfer station is complete! City Hall did away with it one time
but put it back when I came and demonstrated the need.)
I think the last option on your website under No-Build: Bike lanes on Jefferson would be
an acceptable compromise but add the bike lane to the south side of Jefferson. Leave the other streets
in question alone.
I know that there is handicap parking in the garages downtown but they are really not accessible
because the garages are unmanned. With out help, reaching for the ticket and paying afterwards is next
to impossible for most disabled drivers.
I'd enjoy talking with you and even volunteer to drive you around in my van on an afternoon, so you can
see first hand what promoted this missive. If you see Keith Kline, please give him my regards.
Jay Pelton
208-867-1784 (please do call and I did fill out the survey)
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From: JK Looze [mailto:jklooze@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:49 AM
Subject: Bike Lanes - Idaho/Main, and more
Dear Sir/Madam;
A suggestion for possibly saving both parking lanes on Idaho and Main; limit the width of the vehicles
that can park, and enforce the limits. In other words, limit the spaces to compact vehicles, and ticket
any vehicle that any portion of it protrudes into the bike lane.
Here are a couple of more comments. To help evaluate them: most of my riding is via the Greenbelt,
from near Bown to downtown; I bike about 120 miles per month; and I find drivers are generally more
considerate than bikers.
When the lanes were on Idaho and Main, I felt they were wider than necessary.
What appear to be mini bike lanes, on Front and Myrtle, are extremely dangerous. They are probably
not meant to be lanes, but are often used that way. My suggestion would be to widen just one, and
eliminate the other.
I have seen bike lane dividers that are concrete curbs, and others that are those raised reflective pieces,
once called "Bots Dots," and are about 2" high and 4" x 5"
I seldom use the Bannock St. bike lane, because it terminates at St. Lukes. I either ride on Main to Warm
Springs, or down to to the Greenbelt. The latter is not a good option, during the bridge construction.
During construction, I sometimes go east on Myrtle, either using the sidewalk, or the mini lane, to where
the orange barrels start. I suggest starting the barrels or barriers at 3rd street.
It is hoped you would be good enough to forward this email to the appropriate persons.
Sincerely,
John Looze

From: Cindy Maher [mailto:cmaher49@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2016 8:57 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives
Maybe an extra car lane on the green belt!
No,no,and no to bicycle lanes down town. ..let the cars through. Tell Bieter to get a life!

From: Heidi Boyce [mailto:heidi.boyce@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 11:00 AM
Subject: Survey
Ryan,
I believe I contacted you via phone the last time there were bike lane trials downtown. I don't feel the
survey gave us good options to voice an opinion, so I wanted to follow up with an email.
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1) Why does the city want bicycle traffic on Main / Idaho?
2) Why is there not a safe option slated for Jefferson? If you had a more expensive, protected bike lane
on Jefferson where traffic is minimal I would be in support of that option 100%. Make Jefferson 1 lane
of traffic. 1 lane of parking. Create a 2 way protected bike lane.
3) I am still wishing this plan included a link to the Northend so families could safely bicycle with young
riders to the farmers market, library, zoo and museums. After multiple trial and error rides with my
family, I believe 10th street, a low traffic road as it is, is an optimal road for the addition of a protected
bike lane. Make 10th 1 way to vehicle traffic and 1 lane of parking. Create a 2 way bicycle lane that
snakes through the JUMP courtyard to hook up with the already lovely bicycle path heading north off of
the greenbelt which ends near 11th and myrtle. It is BRILLIANT. Please let me know who I can plant this
idea with to get it going.
Cheers!
Heidi

From: Brandon Karpen [mailto:bkarpen@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:22 AM
Subject: Bike lane project
Mr Head,
I am writing you today to provide additional comments about the proposals relating to bike lanes
downtown. For reference, I live in the East End and have been a daily bike commuter for the past 3
years. For the past 16 months, I have not driven my vehicle to my office downtown a single time. I am
very familiar with the proposals regarding bike lanes and am concerned about the city's overly heavy
influence in these proceedings.
To start with, I support keeping Jefferson open, and don't feel the addition of bike lanes are necessary at
all for comfortable biking. It's actually perfect as it is. The only change that could make it better is
extending it as a two lane road all the way west.
I oppose any bike lanes on Main and Idaho. Those roads are not bike friendly, and the addition of bike
lanes will be a big negative for downtown businesses. Furthermore, without significant improvements
on Warm Springs, especially the failing intersection at Ave B, those lanes will be of little value to my
neighborhood. I am aware of the proposals for improvements at the intersection and frankly, all of the
current proposals are bad to horrible and none will really improve the area for bikes. Further, the idea of
using two one-way roads for travel will complicate way-finding and result in more bikes on the
sidewalks.
With regard to the three alternatives to Jefferson, the plan to buffer the bike lanes with parked cars is
BY FAR the worst of the three. Speaking as a daily bike commuter, I do not want to be separated from
the lanes of travel by parked cars - this will ultimately complicate travel unless my final destination is on
Main or Idaho (I rarely travel to locations on Main or Idaho, so this will make my daily travel more
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difficult and dangerous). The remaining 2 alternatives are objectionable because of their locations, but
better than the proposal to buffer the lanes with vehicles.
As an East Ender, my experience has been that the City of Boise doesn't generally care what we think or
want with regard to neighborhood amenities and transportation corridors, (see: East Jr. High, Harris
Ranch, St. Lukes, Fort Boise). I am now extremely worried that ACHD will view the City official's stated
desires as synonymous with the wants and needs of City residents. Please, do not mistake the
statements of the city for the will of the taxpayers. I strenuously request that the implementation of
bike lanes on Main and Idaho be rejected. If, however, bike lanes on those two busy one-way streets are
implemented, do not block travel lane access with parked cars - it will create dangerous bike lanes for all
but the least experienced bikers - those who rarely ride.
If I can provide you with any additional input, I would be happy to answer any questions you might
have.
Thank you,
Brandon Karpen

From: Patrick Avella [mailto:PAvella@cityofboise.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 9:51 PM
Subject: Bike Lane survey
To Whom It May Concern,
Your survey is flawed. There was not a choice for - 'I don't support any of the bike lanes'. If you want to
find out what the citizens want, try using legitimate methodology that doesn't create false statistical
data.
Patrick Avella
7581 W Lower Fork Ct
Boise, ID. 83709
(208)703-1489

From: Mike Schmidt [mailto:mikeschmidt@q.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 4:26 PM
Subject: Downtown Bike Lanes
Let/s keep the bike lanes as far away from cars as possible. Thx.

From: Heidi Hartnett [mailto:heihartnett@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:52 AM
Subject: Bike lane project
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Boise City / ACHD,
I'm writing to express my strong opposition to placing a vertical element in the proposed bike lanes,
especially the plastic pylons. I saw the test plastic pylons that were installed previously and they are:
1. Unsightly and ruin the historic look of downtown. The look of the plastic pylons all down Idaho &
Main streets would completely destroy the beautiful designs & architecture of our historic downtown.
Both the historic and the newly built, very classy architectural designs we are fortunate to have in our
revitalizing downtown core will be hard to see past the streets littered with the cheap, ugly plastic cones
all down the 2 major streets. Why bother installing beautiful clay pavers on the sidewalks, trees to help
with aesthetic nature of the downtown city scape, or pretty lightposts, when the whole cozy and
charming feel of downtown will be ruined by the unnecessary plastic bike barricade? I cannot say
enough about how I feel these plastic pylons will ruin the look & feel of downtown. They are worse than
graffiti, feel unwelcoming & like the whole downtown is permanently under construction.
2. The cones are confusing as a driver.
Of all of the proposals, the painted bike lane buffer makes the most sense. Serious bikers have told me
they do not want to be hidden between a row of parked cars because they cannot tell if the car sees
them or not. They also want to be closer to the cars so they can tell what the car is going to do. The
painted bike lane would do the least harm to the look of the historic downtown and take away the least
amount of parking spaces, both of which are best for business.
Thank you for taking my opinion into consideration on the upcoming bike lane proposal.
Heidi Hartnett
Boise Native / Works Downtown on Front Street

From: Heidi Boyce [mailto:heidi.boyce@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 5:30 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Survey, ACHD reply
Hi Ryan,
Thank you so much for the responses! I have one follow up question. I didn't realize at the onset of the
survey that the only option for Jefferson was an unsafe one. I answered most of my survey questions
with "I'd prefer the route be on Jefferson" mainly because it has less traffic and if there were a
protected lane it truly would be the safest option. Seeing as there is no way there will be a divided bike
lane on Jefferson, I'd prefer not to have answered the way I did. Is there any way to revoke survey
responses? Or change them? Or answer the survey two more times to offset my original
responses? I'm guessing it isn't possible, but thought I'd ask Just In Case.
Thanks for your time!
Heidi
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From: Bob Hall [mailto:bobchall@idahopapers.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 1:10 PM
Subject: Bike Lane Mail Survey
ACHD Planning & Programming:
There are three adult residents residing at 121 W. Main. We unanimously urge you to select the first
option listed in your survey.
It is labelled "NO BUILD: BIKE LANES ON JEFFERSON."
All three residents here auto-drive Jefferson street almost daily.
This option is evidently the least expensive way to provide reasonable, safe access to BOTH bikers and
vehicle drivers. All other options will each result in a much less favorable cost/benefit ratio to citizens
for the important factors of majority public convenience and use efficiency.
We appreciate the opportunity for our joint comment on this policy question.
Bob C. Hall, Sarah Anne Mcassey, Lorea Balsategui

From: Heidi Boyce [mailto:heidi.boyce@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 11:00 AM
Subject: Survey
Ryan,
I believe I contacted you via phone the last time there were bike lane trials downtown. I don't feel the
survey gave us good options to voice an opinion, so I wanted to follow up with an email.
1) Why does the city want bicycle traffic on Main / Idaho?
2) Why is there not a safe option slated for Jefferson? If you had a more expensive, protected bike lane
on Jefferson where traffic is minimal I would be in support of that option 100%. Make Jefferson 1 lane
of traffic. 1 lane of parking. Create a 2 way protected bike lane.
3) I am still wishing this plan included a link to the Northend so families could safely bicycle with young
riders to the farmers market, library, zoo and museums. After multiple trial and error rides with my
family, I believe 10th street, a low traffic road as it is, is an optimal road for the addition of a protected
bike lane. Make 10th 1 way to vehicle traffic and 1 lane of parking. Create a 2 way bicycle lane that
snakes through the JUMP courtyard to hook up with the already lovely bicycle path heading north off of
the greenbelt which ends near 11th and myrtle. It is BRILLIANT. Please let me know who I can plant this
idea with to get it going.
Cheers!
Heidi
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From: shannon gibbs [mailto:sgibbs.55@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 11:21 AM
Subject: Re: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I tried to fill out survey but it seemed to repeat itself. You are creating a very dangerous situation for
vendors and people making deliveries on main st. Vendors pay fees and shouldn't be required to carry in
heavy coolers,equipment just to do business on main st. You create utter deadly chaos with drunks
trying to rear end your cart and swerve out and around you as you try to dodge the cars to quickly off
load cart and equipment. I had my back broken while vending downtown. I shouldnt have to Carry in my
equipment to do business,just to accommodate bicycles during the evenings of fri and sat nights. I
shouldn't have to risk my life to make a living! Not on Main st.!

From: Steven Reames [mailto:director@adamedicalsociety.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 12:44 PM
Subject: Main/Idaho Survey
I think you should change the survey to include the 5th/Idaho photos as reference at the end where you
are ranking preference. I had to keep referring to the postcard to remember which was which.
Steven Reames
Executive Director
Ada County Medical Society
director@adamedicalsociety.org
208-336-2930

From: Marty and Renay Kazmaier [mailto:kaz-wink@outlook.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 1:58 PM
Subject: Main/Idaho Bike lanes
Why can't we leave everything as it is and designate one lane a bike lane that biker's have priority to but
cars can use when there are no bikers? I think I saw this in California, maybe Encinatas. Seemed to
work just fine.
Renay Kazmaier
200 N 3RD ST #503
BOISE ID 83702

From: Wes Seideman [mailto:banker@spro.net]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 9:07 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Bike Lanes, ACHD reply
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Thank you for the courtesy of your reply. Please take our votes (two) for the "No build of bike lanes on
Main and Idaho." I cannot see why bicycles should have to compete with buses and very heavy traffic
when a good alternative is only two blocks away on Jefferson or Bannock.
Wes & Kathleen Seideman
4921 W Outlook Ave
Boise 83703
-----Original Message----From: Wes Seideman [mailto:banker@spro.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 1:09 PM
Subject: RE: Bike Lanes
I have been reading about your proposals to create bike lanes through downtown and don't understand
why there is so much emphasis on trying to put them down the busiest and most dangerous streets,
Main and Idaho.
Why no run them down Bannock and/or Jefferson??
Wes Seideman
4921 W Outlook Ave
Boise ID 83703

From: gtsweeney@cableone.net [mailto:gtsweeney@cableone.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 7:01 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho bike lanes
The first consideration for accommodating bikes on streets downtown should be to look at the revenue
raised from bike registration fees to pay for any improvements being considered (I believe that to be
zero or something very close to zero so everything should be left as it is).
Second, if something is done to provide for bikes, there is not much room or buffer needed to
accommodate bike lanes since nearly every rider I see is cycling directly on the white painted stripe on
the road. In short my experience with most cyclists is they are the ones that should share the road.
Third, traffic is already a problem that currently keeps a lot of people out of downtown. Closing another
lane of traffic will push even more people away from downtown. I moved my office out of downtown a
couple of years ago for this very reason.
My input is to leave the traffic lanes open and leave the parking as it is. When I ride my bike I use
secondary streets to avoid heavy traffic and that works just fine.
Thank you
Greg Sweeney
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From: Jeffrey Jacobs [mailto:jeffjacobs2009@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 2:24 PM
Subject: Attn. Ryan Head
Hello Ryan,
I want you to know that I am very displeased with the signage being used to promote the open house
March 16. As a member of the stakeholder's group I was shocked when I saw them this morning. They
are clearly designed to incite discord by listing only negative consequences of this initiative with no
mention of any of the benefits.
Jeff Jacobs

From: Jimmy Hallyburton [mailto:jimmy@boisebicycleproject.org]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 3:10 PM
Subject: Re: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I would second Lisa's concern with the verbiage. I'm sure ACHD put a lot of thought into the titling, but if
the Bicycle Advisory Committee would have been consulted, or the Stakeholder Group that was put
together awhile back, I believe concerns with the titling would have been brought forward.
Shortly after the survey was sent out, BBP was hit with a barrage of emails about the anti bike sentiment
perceived by the individuals regarding the title. Today, I met with 3 different downtown business
owners about other BBP projects, and concerns about the title were brought forward by all 3.
Here's a quote from Dave Krick, Owner of Bittercreek. "It's a shame that they decided to title the survey
that way. People from across the valley, who never drive downtown, are going to be automatically
against this now. They already hate downtown traffic and aren't going to take the time to read through
the survey. They'll be against anything that isn't adding more lanes."
Other comments and quotes were similar.
From BBP's perspective, my perspective as a car and bike owner, and the perspective of numerous
community members, there is now a clear challenge in getting inherently unbiased survey responses.

From: Diana Burny [mailto:DianaBu@IHFA.ORG]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 11:30 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives
I took the project survey and want to add that sidewalk congestion would be better resolved by the
restaurants on Main and Idaho removing their sidewalk seating. At those sites, it is almost impossible for
two people to pass on the sidewalk without one person having to step off of the curb and onto the
street. THAT is unsafe. I have also heard conversations of people visiting the downtown area less often
because of the lack of parking as it is, let alone removing even more spaces. I know of a storeowner who
not be renewing her lease because her customers are complaining about having nowhere to park. She
will be moving her business to the Village in Meridian.
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I have lived in the downtown area for the past ten years and remember downtown when it was not as
“vital” as it is now. I would hate to have it return to that because the parking situation is becoming a
crisis. Bicycle riding should be kept to the outskirts of the downtown core, not thrown into the middle of
it.
Diana Burny| Loss Mitigation Specialist
Home Loan Services/Idaho Housing & Finance
P.O. Box 7899, Boise, ID 83707-1899
Phone 1.800.526.7145 or 208.331.4888
dianabu@ihfa.org

From: Barry Goff [mailto:bgoff999@q.com]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 7:07 AM
Subject: RE: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Don't put in bike lanes!

From: Lisa Brady [mailto:Lisa.Brady@ymcatvidaho.org]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 10:51 AM
Subject: RE: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Ryan,
I certainly appreciate the email. The words used are creating an anti-bike sentiment for sure and I again
urge you to consider utilizing your Bike Advisory Committee as well as your Bike Ped Coordinator at
ACHD for future survey verbiage. It really does matter.
This is from Boise Guardian this morning: http://boiseguardian.com/2016/03/03/achd-peddles-bikesurvey/
I am left to wonder if a poll to pull the buffered lane off of Capitol Blvd would be labeled: “Remove bike
lanes to add travel lanes.” What this implies is that bikes and pedestrians aren’t really a part of traffic,
when, in fact, they are a major part of traffic and of a road system. As we well know, roads are built for
people to get places. How people get places on these roads is more and more construed as only by
automobile, when we see so many people walking, biking, using wheelchairs or even skateboards.
I understand you are committed to serve and this is important. Making sure there is no bias in survey or
information presented is what I expect to see from any governmental agency or any other entity for that
matter.
Thank you,
Lisa Brady
Safe Routes to School Director
TREASURE VALLEY FAMILY YMCA | CHILD DEVELOPMENT
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1150 W State Street, Suite 203D, Boise, ID 83702
(P) 208 344 5502 ext 291 (C) 208 761 8507
(E) lisa.brady@ymcatvidaho.org (W) ymcatvidaho.org (W)walkitbikeit.org
The Y: We're for youth development, healthy living and social responsibility.

From: Scott Mecham [mailto:scott@kmsfinancial.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 4:12 PM
Subject: RE: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
THANKS….SNOWMOBILES PAY FEES FOR TRAIL MAINT. AND GROOMING, BOATERS PAY FEES FOR
WATER ACCESS, ATV’S PAY FEES FOR TRAILS, UTV’S PAY FEES FOR TRAILS, CARS PAY FEES, ETC. ETC.,
RAFTERS PAY FEES TO FLOAT IT IS VERY EXPENSIVE FOR ALL OF THIS STUFF & BIKERS PAYING NOTHING,
NADDA, ZERO, ZIP…
THE PROPERTY TAX ARGUMENT I KEEP HEARING IS NONSENSE.
YOU CAN COUNT ON A FIGHT ON THIS FROM SMALL BUSINESS PEOPLE DOWNTOWN WHO HAVE SEE
THERE PARKING GO UP BY LARGE PERCENTAGES…THE CITY IS THE PRIVATE LOT OWNERS BEST
FRIEND…..
Scott Mecham, CPA
910 W. Main #352
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-331-0767
208-331-9127 Fax

From: Lisa Brady [mailto:Lisa.Brady@ymcatvidaho.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 1:53 PM
Subject: RE: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Good Afternoon,
I would like to ask that there be some better verbiage given to this type of survey project. The words
cause an immediate negative emotional response and are playing to the tensions felt between drivers
and all other road users.
If you would please consider something more along the lines of “Main and Idaho Streets: making
downtown Boise roads friendly for every user. Bike Lane Alternatives.” Or some other spin, it would
make me feel like the info coming from ACHD had no other mission than to get the survey out. As it
stands, with the typeface and question marks, it gives the reader a sense of disbelief that this is even
being considered.
As a person working toward the safety and education of all road users, this matters to me deeply.
Thank you,
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Lisa Brady
Safe Routes to School Director
TREASURE VALLEY FAMILY YMCA | CHILD DEVELOPMENT
1150 W State Street, Suite 203D, Boise, ID 83702
(P) 208 344 5502 ext 291 (C) 208 761 8507
(E) lisa.brady@ymcatvidaho.org (W) ymcatvidaho.org (W)walkitbikeit.org
The Y: We're for youth development, healthy living and social responsibility.

From: Doug James [mailto:djames313@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 2:31 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives
As a retired engineer;
To who ever is trying to KILL Boise, you are doing a good job. I hate going to Boise from Meridian. This
is like Seattle - you can't fix stupid.
The problem (issue for the PC types) is the streets were made for animal drawn wagons and
automobiles, not bicycles.
The best solution is to build bike paths one story or a floor up, not at ground level. This will help keep
Boise from being strangled by the bicycle footprint taken from valuable transportation area. Separating
bicycle traffic from vehicle traffic is safer for both. I have seen many time in Seattle where the bicyclists
attitude invites or causes road rage (another PC thing?). The biggest resistance to this will probably be
that the building occupants won't like people looking into the buildings, which is solvable by window
coatings.
Yes, I know what I am talking about. I worked on an elevated automated transit system installed in an
old town and only removed small areas of existing transit surface or area. The trick is to use small
columns and get it high enough for large trucks to pass and leave some access for large oversized loads
(or have removable sections to be lifted by crane).
Douglas James

From: Scott Mecham [mailto:scott@kmsfinancial.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 10:38 AM
Subject: RE: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Neither….Main/Idaho are no place for bike lanes. They are both main streets…NO parking or lanes
should be removed…Bikes need to be re-routed…EXPECT A LARGE FIGHT
Scott Mecham, CPA
910 W. Main #352
Boise, Idaho 83702
208-331-0767
208-331-9127 Fax
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From: Diane Kushlan [mailto:dkushlan@fiberpipe.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 11:41 AM
Subject: Main Bike lanes
Ryan: I just completed the survey and I am not sure I will make it to the public meeting. My comments
reflect my use of the downtown streets as a walker. I gave up riding my bike downtown last year
because of too many near misses with cars. I probably walk downtown 4-5 times a week from 17th and
Resseguie Streets. My contention is that there is way too much focus on accommodating bicyclists, and
not enough attention to the broader context of the pedestrian environment. The wider sidewalks,
street furnishings, and recent streetscape improvements are nice, but nothing has been done to create a
more safe and comfortable interface of the pedestrians with the automobiles. From my perspective of
someone who walks the streets, there needs to be a study of pedestrian connections and improvements
to those connections.
I will give you two examples of what I am talking about: along State Street, there are signals at 8th, 9th,
10th, 11th, not 12th, 13th and not 14th, 15th and 16th. Besides, the Y, what is the major pedestrian
destination along that length of State Street? Fancy Freeze at 14th, which has been there since 1947. I
witness pedestrians (many from City of Life Woman and Children Shelter down the street) trying to cross
that intersection all the time. I know why the signals are the way they are, but if you looked at it from a
pedestrian perspective, the locations make little sense in terms of pedestrian destinations. The other
example is Washington between the high school and 16th. There are crosswalks at all intersections,
except 15th. Why not? Washington is a major connection between the high school and lunch at
Albertsons and the 17th Street Marketplace. Many students walk it every day, and when you get to 15th,
with the highest volume street on that link, there is no crosswalk. From a pedestrian connection and
safety perspective, that makes no sense either.
However, my biggest beef is all the attention and priority being paid to bike lanes on Main Street,
primarily by the City. I wish an equal amount of time and resources were given to converting all the
streets to two ways. We have such an enviable grid street pattern that allows so much choice to bike
travel, I don’t understand the need to focus bike lanes on 1 or 2 streets.
Last point, I do not buy that one-way streets are safer for pedestrians. Last week I had the experience of
almost being hit by a motorist on a way-one street who decided, instead of joining the que behind the
three cars in the left lane who had stopped for me, they would swing around to left lane where they had
no visibility of me crossing. Only through a car in the que honking their horn did the person slow down
enough to stop and avoid hitting me.
So thanks for listening to my rant and hope I can help push the notion of two-way streets as a priority,
over all the effort on a limited length of bike lanes on a limited number of streets. d.
PS The graphics and presentation of the survey is excellent. Good luck.
Diane T. Kushlan, AICP
Kushlan | Associates
dkushlan@fiberpipe.net
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Tell Us Request Number - 16-00159








Date - 3/4/2016
Name - Mark Joffe
Email - mark@rapidpulse.com
Subject - Cycling lanes survey
Point of Reference - downtown boise
Category Question or Issue:
I just took the survey re cycling lanes and feel one major component was missing. I am all for the
bike lanes and marked my options in the survey.
However the biggest challenge is creating the lanes into and out of the downtown area so you can
safely cycle from the bench, north end, east side or west Boise. The options are not that great in
many cases. If safe access and various cycling lanes to the city are provided you would see a drastic
increase in cyclists downtown

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00204








Date - 3/9/2016
Name - Tom Hogg
Email - Hogg91672@msn.com
Subject - bike lanes on Idaho and Main Streets
Point of Reference Category Question or Issue:
I think adding bike lanes on Idaho and Main Streets is a BIG mistake. Idaho Street is already
congested by the Bus lanes which I presume will stay. Same issues of traffic congestion on Main
Street only worse. I fail to see why our illustrious mayor and his left wing city council are so
obsessed with the extremely small but vocal biking community. I am a walker and average about 8
miles per day. The bike lanes on 27th, Hill Road, and Warm Springs are mostly ignored by bikers who
continue to ride on the sidewalk.

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00221








Date - 3/14/2016
Name - THOMAS H HOGG
Email - hogg91672@msn.com
Subject - Re: TellUs 16-00204
Point of Reference Category Question or Issue:
Mr. Head,
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Thank you for your response. Usually, I never hear back after I reply to questions like this.
Admittedly, I am not a biker or bike enthusiast. I see too many instances of near misses with cars
and dangerous acts by bikers who think they have the right to ignore safety and just lack common
sense. One of the most common are the bikers who ride while texting; no hands on the handle bars,
etc???
The traffic congestion and frustration in Boise will continue to grow as all of the new hotels, and
multi family dwelling are completed. I do not think that adding bike lanes on Boise's heavily
trafficked downtown road is a good idea.
Sincerely,
Tom Hogg

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00256








Date - 3/17/2016
Name - Dave Crawforth
Email - dcraw4th@aol.com
Subject - Bike Lane Survey
Point of Reference - Main & Idaho
Category - Other
Question or Issue:
Your bike Lane Survey does not give the option of make" no changes", so the results will be skewed
in favor of one of the bike lane options. I believe there is not enough bike traffic to warrant these
changes at this time. It will remove much needed street parking, making it more difficult to shop
downtown.

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00262








Date - 3/17/2016
Name - Gary Handlos
Email - ghandlos@live.com
Subject - Downtown bike lanes
Point of Reference - Main & Idaho alternatives
Category Question or Issue:
Recent info indicates people have three options if they have problems with reduced traffic lanes
downtown. I might suggest that we have a 4th option, and that would be to just not go
downtown anymore. it's already becoming a hassle to drive and park downtown for business...

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00268
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Date - 3/17/2016
Name - Louiskeefer@aol.com
Email - Louiskeefer@aol.com
Subject - Bike Lanes
Point of Reference Category Question or Issue:
To Whom it may concern:
Recently I completed the Bike Lane Survey but since my other family members use the same email
address they cannot take the survey themselves. We believe this will cause your data to be
inaccurate and therefore, invalid.
For the record: We, as a family, are very opposed to the Bike Lanes. We are cyclists but do not
believe restricting automobile traffic in the central core is appropriate; it causes confusion &
congestion and places cars & cyclists in greater conflict by encouraging more bicycles in high traffic
volume areas. There are many other places where enhanced bike lanes can and should be
developed but not in the middle of town.
Also, cyclists should follow the same "Rules of the Road" as motor vehicles (including motor cycles);
not stopping at red lights and stop signs should be enforced the same as for motor vehicles.
Please do not change the city core streets.
The old way is working just fine.
Thank you,
Louis
Louis H. Keefer, MBA
P.O. Box 2183
Boise, ID. 83701
(208) 440-9846
louiskeefer@aol.com

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00272








Date - 3/18/2016
Name - Dave Fotsch
Email - dfotsch@valleyregionaltransit.org
Subject - Recommendations on Downtown Boise Bike Lanes
Point of Reference Category Question or Issue:
Attention: ACHD Commissioners
Attached is the letter (Letter found on page 2 of this summary) that will also be mailed to the
Commission with the recommendations of the ACHD Bicycle Advisory Committee on downtown
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Boise bike lanes.
Thank you,
Dave Fotsch, Chairperson
ACHD Bicycle Advisory Committee

Tell Us Request Number - 16-00344








Date - 3/29/2016
Name - Bonnie
Email - bscddr112@yahoo.com
Subject - Bike Lanes
Point of Reference - Main and Idaho Streets
Category - Other
Question or Issue:
Dear Sirs:
I believe that bike lanes on Main Street and Idaho Street would greatly restrict traffic in downtown
Boise and cause friction between those who are biking and those who are driving. The green boxes
could be confusing to drivers and are by no means protection for bikes against being hit by a car. I
am an avid bike rider. I have lived in Boise my entire life and enjoy riding my bike downtown as well
as all through the city. I think a bike lane on Jefferson would be safer and better for all drivers and
bikers.
Thank you for your consideration.
Bonnie Scudder
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Online Survey
Open Ended Comments

230

No Build - Opened Ended Comments

RespondentID

Suggested changes

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

4552513416

It is already approved.

4554107645

bike lanes on Jefferson would not impact my business parking

4554350116

I do not believe there is enough bike traffic to warrant this
Depends upon whether Jefferson next to St. Luke's will be

4554350649 eliminated/closed.
street parking is already so limited, people park as far as 16th and walk 24554351557 3 blocks into work already (ex: Idaho Power, Boise Cascade)
4554366288

I don't think Jefferson Street will be busy enough to warrant bike lanes
As a cyclist, I hate having the parking on the outside of the bike lane. It
complicates parking, as well as getting out of the bike lane (such as to
turn in a diff lane or something). For example, on a one way if the bike
lane is on the left and I need to make a right hand turn, I need to get
across the other lanes. If there are cars gaurding the bike lane cars in the
street can't see me, and I am sort of blocked in. Perhaps building a
parking lot somehwere? If Boise could learn anything, it would be to look
at the city layout of amsterdam and how they organize bike lanes. They

4554353761 are golden there!
I would note that if the bike lane on Jefferson were extended, past 16th, a I would note that my use of bike lanes is primarily on the weekends, and I tend to
biker could access the bike lane on Main/Fairview by riding a couple of
favor less traveled roads. Jefferson allows me to travel to the downtown area and
blocks south. Additionally, if the bike route were extended west on
4554358798 Jefferson, it could be tied into the greenbelt near Whitney school.

then access the downtown by a short trip to access the stores I need. For me the
difference between a trip down Jefferson and Main is mere seconds.

4554362176
4554365340

Use Bannock. I am a cyclist and I do not see a need for more lanes.
Main & Idaho are busy enough. When I bike I ALWAYS use Jefferson
there seems to be enough room on Jefferson and not too much traffic so making this

4554366120
4554365298 Don't eliminate parking

change wouldnt really have an effect on much

4554369778 Reject St. Lukes Jefferson closure plans

4554368149 Do not remove so much parking
4554368741 I believe Main & Idaho Streets see more bike traffic
4554374632
4554377987 No alternatives.....there is too much traffic to take away lanes
4554378753
4554383391
4554384600
Parking issues presently compromise downtown viability. Use option
4554389402 losing fewer spaces
don't remove vehicle parking on Jefferson; leave bike lanes as they are
4554393107 now

Remove all Jefferson parking to allow bicycles to ride next to sidewalk
4554395334 and to provide room for a more buffered area.

Lack of connectivity to East End

Enough bike lanes in downtown Boise
No enough bike traffic to even move on any options
Use Bannock. I am a cyclist and I do not see a need for more lanes.
I think that having room that bikes don't have to fight for is nice.
I drive to work in downtown Boise. This will make huge congestion.

There are too many cars that are turning onto and off of Main and Idaho Street,
where it becomes more likely that a bike may not been seen by a motorist. Plus with
Main and Idaho already being so congested a loss of a travel lane is not conductive to
allow cars to move through the downtown corridor easily.
Connectivity, visibility, and getting bikes off the sidewalks is very
important

4554399603

4554402000 Protected bike lanes on Jefferson to avoid car side-swiping

4554404610

The ACHD pilot project on Main and Idaho was a massive failure and very dangerous
with bikers being in a blind spot for turning cars. Nothing about this proposal seems
like it will make it safer. I would prefer a quality, and safe, bike option on Jefferson
and Grove rather than a dangerous one on Main and Idaho
This is enough accommodation of bikers. As an elderly driver who is often downtown,
I feel like an endangered species. Always dodging careless bikers and having difficulty
parking.

Really like the two way traffic on Jefferson. Don't like losing all those
parking spots. Would be better if could easily connect to Main/Fairview
4554410643 bike lanes

4554419838

Doesn't connect easily with Fairview (& Greenbelt) bike access
Main & Idaho are heavily traveled streets. Removing a travel lane will cause further
traffic congestion in downtown. In addition, the costs for the 3 Main and Idaho
alternatives will cost significantly more than the Jefferson alternative.

Do nothing until bicyclists learn to follow rules and laws.They do not even
4554424987 use the lanes thay now have.

Until they learn to follow the law, there should be no more changes.
Period.
Jefferson is too far from Main Street. Improving Bannock lanes would be
a better alternative than this.

4554426757
4554460452 Prefer no bike lanes unless additional parking is provided.
I would not put a bike lane immediately next to a parking lane due to the
4554467685 risk of dooring.
Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely
4554466662 used!

Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely
used !!!
You need a real researcher to help design any changes and learn how to
communicate it to the public

4554472281 Scrap ACHD and start over.
4554472171 bike lanes on main and idaho

DON'T make any of the streets look like permanent UGLY construction zones like you
4554474735 Figure out how to NOT infringe on any cars turning on a red lights.
did with the FAILED project a few year ago.
4554478166 this question doesn't make sense to me, alternative to what?
4554491619
We need downtown street parking.
Cluster east & west bike lanes together on one side of street, leave
4554492966 parking intact on other side.
Most destinations downtown are along Main and Idaho. Bikers would still
need to travel along them to get to their destination with lanes on
4554499840 Jefferson. Jefferson would be of no benefit or use to bikers.
Bicycle riders ignore traffic controls and directions, it is very dangerous to
walk the sidewalks for bicycle riders, they do not wish to go around a
block thus they go opposite way on sidewalks. Also I use parking to
4554509445 access the post office, without street parking the post is useless to me.
No more bike lanes or bike lane experiments please. We need our roads
for commuting and conducting business. Traffic has to flow for my
4554507529 medical equipment supply business to operate.
We don't support more bike lanes.
4554514337
I can't see the proposed changes on my screen, so I'm not willing to
4554520467 answer.
There is no need for bike lanes on all streets. By making Jefferson the primary
east/west road with bike lanes it connects great with the already great north/south
4554526168
lanes on 8th street.
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Make bicycle riders comply with traffic rules and safety of pedestrians
and walkers. Bicycle riders ignore bike lanes and take short cuts, etc.
There probably 10 bikes a day that use Capitol Blvd. traffic is a nightmare
on Capitol Blvd and downtown.

All the bike lanes are a bad idea

No Build - Opened Ended Comments

RespondentID

Suggested changes

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition
Drivers that are not looking are likely to open their door into the
oncoming bike lane. There is a higher chance of "dooring" as cyclists call
it. As a motorist it would be nice to not need to worry about opening a
door into the bike lane.

4554538170
Dependent on the proposed closure of Jefferson by St. Lukes, and the
proposed improvements to the Warm Springs/Broadway intersection.
4554545003 Important to maintain connectivity to NE Boise.

Dependent on St Luke's proposed closure of Jefferson
Same as I wrote before, this should be in addition to any facilities on
Main/Idaho. Jefferson larger than necessary and doesn't carry the

this should still happen, no matter what happens to Main/Idaho. Jefferson

amount of trips it was doing before the connector went in. This could

4554554038 is too big and not carrying enough trips to justify it's 3 lane existence.

revitalize the area significantly.
Automobile traffic is in gridlock! The bike study already failed. Majority

4554567915

of citizens drive and don't bike downtown.
I am retired now but used to commute downtown to work on my bicycle. I always
Jefferson AND Bannock should be the main bicycle streets - discourage
(or ban) cars on Jefferson & Bannock, discourage (or ban) bicycles on

4554574425 Main & Idaho

tried to use routes that had the least interaction with cars. I don't trust drivers to
always do the right thing when I am in my car so I don't know why you would trust
them when you are on your bicycle.
I realize the demand for bike lanes, but would prefer those not be on the busy streets

4554586723

of Main & Idaho.

4554612309 Bigger oainted buffer between bike and auto lane
No bike lanes period!!! We already have them. They are called city

No need for any of this nonsense. We have paved streets for cars and

4554625636 streets. Bikes need to follow automobile road rules.
4554631179

bicycles already. Why are you wasting my tax dollars on this?
Leave Main and Idaho streets alone!
I don't bike but see too many cyclists who don't believe in any restrictions on them.

4554634227

They go through red lights and over or on the white bike lanes.

4554635315

Costs!!!

4554697162 Keep Jefferson a through street going East across Ave B

2 way travel on Jefferson makes sense into the East End.
I now use Main St on eastbound morning commute, Front on westbound

4554726966
4554718340 As mentioned, it disconnects the east side routes.
4554722656
4554732879 use existing bike lanes on Bannock

evening. Main and Idaho would be a viable and close option for me.
Better connection to the core
Bicyclists can ride on the side streets or on sidewalks. Putting them in
traffic is a danger to both bicyclists and drivers alike.
Bannock is a great bike corridor as is.

4554734405
4554747735
4554750205 keep Jefferson one way

4554762560
4554777975 Jefferson street only

Bike lanes on main and Idaho were horrible. A bunch of people I know got hit in them
and I didn't like riding them. Bannock is much better anyway. Jefferson would be best.
Downtown isn't so big you can't park a bike and walk if you need to.

4554780603 there are no solutions - what happens when St Lukes closes Jefferson?

closure of Jefferson at Avenue B
Main and Idaho are heavy vehicular traffic, similar to Front and Myrtle. Why force
bikes on those streets? Bannock and Jefferson can accomplish the same task with out
the traffic disruption.

4554783169
4554800105

Does not match with St Luke's bike lane proposal

4554859383
4554827636 100 spaces lost on Jefferson is far too many
1. find out how many people use bikes, v. cars, and then allocate
according, 2. make laws for bikes so driver know what the heck they are
going to do, 3. look to cities like NYC they make traffic & bike traffic
work. & 5. don't just pander to whom ever makes the most largest noise,
4554835793 rarely to they represent the majority
As an avid transportation and family cyclist, I support any new bike lines!
If this is all we get, I'll be glad to get it. However, I think addi lanes to
main and Idaho will do more to increase the livability feel of downtown
Boise, bring bikes to the business district, and encourage the "interested
4554845418 but concerned" to join the ranks of bikers!
4554855688 Parking loss is very high

While the bicyclists will be the ones who "suffer" more on this alternative, in reality
they won't. With better traffic flow, air quality will be better for all. I haven't seen
bicycle traffic number large enough to warrant sacrificing a traffic lane on Main and
Idaho.

rarely did see the bike lanes used! especially for all the road that was
dedicated to bikes

4554870658 No bike lanes period. Or make cyclists pay registration fees!
Bike lanes belong on Idaho and Main street because they are busier
streets. I comfortably ride my bike on Jefferson and do not see the need
4554875841 for additional bike infrastructure on Jefferson.

Against bike lanes period. Cyclists should pay for them not motorists.

There should be a dedicated, protected (by posts) bike lane running the Establishing bike corridors on lower-traffic streets makes the most sense for cyclists
4554879068 length of Jefferson.
and motorists and would require less time for all stakeholders to become acclimated.
4554893739
Redundant w bike lanes on bannock
4554909721 There should be no bike lanes downtown on any of the streets.
Traffic hazard
4554913872 not preferred alternative but it would be an improvment
This alternative would depend on whether ACHD vacates Jefferson Street
4554930643 for St. Lukes.
Why is this even a discussion? Grove already has very clearly defined Bike
Lanes. Both Grove and Bannock have very limited traffic and are excellent
Grove and Bannock are the best streets for bikes. It is ridiculous that bike
4554936149
4554939154
4554959844
4554961186
4555033210
4554985646
4555019555
4555028115

streets for an East/West route.

lanes on Idaho and Main are even being talked about again.
cheapest option

Wider Sidewalks for shared travel
BIKERS NEED TO PAY REGISTRATION FEES
Probably yes. That wasn't an option but that's my choice.
No bike lane. It works as is.
None

Stop wasting money on this and take care of our dilapidated roads
BIKERS MUST PAY REGISTRATION FEES

Impeding already congested traffic for minority use
St. Luke's growth plan

Sidewalk, parking and bike lane is my preferred alternative. I feel safetst in
4555031593 this configuration.
4555039680
J
4555041040
4555044218
4555062996
Boise is growiing too quickly with minimum downtown lanes as it
is...cyclists are the last thing we need with their own lane...I am a 4th
4555077301 generation Boisean

Bannock has bike lanes
the roads were built for automobiles
This whole thing is a big crock for a very few bicyclists.
I prefer bicyclists to find alternate routes...they pay nothing for their
comfort of using vehicle designed streets.

4555108070 Keep the bikes on Jefferson or Bannock. NOT Idaho or Main.

NO bikes on Idaho or Main. THE ROADS ARE ALREADY TOO CROWDED.
I'd like bike lanes on all three streets mentioned, but if I must choose,
then Main/Idaho is the preference

4555107077 I would like to see bike lanes on Idaho/Main, AND Jefferson
4555111831 do not eliminate parking spots
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This fails to provide for bicyclists safety. It's ridiculous to even put
people's safety up to a survey. Protect all users!!! Build a safe option.
Making it take longer for one set of users, is not a good reason to make it
dangerous for others. people's lives and health are worth more than a
4555114189 shorter commute.

These should be built, but also much safer bike lanes as well.
It's just a big inconvenient situation all the way around for motorist.
Bicyclists ride now as if they own the road and do not follow the same
guidelines vehicles do. I have yet to see a bicyclist get a ticket for not
following traffic laws. Downtown is so conjested already, it's a mess. Let
alone worrying about idiots on bicycles that don't follow the rules and

4555163631

laws.
I think it's idiotic to make traffic and parking so much worse for

4555151794

thousands for the very few who bike.
Has anyone asking for this change actually driven downtown during rush

4555172242
4555194231

hour?
bad idea
I saw the parking buffer for bike lane. You can't turn as bikes are not

4555199433 visible. It creates more accident incidents
4555209830

The parking and cyclists next to each other are a hazard.

4555273793 Protected bike lane
Should not be an either/or decision; bikes should be accommodated on
4555257436 both Jefferson & Main/Idaho.
4555265579

I am comfortable with biking downtown as is or with change
Jefferson is too far from the Greenbelt to be a useful downtown bike lane
for me. It needs to be closer to Greenbelt since N/S streets like 15th

Jefferson intersects 15th too from Greenbelt (this is why I prefer

4555285369 aren't comfortable for me

Main/Idaho.)

4555290731

The bike lanes on Bannock provide the same, if not better, connectivity.
No more bike lanes, they don't us them anyway. If you don't believe in

4555292221 Tax payers should not support this with a vast majority not using them.
4555313159

this check out Warm Springs Ave sometime
Bannock and grove already have bike lanes.

4555303620 would prefer to have a barrier between traffic and bikes. candles, curb,etc.
i do not want my tax dollars spent on abandoning motor travel on streets
paid for by my vehicle taxes and property taxes. Bikers must pay there
own way. If this change is instigatedi will definitely consider suing the
4555305604 county/city for a refund of my taxes for the last 50 years.
4555323257
4555326436 No bike lanes anywhere would be my first choic
Least expensive. Crazy that this isn't one of the options above.
4555359334 Roads are for cars. Mixing cars and bikes is not good
4555398978 Put bike lanes next to sidewalk, parking next to drive lane.
Remove Main & Idaho Parking to create bike lane. Easier to remove for
4555384225 trolley later.
4555434192 Bikes need to be away from traffic - all other options increase traffic.
No buffer lanes - they are much more of a hazard than save.
Stop giving bicycles priority. The sidewalks in this area are wide enough
4555459989 for pedestrians and bicycles to share.
However, implementing bike lanes with no responsibility for bikers is wrong. THey
should pay fees for bikes, even if they have cars, to cover all costs. They should also
be required to obey ALL traffic laws! They should be cited as a motor vehicle would
for running stop signs or lights etc. They should be required to carry ID, either a
driver's lic. or something similar issued to those who cannot obatin one. You must be
aware that traffic consists of cars who are your money base! Cars are paying reg. fees
4555491938
and taxes.

4555535711 Swap the parking with bike lines! It makes cyclist feel more protected.
4555560890

4555658786 Would like to see lanes protected by posts
4555659328
4555665507
4555694488 I still think there should be bike lanes on Idaho and Main

Bikes should be able to travel all roads safely
Keep busses on Main and Idaho and bikes off those streets. Too dangerous to mix
bikes and busses.
Minimum tax burden
It seems like a safer alternative than Main Street. It's not that I don't think there
should be bikes on Main or Idaho.
I already bike Jefferson and it works well. Lowest cost.
We have other roads that are bike friendly

4555730458
4555738556
With a closer look at lane widths and a close look at driver and biker
4555776371 behaviors you could save at least half these peaking spaces.
4555779417

4555821043

Bikes in the roadway are unsafe. Bicyclists do not follow the rules now.
They should behave like pedestrians.

They already take up the roadways and are reckless. They want to be
treated as the same as motor vehicles except at stop lights, stop signs, all
crossings and sidewalks. Have no consideration for cars or pedestrians.

No changes. Or if so force bicycles who use those roadways be register
4555507992 and insured.

4555596964
4555610579
4555649720 I don't like being a bike riding against traffic.

Rediculous to give streets paid for by tax dollars to only 1 user group.
Upcoming st lukes expansion

There is no need to change anything. I bicycle in the area and it is fine
Don't need bike lanes to ride my bike.
All these reasons plus preserving vehicle traffic utility on Main and Idaho
bikers don't obey laws, why accomadate them
It is nice to prioritize non motorists in city planning. Not only does safe and visiable
infrastructure provide benifits to current users, it encourages others to bike commute
and reduce vehical traffic.
Before focusing on bike lanes lets figure our a commuter solution for the
valley with enhancements to roads for autos, add light rail and more
cummuter ride routes into downtown. Bikes are not viable for the masses
to commute downtown, just a few north and east end yuppies to pick up
their granola bars a Trader Joes and get their next metrosexual outfit
from the Urban Outfitters.

No Change to current roads except resurface downtown and make
roadways smoother rather than the dilapidate utility hole, vehicle
4555827451 wrecking roads they are.
This seems reasonable and will pacify entitled drivers on Main and Idaho.
However, cyclists will complain that it's indirect, merchants on Jefferson
4555828702 will howl, and I don't like the disconnect from Warm Springs / Main.

4555835137

Bicycles are governed by traffic laws now, which aren't often followed. Enforce those
laws, and let's bikers travel,in regular lanes as they are supposed to. Cite sidewalk
riders to avoid the issue.

A portion of Jefferson is one way, how would that affect bikes traveling
4555844874 East?
4555853078 What is so wrong with it now?
4555886751 One bike lane down middle of street as Jefferson is only one way.

due to the one way sections. Also, I prefer bike lanes on most streets, not
just one or two.
THE COST OF OTHER OPTIONS FOR TAX PAYERS IS NOT RIGHT, THE EXPENSE
ALREADY IS UNCONSCIONABLE!

Signage and surrounding bike lane infrastructure leading into Jefferson
needs to be communicated to bikers so they know that Jefferson is a
designated bike street. People should have better route information so
4555872341 they don't ride on streets without good bike lanes.
4555898009

Jefferson isn't used as heavily as the other streets. Main and Idaho are primary travel
roads
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4555906286

There are already to many cyclists clogging up the road.

4555937643 How is it changed with growth to St Lukes
4555942639 spandex is a mental disorder

spandex is a mental disorder

4556027963 It's not a perfect world. Don't try to fix something that is not broken.
I believe that existing parking is needed on Main and Idaho. It is very
easy to take a north/south street off of Jefferson to get to your desired
location. I travel a lot downtown by car and bike. Parking is already at an
inconvenient low for drivers to get to retail and restaurants. Jefferson
would be a safer route for a bike lane in general. Not sure how the
hospital expansion would affect this as a central route for cyclists to have
4556443636 a dedicated bike lane for a safer downtown access.
Support this as an alternative to Main-Idaho. I don't support this AND
4556457583 support Main-Idaho bike lanes.

Education for drivers and cyclists is what will promulgate a safer trip for cyclists. So
many cyclists do not obey general traffic laws in high volume streets. I have seen
extreme rudeness and blatant abuse of many cyclists cutting in through allies out to
streets, cutting off drivers with near collision conflicts. Not good. We need more
personal initiative from many drivers and cyclists to be considerate and attentive to
everyone on the road.

there is NO reason to do this and spend so much tax payer money. Bikes
do not own this city! They can follow the traffic rules like the rest of us
and not feel they are so special! We do NOT have the money to do this
when there are so many other needed projects that are more inportant.
They can ride in the alleyways if that is such an issue to ride in the
street!!!
This is alternative provides little benefit over existing bike route on
Bannock

4556473755
4556515440
Don't make it harder for people to come downtown. People are already
scared of driving downtown who don't work or visit that often. It is like
4556588509 the city is trying it's hardest to stop commerce downtown.
4556695097 No bike lanes
4556773058

Bicycles are bicycles...streets are for cars
there are better ways to implement a safe cycling in a city that is
beneficail to cyclists and motorized vehicles

4556880256
Only if Jefferson remains a through street and not closed by St. Luke's
4556939167 expansion

I question whether the bike lanes on Jefferson would be used. There are
still businesses that bicyclists would like to access along Main and Idaho
Streets, but there would be no accommodation for them, perhaps forcing
them onto the sidewalks. Also, with the potential for the east end of
Jefferson being closed by St. Luke's this is kind of an indirect route east
and west into and out of downtown.
A small minority of North End bike users are being allowed to dictate
public policy, at the expense of thousands of Boise residents who use
downtown.

4556922893

4556927692 How about NO BIKE LANES at all!
4556939787 only in addition to the lanes on Main and Idaho
even if there was a bike lane on Jefferson, bikes would use Main/Idaho if
4556941480 that was closer to their destination

We need parking downtown, bikes can merge with traffic
Bikes are considered to be like cars so they can ride in the lanes just like
cars.
Jefferson is fine to ride without bike lanes, traffic is light

4556946272 Waste of time and money. The idea didn't work the first time.
4556958400
There is less traffic on Jefferson and it will affect cars less. I currently use Jefferson all
4556989133
the time on my bike and it is better than any other roads in my opinion
4557043523 Bannock is already screwed up with bike lanes
4557055058
4557063697 As soon as Jefferson St is vacated, this is useless for the east end.
Protected or clearly marked north/south bike routes into the downtown
4557078915 corridor.
This provides a cycling route into downtown but I strongly prefer other options.
Remove all bike lanes and have bicycles share the road just as state law
4557082376 requires. We need traffic lanes and parking more than bike lanes
City planners have long made decisions that keep people from coming
downtown for shopping or entertainment. Removing parking continues
to make the problem worse. I avoid downtown unless I absolutely have
to be there. Increased parking fees, now losing parking for bike lanes,
4557089590 does not work for me.
4557093978
4557152898 We need more traffic lanes, not bike lanes.
4557174825 Protected bike lane with parked cars.
4557196727 no bike lane car first
Bike lanes should go behind the parking lanes. This is an emerging best
practice and should be used here and elsewhere, otherwise younger and
4557200721 more timid riders won't use them.
4557227348
Keep Jefferson one-way!!!! put bike lanes on Bannock..Oh wait...THEY
4557319714 ARE ALREADY THERE!!!!
If you MUST install MORE bike lanes.....this is the lesser of the two evils.

My fuel taxes paid for that road. Let them use Bannock
I prefer a parking or cone buffer between bikes and traffic
Vacation of Jefferson St means no bike route to east end

Bicycles should have to share the road according to law and not afforded
special lanes

Parking is too difficult downtown as is
We need more parking and traffic lanes, not bike lanes.
need for car not bike

Creates congestion and causes accidents.

Connectivity through Jefferson Street is poor, especially with pending St.
Luke's changes.

4557302001
Access to Main Street provided at an intersection either the n the East or
4557402567 West end.
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Depending on the width of the bike lanes, cyclist would subject to getting
"doored" and to avoid that situation, w'd be need to ride in the auto

4557480551
4557489183

traffic lane.
Does not impact driving lanes

4557557611 Buffered bike lanes with hard barriers such as planters
4557560562

Less cost to add

4557594892

i prefer one of the other options better
No access to Warm Springs Ave. There is a ton of people who use Warm
Springs to commute by bicycle

4557771546
Having observed the amount of bike-lane usage during the 2014 trial, it is
difficult to think of removing much-needed parking spaces to serve a very
limited number of bikers. This however appears to be the least painful
4557822695 solution.
4557820610 Support bike lanes on Jefferson AND Main and Idaho

Support bike lanes on Jefferson AND Main & Idaho

4557860777 Provide bike lanes on all downtown roads
4557937757 Pay more attention to automobile needs and not bikes

I prefer bike lanes on all downtown roads
This is Boise, not Portland. Have you been there lately?

4557964849 DOOR ZONE BIKE LANES!!!!
Before you spend money do this. Other cities could tell you what type of thing like
4558033458 Move the parking to the middle of the street, like Ketchum.

posts, parking, etc work. Why not just ask them?

4558042203 This is the best option, by far no. 1.
4558051588

major roads don't need obstruction

4558056800 I would support it in addition to bike lanes on Main and Idaho
4558082885

Main and Idaho should be the main traffic areas for cars

4558081697 No bike lanes on Jefferson either.
but only if there's adequate support for loss of parking spaces or
4558108867 adequate replacement of truly needed parking spaces
4558116244
4558132904

Leave things the way they are.
cars need to park, bikes don't
Downtown can't handle the traffic and parking it has now. Bikeers do not
pay license fees, road taxes, any sort of fee to maintain the roads. They
don't follow laws at all and make it MORE DANGEROUS for me and my
family to go about our business on the roads I pay for.

4558137908 Bikes do not belong on the road
I hate to see any parking loss downtown, but feel it makes the most sense
to have bicycle lanes on the roads that are not arteries for cars. Can this
4558144241 be done with fewer parking spaces being lost?
4558148379 bikes don't pay for roads/vehicles DO!!!
have you ever seen anybody carrying their four bags of groceries on their
4558197100 bike ?
4558227286
Recommend at least painted bike lanes and bike boxes at key
4558259884 intersections.
Cost and safety
I am NOT in favor of sidewalk riding. Is the loss of street parking
insignificant? I do enjoy biking on Jefferson Street. Dedicated bike lanes
4558348570 have improved safety for bicyclists.
4558348618 No more bike lanes

Bikes don't pay for roads, vehicles do!

I don't want to see the bike lanes on either street locations.

No more bike lanes
Out of the way. No safe, convenient access to Jefferson from Warm
Springs. Unknown changes with St Lukes expansion.

4558424391 Depends on the changes expected with the St Lukes expansion.
4558457091 move the bike lane inside the parking lane

Eliminate the parking on the south side of Jefferson Street not the north
side. Driver needs to be able to see bicyclists and pulling out from
parking on north side parking spaces provides for more safety than south
4558482037 side.
4558745624
ACHD needs to make sure Jefferson remains open to public use and not
4558774575 taken over by St. lukes
I DO use Jefferson to commute to downtown Boise.

4558806369 Bike lanes on Jefferson and Bannock
4558825426 Keep bikes off of Idaho and Main
I support bike lanes on Jefferson, but not at the expense of bicycling
access to Warm Springs or Main/Fairview couplet bike lanes. Access to
4558895309 these is important.
4558913156 Why not do this and protected bike lanes on main and idaho?

Idaho and Main have too much traffic to make bike lanes safe no matter
how they are designed. Decreasing parking spaces would also be
extremely unpopular with shopowners and customers. This plan crams
too many modes of transportation in too small a space.

We need more options for bikes
Businesses on main and Idaho are where people are trying to get to more
so than jefferson
I don't think bike lanes are needed on this street
Bicycles cause a risk to my safety and do not carry insurance to travel the
roadway

4558937408
4558949498
4558990374 create a bicycle alley away from traffic and pedestrian
4558991292
LEAVE every street...AS IS. That is why I BOUGHT a home, instead of
moving to Eagle like everyone else....so I was close to my daily, all day
long communting. I have counted. I on average...come out of my
neighborhood (Warm Springs) at least 30+ times a day, West bound on
Jefferson....7 days a week. NO MORE bike lanes. and HELL yes! I am
extremely friendly towards EVERY bike on the road...most ARE my

Bannock Street is a safer bike route than Jefferson because it is two way
and low speed. Jefferson is one way and higher speed. This may change
after St. Luke's takes over Jefferson. Many bicyclists won't use lanes on
Jefferson as it's too far north of the Grove and Main St. part of
downtown. Bike advocates will continue to complain so I doubt it will
solve anything.
amount of use not worth the cost

Better than nothing

NO additional bike lanes are needed. I'm tired of staring at those liong
liones of green bikes form St. Luke's ALL the time, that just SIT in the rack!
Those racks are never empty!!! Waste of space. Why take more parking
spoaces for businesses.....that CAME TO DOWNTOWN with their hard

neighbors. I stop for every squirrel, goose, deer & kitty cats...also! Just
4559000181 leave things as they are please!!!!!
4559112823 I would like bicycle lanes on Jefferson, Idaho, and Main
4559159208 Least number of eliminated parking spaces

earned dollars....if you take away their parking spaces for customers &
cleints, they will just go to Meridian. STOP! LEAVE downtown like it is!

Developing infrastructure and allocating dollars towards alternative transportation
such as bicycles is essential and a natural progression for a growing city. These
changes are imperative. Reducing travel lanes and making this a two-way street are
major improvements. Also the bicycle lanes serve dual-purpose as 1) a traffic-calming
measure and 2) provide for other users to get around town. Both of these measures
will absolutely serve to increase the perception and reality of walkability, safety, and
general improvement of the downtown core, and a direct result will be increased foot
traffic and business revenue. A loss of parking is justified. Boise needs to continue to
support the commuter from afar, but also recognize the shift that continues to move
I would support this over zero change, but only in the event the changes away from the personal vehicle. Slower traffic will increase foot and bicycle traffic.
There will still be an abundance of parking, streets to navigate, and ideal Level of
to Main and Idaho cannot be implemented. The change to two-way for
Jefferson is an improvement. I would like to see the changes on Jefferson Service throughout the downtown core. Implementing this chance is essential to
increasing business in the central core.
4559453519 AND on Main/Idaho all happen.
I think that adding bike lanes on Main and Idaho Street would cause nothing but
4559481187
problems.
Add posts for more safety. All all this is moot if St Lukes is allowed to
Add posts for more safety. All all this is moot if St Lukes is allowed to vacate
4559522895 vacate Jefferson.
Jefferson.
Jefferson feels safe as a cyclist currently and it is. Not worth spending
money there.

4559555048
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When the other options are considered, this is the best option. What isn't considered
from what I have seen, is the impact of auto emmissions created by the additional
congestion in the other options. More stop and go traffic, more emmissions. With
the other options, we'll have to contend with more non attainment days. Also,
4559562940

bicyclists will be breathing a greater concentration of pollution. DUH!!!!!
Why are we encouraging bicycle traffice through the downtown core?
We should be pushing it north or south of the very narrow downtown
core. it's not that far to ride 2 blocks north or south to ride around
downtown. I'm a cyclist and frankly i'd be much more comfortable riding

4559634443 in these areas than right next to a bunch of traffic.
Tried the lanes on Main and Idaho and found no benefit and decreased
4559652173 safety.
biking on Main and Idaho should be as if bicycle were a car, take your place in the
road way (claim your space by riding in the middle of the lane to keep cars from
forcing you off the road. Most of the time I would ride side streets to avoid heavy
traffic. Only get on Main or Idaho streets when my destination included using those
4560224444

streets.

4560316147

Main and Idaho too busy with vehicles..Jefferson is less traffic
Adding bike lanes on Jefferson does not greatly improve the cycling
situation in downtown, unless one is merely traversing downtown. The
Greenbelt is better suited for that. When I bike downtown, it's often to

4560524061

access businesses on Idaho and/or Main Streets.

4560526566 Small buffer between parked cars and bike lane to prevent "dooring"
When bike lanes are disregarded by drivers (and people parking, which is
the biggest hazard I face as a rider) I tend to ride on the sidewalk.
4560656236

Sidewalk riding is inefficient, unsafe, and really annoying for pedestrians

4560708507 You cannot remove parking; there is already not enough
Explanation is cumbersome & also doesn't factor in the winters months
4560844702 when they're would no (or very few), bikes to consider.

Biking is simplly better for the environment, as well as health.

4560847589 Jefferson is currently one way? It will also be impacted by St. Lukes.
4560857941

few loss of parking spaces but I would still bike on main/Idaho anyway

It doesn't fix the issue. Jefferson is one way and will be impacted by St.
Lukes.

I don't think that bike lanes are needed. Downtown is already congested
and by adding bike lanes it will make it worse. It seems you are bowing to
a small number of north enders at the expense to everyone else. You are
giving me yet another reason to NOT go downtown!

4560892004
4560915744
4560990633
4561124769
I'm only picking this because it's the least bad alternative. Seriously?
Over 100 parking spaces? You may want people to abandon their cars,
4561218742 but you're completely unreasonable.

jefferson is quiet enough, more serious needs elsewhere.A1- widen safe cycling space
on the Emerald street bridge that goes over the connector.
Too much impact on cars; there aren't enough bikes to justify.
For many destinations, Jefferson is not the quickest route.
This is better than further messing up Main and Idaho--already screwed up by the
poorly placed and accessed transit station. But it impacts Jefferson, which is the route
I often take to avoid the mess downtown.
park all bikes. Shame on grown ups who cater so much to a very noisy
and small % of the population

4561241291 scrap the entire concept of bike lanes using same roads as auto vehicles
Why would you do this when you have bike lanes on Bannock and most
people want access to Idaho and Main and that is where the congestion
is. What would Jefferson add to the table that Bannock doesn't already
provide? And isn't Jefferson one-way? This makes no sense and as a
person with expertise in public outreach I just have to say that you are
4561509922 damaging your credibility as an agency.
Jefferson is a priority east west bike corridor both through downtown as
well as into downtown. Once Jefferson converts to 2-way the full length
this use will increase. Consider an alternative with protected bike lanes on
Main Street. Lanes on Jefferson and Main provide an adequate and safe
network for people on bikes into and through downtown. Regardless of
which alternative is selected Jefferson with or without bike lanes should
remain a priority east west bike corridor through downtown and with
4562026785 sharrows, signage and way finding.
For safety of the cyclists, the entire downtown grid should be a walking
zone with cyclist walking their cycles on the sidewalks. There is too much
cavalier cycling going on downtown that puts the cyclists in great danger
of getting hit by the motor vehicle traffic that pays for the roadways and
maintenance. Giving up more lanes and parking to the cyclists is a poor
4562146628 use of space and taxpayer money.
More protected lanes on Jefferson, something that would connect with St
4562333112 Luke's cycle track

4562410208

No need and no improvement over what exists.

Due to traffic density in the downtown grid, that area should be a walk
only with cycles off the roadway. Cyclists don't generate any revenue for
roadway construction or maintenance. Cyclists in the downtown area
often fail to follow traffic signals and create greater accident hazards for
themselves and otherwise lawful motorists using the roadway system

Idaho and Main too dangerous and narrow for bikes. Too much vehicle traffic. If less
lanes, more traffic but stacked up longer. Bikes get a break with traffic breaks.
Main and Idaho carry much more auto traffic. We should be directing bikes away
from high traffic areas as often as we can. I am a cyclist but also a frustrated traveler
through down town. With all the lane closures and two way traffic, we soon will only
be able to traverse downtown on the yet to be constructed trolley. I actually park on

4562501488
4562577013

Jefferson regularly and there are limited spaces available. This alternative works
against my personal interests, but it clearly is the best for all. I would have
appreciated knowing why the City recommended the other alternative.
Not building any bike lanes is not a good option

I'd rather have bike lanes on Main or Idaho...I'm not going to skip over to
4562674012 Jefferson when I can just bike on the road on Main/Idaho/Front.
I think it really depends on what the goal is. If the goal is simply a
through route, then perhaps Jefferson is a better option. However I think
the goal is to provide more access to places inside the downtown core,
and Jefferson simply lacks the number of stores, restaurants, and
destinations that Main and Idaho have. Additionally, helping to reduce
sidewalk riders on Main and Idaho is a more pressing need than on
Jefferson.
You make it harder to drive and park in the down town area, why don't
you just let the north enders run ACHD, I'm sure they could do as good a
job as you do now.

I'm not from the East End, so I don't use Jefferson for East/West travel,
but with St. Lukes implementing its master plan that will close off
Jefferson at Avenue B, I see Jefferson being of less use to both cars and
bikes in the future. There may actually be an opportunity with less traffic
on Jefferson to add more parking there with diagonal spaces and removal
4562696539 of a traffic lane near the capitol.
Close all business downtown before doing this. Then drivers can get to
4562795110 them wherever they move to.
Main & Idaho are primary corridors off the connector and should support
4562865827 vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians

4562886096
4562905009
4563092532 road signage and paint need to have high visibility at night

Jefferson St. isn't as busy as other streets, which would provide the opportunity to add
bike lanes to benefit bicycle commuters, without inconveniencing Motor Vehicles.
It's the only sane option unless you want to kill downtown business entirely
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All bike facilities are constructed on a single street that has less traffic. There are no
loss of travel lanes or parking on Main Street and Idaho Street. Jefferson is the best
4563105052

place for a east west bike route and facilities.
I propose secure Bicycle parking in local garages just like cars have to and
no bike lane in the center of downtown at all. Too dangerous when you

4563283824

mix walker, cars and bike. Park and walk just like cars have to.

4563553649 Post, or wall barrier between traffic and bike lane.

Better than no bike lanes anywhere

4563605172 bike lanes separated by solid barriers from traffic AND parked vehicles

adf
While this is the simplest and least expensive to implement, I believe it

4563625071

has the least meaningful benefit for both motorists and bicyclists.
I support this, because it is the low-hanging fruit, and it does result in

4563644975 increased bike connectivity. It's still not the best solution, though.
4563719683 I think it should happen only if there are no changes to idaho and main

More bike lanes is good

4563744069 Keep parking spaces on one side of Jefferson st.
Why ruin two streets (Main & Idaho) when you only have to ruin one (Jefferson). Why
eliminate whole lanes for autos, causing total gridlock, when 97% + of people
traveling thru downtown Boise do so in cars...not bicycles. Bikes are convenient for
those who line in north and east Boise, but not for the rest of us. It seems everything
centers around north and east Boise. If Bieter gets his way, and a "trolley" comes to
town, and the trolley uses Main & Idaho, and these streets have two lanes of traffic
dedicated to autos and buses, why bother evey going downtown? So, NO bicycle
4563765647

lanes on Main and Idaho!

4563773334 appreciate the minimum loss of parking spaces
4563889260 eliminate Jefferson St parking only on one side
Eliminate east end blockage for westbound cars on Jefferson so they can
remain in far left lane, make vehicles off capital yield instead of cluster
4563910239 you've caused with current situation.

we don't need bikes lanes on every street and Main is one (State Street is the other)
It is always good to incentives bikers to use convenient, less trafficked roads nearby.
Jefferson St. is 1 block over (negligble amount for a biker rider) and has fewer cars
and pedestrians. Everybody is safer with bikers there.

4563923460
4563947627

No need for bike lanes.
i like connection to warm springs, it would be odd to commute thru St.
Luke's

4564072569 is not my first choice
4564107476 Would like to see bike lanes on Main and Idaho

Bicycle commuting needs main thoroughfare lanes to be a truly viable
transportation mode.

4564131404
4564321780
4564322013

Keep Main and Idaho clear and safe!
Cost
Your premise about increasing bike ridership with these changes isn't
correct, I believe. You'll be taking out car lanes and the car traffic won't
decrease especially over time.
Like I said this is really a stupid idea and should be scraped

4564404971
4564454486
Don't remove parking and don't put in bike lanes.Your goal should be
4564473692 better traffic flow, not little used bike lanes

4564532674
4564634148
4564663256
4564738521

4564785391

sounds like there getting a kick back from the amco parking to push this
alternative plan. it will effect negatively impact business. I would avoid the
downtown area. you will see business migrate away from this area. there
is not "sidewalk congestion" this is not fucking new york. Anyone that
bikes that's over the age of 14 and not on a site seeing trip rides on the
street regardless if there are pretty little lane indicators.
Protected lanes from posts or buffers, switch parked cars with the bike
lane.
force bicyclists to actually obey traffic laws and show they deserve more
changes first.
Try Hill road on a bike
Don't take out limited downtown parking, better to remove a traffic lane
on Jefferson. It's never busy with vehicle traffic. But if I want to get
through downtown, I'll go on Bannock, which is already set up great to be
comfortable for driving and biking.

4565620513
4565656340 I like this idea with adding some buffers or candles
4565736488
I believe given the St Lukes closure of Jefferson that this route would be
the safest way to bike downtown. Bike lanes on Main and Idaho would
also be nice but Jefferson is the primary route for many living in the east
4565760327 end
4566065836

sound like a boise city is trying to dictate the use of parking garages as a
means to access downtown businesses and events.

Bannock is already great for biking, and closer to the main part of
downtown.
As it is, there is limited parking downtown and to remove more would not
be beneficial. Also, adding bike lanes downtown was a disaster and to do
it again would have the same outcome. There are other issues where the
money would be more useful.
main and idaho are already congested
I am concerned bikers will be hit while cars are trying to park

Bike lanes on Main and Idaho would also be fine but promoting Jefferson as a route
to downtown would be critical
There is much less traffic on Jefferson.

I am a vendor downtown. when you removed that lane on main st.you
created a deadly situation for vendors and people delivering goods. We
bring heavy equipment with us to support our carts and shouldn't be
required to carry in our necessary supplies to do business. That includes

4566107200
4566120613
4566188333
4566255241

4566449862
4566880774
4567133671

full coolers of goods,a car battery to power lights,ect. By taking away that
lane on main st,we face blocking 1 partial lane to quickly offload our
goods to do business. You cant imagine a bunch of drunk drivers running
up behind you,trying to harass you because you happen to be in the only
lane available. I pay fees to the city of boise and you are endangers out
lives,not to mention our livelihoods by taking a huge chunk out of main st
to accommodate a small number of bicylists. let them have
Jefferson,Capital. Not on Main st.!
do not remove parking on jefferson
no bike lanes on jefferson
direct more traffic coming south on Broadway down Main and Idaho not Ave B.
The reality today is bikes use these roads all the time. We need bike
lanes

It endangers vendors and deliveries offloading to do business and make
deliveries on main st.

We need bike lanes

I think removing parking spaces on Jefferson has the least impact on parking options
downtown. It also helps increase driving visibility on a narrow street (4th/Jefferson)
Does not improve sidewalk riding on busier idaho and main
no bike lanes needed.

What I wish be inforced is NO BIKES OR SKATES/BOARDS on sidewalks on
4567221296 Main AND Idaho streets
4567434734
I cannot stress enough how much safer Jefferson street would be.
4567455064
4567692718 need more busses
instead of pushing bike traffic to the periphery, create safety for them in
4568751312 the downtown core (main & Idaho)
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Provide better connectivty and better safety north and south on Capitol
4568788400 and 9th Street
4569044779 Less traffic downtown, more safety for active commuters.
4569085660

i don't want a two way traffic

4569097493 Don't like two way traffic

i don't like two way traffic

4569164138 Use parking as a buffer between bike lane and travel lane.
4569246059 Jefferson St should remain a through arterial to/from the East End.
4569258013 Keep Jefferson a one-way street heading east
4569280881 Go to Main/Idaho changes
It is the actions of the cyclists that make it unsafe. When you do not stop
for lights and don't pay attention to your surroundings you should not
4569288068 Force bicyclists to follow the same traffic rules as vehicles.

get special privileges.
The overall lack of bicycles, the failure of the bicycle project and the lack
of funding specifically provided by the beneficiaries makes any additional

4569592220
4569599638 No bikes downtown. Cars and walkers only.

accommodation illogical.

4569614475 No bikes in downtown. Keep on outer streets like fort
4569641601 Jefferson is one way, no need for two bike lanes (travel with traffic)

As above, no need for two bike lanes.

If we are going to give up parking spaces to bicycles then we need to ban Bicycle riders need to be controlled. They are every where and run out in front of cars
bicycles on Main and Idaho unles they are being pushed (not ridden) on
4569884124 the sidewalks.

instead of stopping at red lights. They jump back and forth from sidewalk to street
and you never know where to watch for them.
There are not enough bike riders to justify removing parking. The ACHD
or the City has already removed parking in the center of Downtown.
When aI see Bikers getting ticketed for their crazy riding and disrespect I
amay change my mind or you charge them to use the streets like I pay

4570031415

now in gas & reg. fees.

4570080350

I prefer the other options
The traffic changes ACHD made to n/s streets are already creating longer commute
times. Eliminating two e/w lanes will exacerbate what has recently become a more

4570162216

frustrating commute.

If we have to have bike lanes, but a shame to loose parking when there is
4570413467 not enough as is.
4570605098 Stop trying to be Portland. We are a large city. Bikes are not cars.
Uh, the other option removes 240 parking spaces. That's stupid. Really stupid.
I don't understand the need to change Jefferson into a two way street.
4570610836 There are already bike lanes on bannock that go both directions.
We are not Portland. Until bike ridership increases there is no need for
bike lanes. We already have enough obstacles in downtown Boise. Half
the population is already dealing with the sidewalk insets at the corners
(talk about ankle breakers).

4571586516
Enforce 1- or 2-hour parking restrictions on Jefferson so the spaces,
which will be fewer than currently exist, are not hogged by all-day
4571587675 parkers.
Would prefer a plan that eliminated a travel lane over a plan that
4571996178 eliminates parking spaces
4572332028

Cyclists are here to stay, Boise might as well make it safer for them to travel
Jefferson can get you east and west without using Main and Idaho
limited bicycle access to primary downtown corridor which would not
address sidewalk riding
Bicycles are not inconvenienced at this time. The added emissions are
unacceptable.

4572445122
4572505436
4572624288 Maintain and improve the bike lanes on Bannock

Remove one side of parking and create a designated, buffered bicycling
4572716352 lane.
4572861535
This would be my third choice if I had to pick three. I am in favor of a
4572878308 protected bike lane
whoever's idea it was to eliminate parking spaces should be tarred and
4573331310 feathered
least intrusion into automobile uses
Making Jefferson St two lanes makes a lot of sense. There is never
enough traffic to warrant the current one-way west of 5th. St. The
Jefferson route is a pleasure to ride and connects the east end
neighborhood to the Ester Simplot park. With the north-south downtown
roadway conversion to two lanes makes it easy to visit downtown
businesses. The bottom line, for bikes it's a low volume connector from
4574605851 east to west.
Main and Idaho St are very busy.
Consider parking between travel lane and bike lane. Provides safer biking
4574826811 conditions between parking and sidewalk

This option contains the two most common dangerous situations for
cyclists. (1) the open door swing of parked cars which can result in the
cyclist flipping over the car door or, when the cyclist has enough time to
react, they attempt to avoid the opened door which diverts them into the
vehicle traffic lane. (2) When cars are attempting to enter or exit a
parking space, they must use the bicycle lane. Even though the lane is
marked for bicycles, motorists are not looking for cyclists - this has been
my common experience in downtown Boise.
Low connectivity to core areas

Too dificult on retail and there's not that many bikers on these streets nor
should they be...unsafe for all...

4575211410
I use Jefferson all the time to bike from west to east and east and west through town.
I also like to walk it with my dogs. It is low volume, safe and pleasant. Is the the best
east west route and needs little change. Why implement a costly new plan when we
4575241236
4575263380 Don't remove parking on Jefferson
4575265400 Retain as much surface parking as possible.
4575300584
The reality is bicycle traffic will still use Main and Idaho and there by be
4575376448 less safe.

have a route that is already working so well for cyclists and pedestrians?
We are giving up precious parking affecting a large number of people for a small
number of bikers that commute 6 months of the year.
It's just too easy to get creamed by someone opening their door.
Bicycles and cars will use all these streets. The goal should be to make
them all safer for both uses.

4575439977 I would support this option better with a buffered bike lane on Jefferson
4575702447 I bike Jefferson alot and there is plenty of room for bikes right now.

4575798215
4575951496 Start here! If more and more bikes are used, consider more bike lanes
4576100639 A way to have fewer parking spots affected?
4576188321 yes, only because "no changes at all" was not an option

As noted before this is not where the primary biking problem is.
This appears to be a very low cost option, and would seem to be a good first step.
Depending on the lessons learned, other bike lane ideas could be explored.
Cars traffic should be on some roads and bike traffic on others
Again, because making no changes is not an option offered on this survey
Taking away parking or car lanes makes going downtown less attractive
and easy to access.

4576428207 None.
Removal of parking anywhere downtown is a huge issue and much of the
year the bike lanes would be wasted and retail and dining would be
negatively impacted as many perceive it as too difficult to come
4576473863 downtown as it is
4577492195 We need on-street parking to promote business

See previous note. We cannot afford to lose parking spaces downtown as already too
difficult and driving got snarled and delayed with previous test. Harming many more
with excessive fuel usage driving around and around for parking as happened
previously and making downtown less accessible to serve interests of a few while
harming dining and retail
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Bike lanes on Jefferson Street are not necessary for cyclists, although they may be
helpful. However, the maintenance of Jefferson as a low-travel connection is
4577817508
4578145566

absolutely necessary to cyclists.
I prefer bike lanes on as many streets as possible
I would want bike lanes here, but not at the expense of not getting bike

4578173299 lanes on Idaho & Main
Reject St Lukes plan to vacate Jefferson St and use Ave C to connect to
4578384553 Warm Springs
Provide significant bicycle parking areas similar to auto parking lots and
4579240005 enforce no bike riding on sidewalks, especially Main and Idaho streets.
4579260948

don't want any bike lanes period!
Posting will need to be made on the road notifying drivers of cars that
bikes will be crossing car traffic in order to move from one side of the

4579314480 street to the other in order to turn.
4579356707

this is a bad idea

I would only approve with posts and removing parking and with a vicyline

because it does not set aside a dedicated safe bike lane and does not

4579408919 access to warm springs and main fairview bike lanes

connect with existing bike lanes
This is the low cost alternative that also provides bike safety. I'm a biker, but I don't
think we should be spending +$500K to achieve what the no-cost Jefferson Street
option provides. A few residents/businesses on Jeff suffer without parking, but that's

4579450705

the tradeoff to the taxpayer.
No parking on curb side of bike lane, vehicles pulling in/out WILL cause

4579478150 issues with bike lane.
4579557441

I prefer option 2
The cycling access to and from downtown is intrinsically connected with St. Luke's
expansion. As a small business owner on Main Street, it places a burden on my
business to potentially lose on street parking which is vital for patronage to my
business. ACHD moving forward with the original proposal on Jefferson allows for East

4579584214
4579624912

neighborhood ingress and egress to downtown, has already been planned and has
the least expensive tax payor impact. Moving the bike lanes off Jefferson and on to
Main and Idaho has a significant greater negative impact on economics due to the
numerous businesses affected as opposed to the primarily residential, civic and nonprofit parcels that line Jefferson Street.
you don't know the traffic impact when the bus terminal is operating

I live in the East end. I am concerned with connectivity to the Jefferson St.
bike lanes. That is the street I take now when I ride my bike downtown
4579815983 because I am uncomfortable on Idaho and Main Streets.
4580004539 do not eliminate parking
we should keep bikes off high volume streets for safty reasons.
4581536981 more protected
currently less traffic than main/idaho
4581573266
Bike lanes between parked cars and the road are more dangerous
4581632208 I want bike lanes on main and idaho also
4581714854 If 2way traffice otherwise park then bike lane like Bannock St.
Eliminate bike lanes completely. Make bikers operate as if they were in a
Eliminate bike lanes completely. Make bikers operate as if they were in a
4582098754 car.
car
Given the St. Luke's expansion, the intersection at Main/Idaho will be far too busy to
safely cross on foot or by bicycle. Moreover, E Jefferson should remain open (i.e, not
vacated) as any resulting vacation will result in increased traffic for bicyclists,
pedestrians and motorists. E Jefferson remains the "safe and sane" throughway for all
4582110936
users to downtown and beyond.
Bike lanes on Main are a stupid idea. Too much traffic, too many access
points from garages etc. Its just a disaster waiting to happen. Look how
4582165482 the new bus station was bungled. Bikes on Grove and Jefferson.

Do you really even need bike lanes on Jefferson, there's excellent visibility already on
the street
I think this alternative would not get as much use/would not be as useful
to cyclists

4582494652 Jefferson is not a main thoroughfare
why put bikes on the busiest streets in downtown boise, idaho and main,
4582715155 why not use bannock ?

4582717233
4582859338 Extend to 27th Street
4583115817 No bike lanes needed on Jefferson - just leave it as is.
4583593304
4583616984 Would prefer protected bike lane

Main and Idaho are congested for car traffic and parking as they are, it makes NO
sense for the majority of downtown users to add bike lanes. This effort is for a select
few who would ride their bikes at the expense and inconvenience of the majority of
taxpayers.
Access to West End neighborhoods
No bike lanes needed - it's perfect as is.
this doesn't get bike lane far enough into center of town

Between the construction (going on 4 years since I started working down town),
narrow streets, bus lanes and the move to eliminate parking choices, downtown has
become less attractive to shop, eat, or enjoy events. If bike imposed on Main and
Idaho, I will look for a job not in the town area and for sure will not frequent
downtown, As it is, giving the current construction and on again, off again bike lanes
scenarios, many stores have moved out or closed. Boise is more like a hollow
neighborhood that lends it self to bike riders. I share the streets with them but know
that they do have laws that govern them and if they ride their bikes inappropriately
and something happens the driver of the vehicle will always be at fault. I know longer
allow my children or my mother to drive in downtown. Truthfully, Main street has had
construction related restrictions for over the four years I have been working down
4583815344

town. Someone is not knowledgeable or in control and Boise suffers.

Signage warning of bikes and ability to access downtown core
4585332496 north/south from jefferson.
4585361891 Clear markings/signs warning drivers of bikes.
4585877446 This should be in addition to Idaho and Main street work
4585894130 Quit taking driving lanes from cars! Roads are for cars.
I like the buffered bike lanes from the other alternatives but I think they
4586006171 belong on Jefferson as a bike route
I support you screw up Boise as much as possible... the worse Boise is the
4586046910 more business in Meridian
4586366879
4586393010
4586414373 Do Nothing

Roads are for cars...quit taking parking and driving lanes/spaces from
drivers!

I want ACHD to damage Bieter's reputation as much as possible to the benifit of
Meridian. Go for it!!!
No Bike lanes period!!!!!!
no bike lanes they don't pay tax for the road we pay for

4586438546 We need no more bike lanes. It will only cause trouble
4586447040 No changes!
4586484826 As long as lanes are clearly colored/marked like in the next example
Start the bike lane on Jefferson further east, at least at the intersection of
4586578804 Ave C.
4586589516
4586620617 No special lanes needed - good to go as is.
leave it alone - good as is.

4586626495 Enforce traffic laws for ALL vehicles--bikes and cars.

traffic is too busy on Idaho and Main already for cars and making it busier with losing
a lane for a FEW bikers is ridiculous! Give them a safe space on a separate road.
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We don't have a huge amount of need for bike lanes. Boise isn't big

4586629159 We do not need any changes.

enough.

No bikes are needed, doing so benefits only a few, inconveniences,
4586680842 creates traffic congestion and wastes tax payer money

See prior answer

4586697356 None

No need for it
We don't need any bike lanes they take up to much road space and are

4586705838 Don't put new bike lanes anywhere

unsafe for drivers
I don't feel we need the bike lanes at all. We are building bike lanes for a
very small percentage of people. The lanes we not used before on
Capitol. Why are we doing all this again and wasting a lot of time on

4586713954

this?
I do not see enough bicyclists using existing lanes. In order me to support

4586719308

something like this I would like to see more usage of current lanes.

4586760234 Leave things the way theu are now do not add bike lanes.

There far more vehicles used than bikes therfore do not add bike lanes.
Parking down town is bad now,and will be worse if you take out parking
lanes. Also most of the roads you are talking about only have two lanes
for vehicle traffic now. taking out one of them and it would doubale travel
time in downtown. Also when you did your test progect I saw more bikes
not using the bike lane than I did using it.

4586826013
Yes! Implementing this plan would not hurt/damage downtown
4586948828 businesses as near as much as lanes on Main would!

Bike lanes on Main are not a safe option (Main and 5th in particular already has
signficant safety issues reported to ACHD) and hurt the downtown business owners

4587078250 Keep all bicycles off the roadway, period.

They are not cars they don't need any roadways
Bicycles impede traffic flow and are a hazard for motorists, ACHD can not

4587080689 Keep bicycles off the roadway, period.

get the light cycles at an intersection working proberly let alone do a
small construction job on a roadway.

4587115966 Charge bike permits to pay

Do bike fees pay for the road?

4587127216 I would support this 100% if it were a protected bike lane.
What would the east bound bike lane look like from DT to 4th st as
Jefferson is one way? This would need to be addressed. I currently ride
Bannock to 4th st, and then head north to Jefferson across Broadway. It
4587129259 works very well.

I would support protected bike lanes on Jefferson.

4587187073 No bike lanes and no changes
4587190777
The more bike lanes around town, the better
4587221163 I don't want the bike lanes anywhere!
move bike lane next to sidewalks for protection of cyclists and to remove
4587245291 conflict with cars
4587246637 No more bike lanes
4595353080 I prefer buffered bike lanes on Main and Idaho
It's the lesser of all the evils. I personally don't see as many bikes as cars downtown,
so the removal of parking along with the ridiculous cost to implement the changes,
seem like a waste of time. Not to mention the city will lose money since over 100
4587273614
parking meters will be removed.
4587269739
4587274099
Bicycles in the roadway is unsafe!
4587285113
4587286703
4587330937

There is not enough bicycle traffic to warrant tax payers paying for this

4587379675 Shoot assholes that try to kill cyclists before I do it myself
4588233658

4588296977
4588374101 I do not think street parking should be removed or modified anywhere
4588392339
4588398084
4588405795 eliminate all bike lanes

No change at all
Roads are built for motor vehicles
Waste of tax payer money/ safety
Roads were built for vehicles
Because cyclists need to know they're soft and squishy while cars are not.
Ride accordingly
NO BIKE LANES PERIOD
Boise has commuters coming in from Mt. Home to Weiser. You need to
find ways to help fix the congestion, not make it worse so a FEW bikers
can ride downtown.

I see more cars than bicycles. Why not add more parking? Seems you
are catering to a small group, like Jimmy John's bicycle delivery.
If I actually saw enough bike riders to justify this I would consider it. They
are so few it is ludicrous to consider such a major change.
Streets are for cars. Leave everything the way it is.
It would be so unsafe on Jefferson Street. The parking would be terrible
for our members. You will make it really hard for the business' on
Jefferson Street. We don't have large parking garages on the east end of
Jefferson.
It will severely impact necessary temporary parking for businesses on
Jefferson without offering an alternative. It also removes the already
limited all day parking spaces available for employess of those
businesses.

4588411812
4588431357

4588514798 Bike Lanes on Jefferson are a bad idea

4588549783
we need to leave the streets as they are in downtown. they are already to
narrow for cars which is the main source of transportation. During
construction this is especially concerning as bikes are dangerous to motor
vehicles. When bikes are forced to follow the rules of the road and are
4588564965 ticketed/fined for not doing so only then will the roads be safe

Bikes do NOT follow the rules of the road which is hazardous for me as a
driver
They are unnecessary. You keep pushing this. Listen to all the people
not just the cyclist. BTW I cycle all the time.
Parking is hard enough to find... this would be a horrible idea
No where else to park on Jefferson street for business
There is no need for bike lanes! Bicyclists need to use common sense.
Vehicles are the primary mode of transportation downtown and we need
to leave plenty of parking and driving lanes available.
Business access is restricted.

4588571283 Keep it the same. Bike lines take away business access
4588574023 you are taking parking away from our credit union..and employees :/
4588599983

4588655784
4588658255
4588673422

No more bike lanes

Waste of Tax dollars for less return to local businesses
Jefferson is not a useful street for bike riding

4588410040

4588615961
4588622316 Leave it as is. We keep telling you this. Listen to the tax payers.
Bike lanes MUST indicate the direction the bikers must travel in to
4588630043 minimize the danger to themselves and vehicles
4588628665 this is not a safe option

I don't support disrupting traffic for 1% of bicyclists

Bike lanes are going to happen one way or another this one so interfere with driving
thru or visiting DT the least
To narrow with bike lanes for safety. Streets are too narrow today. Your
experiment was unsafe and dangerous. It proved that bike lanes too up
too much traffic space.
Less vehicle traffic on Jefferson makes it safer for bicycles.
St.Luke's will be closing Jefferson St. at Ave. B
Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the
detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the
roads where bicycles do not.

Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the
detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the
4588680061 roads where bicycles do not.
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I think it is a tremendous waste of tax paying dollars to remove the onstreet parking for a bike lane that is only utilized for minimum year
around bike traffic. Working downtown for 10 years, it has only been
since Jimmy Johns sandwich shop opened on 6th and Main has bicycle
traffic been an issue. We don’t have year around sustainable bike traffic
to remove all of the parking and remove a traffic lane in the downtown
corridor that is already under tremendous stress because of all of the
construction that seems to be never ending. I am completely and 100%
against this project.

4588711478
leave it alone. bike lanes are not needed. no one rides bikes downtown

there are better ways to spend our tax dollars than this WASTED project.

4588728145 except on sautrday

bad idea. not necessary

4588731383 I would prefer protected bike lanes for our children to ride safer
Sick of bike riders in streets. They have cost us too much money as it is.
Male them pay for it all. Charge fees on them. They ride on floating
4588770766 Make bike riders pay all fees! Start charging taxes on them..

feather 5 wide and you NEVER see a cop ticket them.
bicyclists already ride down the middle of the road or on sidewalks.

4588781224

Rarely do I ever see a cyclist actually riding in any bike lane!
no changes there are not enough cyclists on either street to justify

4588781141 making any changes
No need for bike lane on Jefferson. Traffic is slow and bicyclists do fine
as is, without taking away parking for the main users of the downtown
4588795963 area.

it is difficult enough to get around and will make this even more difficult
To maintain vitality and business growth of downtown, preference should be towards
drivers who do business and spend money downtown.

4588809448 NONE!
4588830901 protected bike lane would be a must for me to use this alternaive
4588931859

lowest cost
This won't fix the clog at Warm Springs or make downtown any more

4589068312 assessable by bike.
4589121557

This solution won't fix the congestion at Warm Springs or make
downtown anymore assessable by bike.
It is the least costly and would be a good test for the need.

4589156163

no Bike lanes at all there is to much gridlock allready
I am opposed to removing any parking/driving lanes on any of these
streets.
You already have Bannock two way. Awkward conectivity to Fairview and
Main. Safety a concern.

4589378159
4589494304
Leverage Bannock St instread. It's already a well used bike corridor and
4589426240 an easy link to downtown.

I bank at a credit union on Jefferson; it's already difficult, on days to find
a parking spot.
Would reduced vehicle parking reduce my use of my enjoying
downtown? Because I cannot find parking near my destination? I live to
far from downtown to ride a bike! I will not endanger my children who
also enjoy the Boise downtown environment.

4589445725

4589565498
4589606280 Leave it alone!
4589669520 NO Bike lanes... PERIOD !!!!!!

Cyclists don't use the lanes already provided. They pay nothing for the
streets
no change needed

4589748598
4589780553
I have no problems with the Jefferson plan but would prefer bicycle
symbols similar to those on Apple south of Timberline HS be used on
4589788904 Main and Idaho vs. sidewalk cycling.
4589881245

Its a less traveled street

4589920658 Remove all Street Parking in North End and make bike lanes there!
4589922093 don't remove parking

Only make changes after bikes are licensed and registered as cars are.

4589991804 Sharrows on Jefferson and Bannock and bike lanes on Idaho and Main
4590016840
4590020015
4590118546
There is not enough bike traffic in downtown to warrant any change.
Bikes don't use the lanes they have now. They are on the streets,
4590135694 sidewalks not in the bike lanes.
4590138530

Changes would not benefit the majority.
Makes traffic congested in other areas by moving parking
A connection to Warm Springs is needed.

Not enough bicycles to warrant any change
Parking is too difficult as it is
Who's paying for all this ? First off, I have no objection to sharing the
road with bicycles. If you are going to give away dedicated street space to
bicycles, they need to be licienced and registered just like everyone else
who uses the road to help pay for this. As some bicycle owners would
say, I have a car at home and I pay for licence etc. Using this example, I
can add that just because you have a registered car at home does not
give you a free ticket to ride on and have your very own lanes. That's like
saying just because I have a car at home, I get to drive drive my other car
without a licence.

4590159361
Pick what you want Boise Downtown to be. Use one lane, one way streets
4590161404 with head in parking.
4590171635
4590193213 Eliminate parking,

Bike lanes congest vehicle traffic and would generally be used less in cold
weather
Jefferson is currently the low traffic option
Not convinced of need. Cycling community very passionate and the
squeeky wheel.Seems politically driven by a few.
I don't want any changes to any streets. Bikers get too much attention

4590203453 How about bike corridors on Bannock and 8/9th? Not convinced of need.
I actually support No Changes to Jefferson, Main or Idaho. At least this is
4590214232 no cost. But I think losing the parking is bad for downtown.
Jefferson is fine as it is. People live on Jefferson & you would be taking
their parking away. With the St. Luke's possible closure of Jefferson
4590240226 should be taken inconsideration.

and pay no road taxes.

See prior question's remarks please.
With the removal of one-way streets it seems that Boise is trying to make
people avoid going downtown. Physically I am not able to ride a bicycle
and the changes made and proposals for future changes has already
made me to drive out of my way to avoid downtown bottlenecks that are
the norm now.

4590247531
Add a provision protecting Jefferson Street as vehicle and bicycle route
between the East End and downtown (reject the city's plan to vacate
4590255532 Jefferson St. at St. Luke's Hospital)
4590260758
4590262543

Jefferson is a critical corridor for my neighborhood's access to downtown by bicycle
and by vehicle. It must be maintained!
Cost and practicality
bike riders are not paying their fair share
it does not meet the need of the whole city. Just a small population. It
will slow traffic

4590264275
4590265623

Bike lanes are fine spending a half million or more to remove car traffiic and parking is
simply financially irresponsible
I responded in the wrong category. However, with the increase in condos
and development downtown removing parking is a not a realistic option.
It is increasingly difficult to find a place to park regardless of the parking
garages, especially from 10th going west. In addition, Jefferson typically
has less traffic than Main and Idaho to begin with, and is easy to ride a
bicycle without designated lanes.
It is fine as is

There isn't enough parking for the people that actually live downtown.
With the increase in condos and development downtown removing on
4590268109 parking, on or off street is not a realistic option.
4590277171
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Do not add any more bike lanes, bicyclist dont stay in them anyway. It is

Bicyclist don't follow traffic laws now. they are dangerous zipping in and

4590279048 stressfull enough just driving down these streets as they are.
4590281560
4590285494

out of streets.
one reasonable option
No bike lanes

Make the bike lanes protected and this is a deal. I think North/South
traffic through the downtown core is the more critical than east/west
4590327572 traffic.

I think State Street should also have bike lanes. With protected bike lanes on Jefferson
+ State + the Greenbelt, cyclists should have plenty of East/West options.
I suggest that the interests of one economic sector is not being appropriately
considered in Boise City Hall’s drive to institute bicycle lanes downtown; namely, small
specialized businesses (not including coffee shops or restaurants). The availability of
one hour (+20 minutes) of parking, uninterrupted by bicycle lanes, is vitally important
to most all small businesses in downtown Boise. Such ready, uncluttered access for
the rather brief time it generally takes to conduct the specific business sought by the
customers of such businesses is essential to their continued presence in the
downtown. These businesses include professional services, technical / digital services,
and other businesses selling goods and/or services generally of a specific, substantial
nature which the customer seeks from that specific business rather than going to the
mall. Automobile access fosters the type of customers that patronize these
businesses. I believe it is axiomatic that the bike crowd does not constitute a
sufficient customer base for such businesses. At the present time, we have a good
mix of businesses in the Boise downtown area. However, it is a balance that is
delicate and could be irrevocably upset by instituting the bike lanes proposed by city
planners, who advocate re-training people regarding their travel habits. The most
likely change in such habits that will occur will be that such customers will drive to
Meridian or to a shopping mall rather than struggle with the various types of bike
lanes planned for downtown Boise. Of collateral interest in this regard is the utterly
amazing success of The Village near Meridian. Whoever thought that a block of
businesses stuck in the middle of a rural, former cornfield would be so successful? Of
course, the answer to a significant extent is the surround parking attending this

4590334906

center. Whether ultimately listened to or not, it would be interesting to see the
results of a poll of Boise downtown merchants on the issue of bike lanes downtown,
with types of businesses identified.
bikes are less than 1% yet you want to restrict 30% to 50% of auto

4590368807 leave as is
4590396961 Follow the same traffic laws as vehicle then get your own lanes
Until a plan to force cyclists to obey the rules of the road like automobiles
they shouldn't be given special bike lanes! I personally have almost hit
several cyclists due to them blowing through stop signs and stop lights. If
they want to have their own lane then they should have to purchase a
license plate and follow the same rules as automobiles and be cited for
4590466199 breaking the law!
BIKES HAVE TO MANY RIGHTS AT NO COST TO THEM,AND OBEY NO
4590516230 TRAFFIC LAWS
4590579037 NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, PERIOD!!

4590579267 Less cars, more bike lanes, and protected by post

lanes!!!

Cyclists are already a hazard due many of them blowing through stop
signs and stop lights
THEY HAVE TOO MANY RIGHTS AS IT IS THAT EVERYONE ELSE PAYS FOR
NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR PARKING, PERIOD!!
People would ride more, what ever the reason, we need less cars and and none sense
driving that is contaminating our way of life. Increased gas taxes to decrease driving.
We need protected bike lane all over the city.

4590588677 Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!
Bike lanes should focus on Bannock, unless Jefferson will be made two4590601879 way.

Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!
As a pedestrian on Main/Idaho, I also don't perceive conflicts with bikes that warrant
such traffic disruption. Jefferson, Bannock, and Grove are naturally calmer streets
more suitable for bikes as well.

4590636714 could you remove more parking and add protection post on Jefferson.
We do not need to do anything! Leave it all as is! Commercial
4590636855 entrepreneurship needs vehicular parking downtown!!!
4590693397 If you MUST, this is the ONLY acceptable option!!!
Removing 100 spaces of parking is not feasible. I think ACHD is failing to
recognize that the vast majority of transportation is done by car, bus, etc.
An inordinate amount of time and resources is being spent for one small
constituency in bike riders. This is the best alternative but the least of the
4590697618 "evils."
The test was met with little use and a LOT of negative feedback from
everyone but the tiny minority of bicyclists (and the city council members
4590707955 whose pet project this is)
4590724182

See previous comment

The test was a failure, and yet its still being implemented because its a
pet project of a city council member
Bannock already has this design and is closer to town center

4590724752 No Change Alternative. As in No Bike lanes.
Have bike use existing sidewalks and leave the roads and parking as they
4590784747 exist
I see no need to alter roads for bicycles. Have them use the sidewalks
4590827805 add protection post to this option
4590834081 add protection post to this option
4590860176
4591291500 Removing automobile lanes will make traffic worse.

I moved to Idaho to get away from Libral bullshit and UN Agenda 21.

Bike lanes are not needed

4591453857

Jefferson and Bannock Streets already provide the equivalent of this
option for cyclists comfortable riding in traffic. The alternatives for
protected bike lanes on Main and Idaho Streets will enhance connectivity
for a broader number of people who would ride bikes downtown if they
did not need to ride in vehicle traffic to do so.

This is not needed!! This is Amstredamn, the cost is too great, both in
4591581921 istallatation and reveue loss
4591610495 Already way to much conjestion downtown!
No more Bike Lanes downtown. We need to be looking at the out lying
4591649707 areas of the "City"
4591657466

the cost is too great, both in revenu loss and implementation
To much conjestion downtown already!
Implement the same laws for cyclists as motorists. Stop allowing cyclists
to think they own the road.
not comprehensive enough for bike traffic

4591660343

More people would bike if there are more bike lanes. Therefore we will reduce our
carbon emmissions and have a healthier society

4591693815 I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes

I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes
It would be very unsafe and annoying to have bicyclists riding in between
traffic
Im sick of them spending my money on this stuff and then it gets
removed and they wont ever be happy. Try riding your bike safely
instead of in traffic.
puts bikes on the sidewalks on Main & Idaho

4591719789
Stop spending our money on this. How much did you spend last time
and then removed it. That's my money! Im sick of hearing about bike
4591724034 lanes.
4591822507
Or consider Bannock Street. Less traffic and easy connections without the
4591828453 dangerous intersection at 8th street.

4591846808

There is always so much construction that NEVER seems to end so Main and Idaho
Streets are already very congested with pedestrians and vehicle traffic. Adding
another component into the mix just seems to exacerbate the issues that are already
there.
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Adding bike lanes to Jefferson Street would still impact the flow of traffic and reduce

The impact will impact the flow of traffic and remove parking in a area

parking in an area already hurting for parking.

that is already short of parking spaces.

I would not recommend converting any of the roads for greater access by
bicyclist. The suggested changes are outside of the norms for drivers
every where else is the state. It would interrupt the flow of traffic in and
out of the downtown core, and this impact would amplified traffic
problems throughout the area. Also bicyclist are a small minority of users
and don't pay any usage fees. I don't want my taxes used for road
4591871598 projects to be used for projects for a small but vocal minority wants.
This seems like it could be done regardless and in addition to one of the
4591908995 choices for Idaho and Main

AND implementing choice 4 on Idaho and Main. This option has practically no cost
and could be implemented easily and not instead of Idaho and Main bike lanes

4591900874 We do not need more bike lanes period!

not needed period!

Bike lane connectivity in/out of the downtown area. If the Jefferson
Street option cannot accommodate this, then it might not be the best
4591944861 alternative.
I feel most comfortable with this bikelane configuration but would still

I still want bikelanes on Main & Idaho too but in the same configuration as Jefferson

4591988208 like a bikelane on Main St. & Idaho too

Street
I bike to/from work weekly and also bike for errands during the day.
Jefferson is blocks out of the way, so bike lanes on Jefferson aren't

4591992016 Parking protected bike lanes on Main/Idaho are the best choice.

helpful for any downtown errands
Driving downtown is a nightmare now, it can take me 20 minutes to get
from my parking garage to the free way entrance now, don't take away

4591997443

anymore space for the cars to get into and out of town!
Do not eliminate parking spaces on Jefferson either. A green marked lane Keep Main and Idaho for cars. I bike a lot in the core area but never on Idaho and
would be acceptable. No barriers. Make changes later if necessary. The

roadway isn't going to change in width available unless you implement
4592029266 these rather draconian moves to eliminate parking.

Main. Jefferson lacks the car use density and is safer. MANY alternatives for moving
around by bike in downtown exist already. There is no demonstrated bicycle need for
these plans to go forward.
It does not seem to solve the problem perceived by the city, no bike lanes

4592074413

on main/ idaho

I do not want bike lanes on Main & Idaho. We, bikers can figure things
out other ways. I am concerned that the bike lanes are almost empty 5
months of the year, from Nov. to end of Feb. and drivers become
indifferent to the lanes actually designated as bike lanes. I am also
concerned about less and less street parking. Drivers are being forced
into parking garages, if this is the ultimate goal, then be much more
transparent about it. Parking garages themselves, are not the only
solution. For many people, especially women, parking garages are a
I support this option b/c that is how the survey is constructed. What about a
source of anxiety and additional expenses. No lanes on Main & Idaho and protected corridor east/west on Myrtle & Front and a North/south corridor on
4592098651 leave the parking spaces there.
Broadway or 13th.?
4592114764 NO BIKE LANES. NEVER SEE A BIKER
4592189513

NOT ENOUGH BIKES TO WARRANT DRASTIC MEASURES
bicycle riders should be licensed to help pay road costs

4592195931

This isn't something the city or ACHD should be spending money on since cyclists do
not pay road tax and therefore are not entitled to their own lanes like automobiles.

Cyclist should be directed to Bannock as this is not a primary vehicle
4592257787 roadway for commute.
Quit removing street parking..when handicapped,even in a parking
4592287877 garage,,how then can you make it to the business you want to go to
4592399520 Do not take away parking. Leave it as is.
4592401542 Still consider changes on Main
4592551809 Route bicycle pathways through alleys
Route bicycle away from established automobile routes
4592563790
Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the
majority of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only
breed frustration, anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs
are not offset by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of
those who must drive in lieu of biking. All of these options are an
4592576405 unacceptable use of taxpayer money.

Cyclist should be directed to Bannock as this is not a primary vehicle
roadway for commute.

There should be an option for no bike lanes period.
Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the
majority of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only
breed frustration, anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs
are not offset by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of
those who must drive in lieu of biking. All of these options are an
unacceptable use of taxpayer money.

Bikes need to ride in the traffic lanes, and cars need to understand why bikes are in
the car lanes. Please stop taking away downtown parking and replacing with hardlyever-used bike lanes. What happened in front of City Hall is a joke. Put the busses in
the new facility, replace downtown parking spots that have been taken away for bikes,
busses, or whatever, and EDUCATE the public about bike laws. I am pro-bike, but I am
also pro-car and pro-walk. I am primarily pro-EDUCATE. There are bike laws that make
sense and we should spend money educating people instead of carving out bike
lanes. There are still people riding on the sidewalk (where they should not be riding),
riding the wrong way down one-way streets, etc. No wonder they get hit: the cars
have no chance but to hit cyclists when bicyclists are constantly breaking the law and
then claiming to want bike lanes. Although I think bike lanes are actually not being
Do nothing. Do not remove parking on Jefferson. Do not add a bike lane pushed by bicyclists and drivers, but by bureaucrats who need to mess with roads
4592597644 anywhere.
instead of telling people -- drivers and bikers and pedestrians -- what the laws are.
4592614409
Loss of driving lanes!
My real support is to do nothing on Jefferson, Main, or Idaho Streets. Bike lanes are
4592621648
not needed downtown at this time.
4592630602
better and safer for pedestrians walking on main and idaho
4592656682 NO bike lanes at all. Not enough space for the current traffic lanes
Roads are too packed as it is.
I hate riding in the door zone. I'm one careless person opening their
4592701050
4592706896 Provide access to warm springs

4592730140
4592896994

door from being knocked into traffic and killed.

With busses, trolleys, bicycles and cars trying to use Main & Idaho streets, how could
it possible work? Much too crowded. Give the cars Main & Idaho, bicycles Jefferson.
I bike downtown on weekends. One safe way would great!

Bikes don't belong on road ways! If they are allowed, make them licence
4593175336 the bike and pay yearly fees like the rest of us!
We live on Highland & Eculid st & bike/walk more than we drive
downtown. We enjoyed riding our bikes during the testing period in
2014. BTW, we are in our 70's.
I live on Jefferson. Do not want my parking to be removed.

4593190023
4593224667
4593432988 Only support because there is no option to "Not install any bike lanes"

How many bikes are we talking about. I see very few to justify this.
Maybe people should walk their bikes in town, rather than than riding
them on sidewalks.
at 55, I do not wish to be forced to ride my bike to get to my job because
of a lack of parking. Rain , ice and snow, and I carry equipment I can only
carry via car

4593529947

4593680247 Make attempts to fund REAL public transpo beyond token existence
4593768432 Figure out how not to lose those 100 street parking spots.
4593939897

I would prefer the option with the bikes separated from traffic so there is
no risk of a car door being opened into an oncoming biker.

4594059139 in time, too early, wait until you get more people truly living down town

bike lanes w/o traffic please, I do not like your solution
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The price is right, it would not impact parking or car throughput on Main or Idaho,
and most cyclists should be able to use Jefferson as an arterial, and then turn down
4594534986 Make Jefferson 2 way rather than 1 way

one of the other streets to get to their destination. I'm not convinced that bikes really
need to be given full access to Main / Idaho.
What is the benefit? Why should we spend this much money for such a
small percentage of the population? This just discourages people from

4594756667 Do nothing. Let cyclists just obey the existing traffic rules.

coming downtown.

ACHD and the City need to focus their efforts on increasing public
transportation options that operate 27/7. Also before you start
eliminating parking develop additional parking garages and structures

Jefferson is already conjested as is every area in Boise. Have a bike corral

4594863073 that are located east of 6th and by the Capitol.

where they can park their bikes and walk to the down down area.

Increase parking options before you remove parking. Have bikers rode to
a bike corral off of Jefferson and walk into Boise downtown area. Improve
4594895709 public transportation that runs everyday and 24/7
With St. Lukes closing Jefferson street, biking would be extended on the same street
through town.

4594908528
4595079114 Needs to have a center turn lane if two way traffic

I'm not opposed to bike lanes anywhere if they don't inconvenience traffic.

Bike, pedestrian, and deliveries only on 8th street from Main to Jefferson,
4595114028 for a connection for bikers midtown.
Bike lanes on a less trafficky street like Jefferson is better than putting them on Main
or Idaho.

4595384827
Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on

Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on

roadways, making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues

roadways, making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues

related to lack of public transportation and suburban housing requiring

related to lack of public transportation and suburban housing requiring

workers downtown to drive in. Bike lanes benefit a very small section of

workers downtown to drive in. Bike lanes benefit a very small section of

the community that makes downtown prosper, but parking helps all

the community that makes downtown prosper, but parking helps all

4595529853 businesses.
4595771832 More motorcycle parking

businesses.

Stop building and taking parking away you also forget the. big trucks
have to deliver down there it's already tough to back up and drive on the
4595836212 tiht

There are currently bike lanes on Bannock that cyclists could use and yet
4595869508 choose not to do so.
It doesn't really matter what we vote, ACHD will do what they want
4595911751 regardless.
4596092278
Bannock is also bike-friendly
4596252412
I support this option but I prefer Idaho and main

I say leave it maybe have a shuttle or a train for commuters
Downtown parking is already a problem and there is already bicycle lanes
on the parallel street (Bannock) on block south of Jefferson. Cyclists
should use the existing bike lane and no taxpayer money should be spent
on this project as it is unnecessary.

ACHD is promoting an agenda to ride bicycles. This is another costly
experiment that is completely unnecessary. Bikes are a menace on
downtown streets and sidewalks. Most bikers are arrogant, do NOT obey
traffic rules for pedestrians or cars. If ACHD removes street parking,
consumers will go elsewhere for shopping and dining. This agency is
KILLING our local businesses! Haven't the taxpayers suffered enough?
Never-ending road construction EVERYWHERE! Now bikes lanes. Why?
Why is this necessary? Why must our taxes go for this indulgence?

4596598876
4596623792
4597795141 Leave parking intact
4597838646

I don't think you really want bike lanes on Main and Idaho, so I will accept this as a
good alternative.
Not enough lanes for cars, two-way traffic difficult
Painting bicycle lanes on Jefferson without calming traffic ( reducing
speeds to 20 mph) will not make the street feel safer for families. It also
would not reduce the use of sidewalks by bicyclist in the core of
downtown.

4597965562
4597968145 keep one way on Jefferson & Main moves traffic better
4598011041

I'm on these roads daily see few bikes waste of tax payer dollars to change anything
important not to elminate parking spaces closer to downtown businesses

Dangerous for bicyclists and drivers: bicyclists are sandwiched between
4598182774 cars at the curb (parking & reentering traffic) and moving traffic.
4598670201

I prefer continuity with Warm Springs

I think the addition of Painted-buffer Eastbound bike lane on Main would Still would like Eastbound lane on at least some portion of Main to provide
provide full access to downtown business and connectivity to Warm
connectivity to Warm Springs. We are going to lose Jefferson by St. Luke's, so we
4598874748 Springs.
need replacement connectivity. I don't want to be biking through a roundabout.
What will be the connection to Main and Idaho particularly after St. Luke's
blocks Jefferson.
connectivity to warm springs is very important to me
Good for 100 people (cyclists) Bad for 20000 people ( The rest of Ada
County that needs to be Downtown.

4599135310
4599218096
4600943223
Couplet, Jefferson single WB veh. Ln w/ full bike lane (no parking loss);
4601378403 Bannpock single veh. Ln EB w/ full bike on ℗ loose no parking
4601600824
4603393944

A win for all.
This provides access to downtown for bicyclists while still preserving existing traffic
lanes on Jefferson, Idaho and Main.
There are already plenty of bike lanes

Could do this, plus still add bike lanes on Main and Idaho. Isn't Jefferson
one-way right now? Looks like this would be converted to a two-way
4603800676 roadway.
4603860832 Do not remove parking!
Why does it have to be an either or? If bike lanes can be accommodated
on Jefferson, then do it...why does it have to be an all in one way or
4604011015 another? We don't do give motorists such options.
no change pur business would be hurt by the parking changeing. We
need purchase people downtown and the bike people are more for
4604425087 pleasure or lunch and drinks.

Could add bike lanes on Jefferson, Main, and Idaho
"None of the above" isn't an option in this survey, this is the least impactful.

Still think this is a poor either or.
a lot of people con't ride bikews or are unaable to and they need to be
able to access businesses by parking as close as possible.
Jefferson is not a convenient commuting route for me, so I would not use
it.

4604536842

4604851028

Bike lanes on Main and Idaho are more expensive, they block and/or hinder the small
businesses on those roads, and as a pedestrian on those streets I find the bike lanes
to be unsafe to cross.

Trade the bike lanes and the parking. Use a curb to protect the bike lane
4604972687 like on Maple Grove road south of victory.

4605057582

Bannock and Jefferson are less busy streets generally, and I use them to get around
downtown by bicycle. Bike lanes on Jefferson would increase my comfort level on
that street.
I don't believe a dedicated lane is necessary for the limited number of
bicycles that will use it.
taking out a car lane for a bike lane is crazy. Not that many bikes to
impliment something like that.

4605403344
4609939092
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Combine the bike lanes on Jefferson Street with the protected bike lanes
on Main and Idaho, so that we continue to create a robust bicycle
network in Downtown Boise (many options to serve the many
4609989122 destinations).

It's a low volume roadway that is comfortable to ride today and would be enhanced
with the addition of bike lanes. It's a low cost option.

4610293531 How about NO changes, route bikes south of BODO.

The best alternative is: NONE OF THE ABOVE!!!
Bikers already don't pay attention. If you put parked cars between bikes
and traffic now you have Bikers who don't pay attention or don't care and

4610676322
4613494195

cars trying to hurry in to traffic.
lack of connectivity to Fairview

4614335721 How is this any different than lanes on bannock
4614374268 Keep bikes out of downtown! Make them use and enforce traffic laws!
By reducing Jefferson to two lanes, be certain to maintain parking on
both sides in the core downtown business area giving consideration for
4615531130 retailers.
With traffic lanes being reduced to two, maintain parking on both sides of
4615554097 the street for access to retail businesses.
I do not support additional restrictions on current driving model, i.e.. I
4616789036 Leave Jefferson Alone!

like Jefferson the way it is.

Loss of 100 parking spaces sounds unreasonable with the already hard to
find parking. Also, Jefferson is only one block off Bannock which has our
4617526004 only East/West through bike lane already.
Cycling in downtown is already plenty safe. Bike lanes or "protected"
pathes create a false sense of security for bike riders that should probably
Biking is very safe in Boise even on roads without bike lanes. If you really

not be on the road and leads vehicle drivers to believe they do not need

want to help both cyclists and drivers engage in public awarness of rights

to share any of the road outside the bike lane. As an avid cyclist I beg

4617701275 and obligations of both parties and remind all of the rules for using roads.
Jefferson is great for riding East to West on a bicycle. What about West
4618840071 to East?

you, please don't mess with this anymore!!
??? What will happen if/when Jefferson is closed by St Luke's ??
I suspect adding bike lanes in the proposed area will slow down the traffic
pattern, causing more congestion on an already busy area in addition to
being very unsafe for bikers.

4618926356

4619912596 Do NOT build bike lanes at all and do NOT get rid of parking!!
4620212971

This will only benifit those who live in the North End. The rest of Treasure Valley
residents will suffer since in order to enjoy or work downtown, they must drive. This is
neighboorhood discrimination!
It is the least we can do -- I don't think we need any bike lanes at all.

on bike you have to watch traffic and watch for doors opening from
4620490725 parked cars, can't look left and right at the same time, very dangerous.
4620495290 Prefer bike lane protected by parking
4620508985 I would prefer protected bike lanes
With St Lukes construction there won't be a direct outlet to the East End
on Jefferson
do not support any change in current traffic lanes
please stop with the bike lane projects
Bike lane on Jefferson would be two way traffic, Main and Idaho would
primarily end up being one way.

4620961778
4620520554 No change to current street
4620521166 please stop with the bike lane projects
4620527239
4620525221
4620527985
4620530997 Prefer the bike lanes on Main and Idaho
4620540592 One bike lane - add a vehicle lane instead of 2nd
4620541174

It's cheap and easy.
Anything to keep Jimmy John riders off the sidewalks

Jefferson is already the best street for biking East/West in downtown Boise
I have seen bikers, with bike lanes available to them, not even use them.
Why bother to make lanes when they don't use them anyway?
Biker will not abide by the rules and still ride on Main and Idaho

4620541359
4620546314
Better than no bike lanes, but prefer more established lanes on Main and
4620566970 Idaho.
You put bike lanes where bikes travel. They will not suddenly start using
4620579901 Jefferson because that's where the lane is.

You put bike lanes where bikes travel. You cannot force bikers to use
Jefferson because it is most convenient for ACHD or cars.
Bikes are primarily used during daytime hours, yet the parking that is
removed will affect vehicles 24/7. This is a huge take away for a mode of
transportation that is used 24/7, 365 days a year.
why remove any parking and add 2 bike lanes

4620612862
4620614408 why do you need 2 bike lanes
4620628769 Main and Idaho are already conjested...
4620642896 connectivity to other bike lanes critical
4620672299
4620655529
ACHD should remove as little parking as possible. Bikes are allowed to
ride everywhere a car is so they should simply use the driving lanes that
4620687058 exist
4620691985
Cyclists will not use this since it offers little improvement over sidewalks
4620691841 on Main and Idaho
4620740432
4620765533
4620834703
4620837934
4621006238
4621053900
4621143091 could these be used as Bike /City Bus lanes
4621147534
4621179042
4621387723

does not improve transportation by bike. Rather this solution is one that
impacts car drivers the least
I am concerned that bike lanes on Jefferson wouldn't be used as much as
Idaho and Main are fine to have too. But, having them on Jefferson works just as well. they would on Idaho and Main.
Traffic congestion
bike lanes on Main & Idaho will NOT help commuters, it will only congest traffic that
is already congested. Bikes can ride in the driving lanes, they have all the access they
need to get anywhere a car goes.
Jefferson has less traffic

I don't think traffic lanes should be sacrificed to create bike lanes.
This option doesn't give the cyclist easy access to downtown core.
Leave the city as it is!
People just need to be aware of bicycle riders and riders need to stay as
far from traffic as possible. It all comes down to paying attention.
Bike rider's already act like they own the road
separation of cars from bikes is important for safety
narrowing of road ways for drivers
bikes to close to moving cars
Takes away travel lanes
Main & Idaho are the main thorough fares through downtown having to
go up to Jefferson would require more work arounds. Plus the parking
impact is pretty concerning.

4621481081
4621495073 NO BIKE LANES ON IDAHO, Traffic is bad enough without losing a lane
Jefferson is much quieter than Main/Idaho so this seems likes it would be a fairly safe
option, although I believe bike lanes on Main/Idaho would be a better option with
4621502506 This is my #3 option.
more frequent users due to convenience factor.
I currently ride my bike on Bannock and stay off of Idaho and main. Those
4621681987 streets have much more vehicle traffic.

As a occasional bike commuter, I would prefer direct access to Greenbelt
(i.e. north/south options)

4623260799
4621685874

bikes on main and idaho street are a nuisance

4621706532

While not my favorite solution, it does provide better bike safety to downtown areas.
It's also a scary proposition for anyone pulling out of a parking space and
failing the see the bicyclist.

4621780856
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4622826685 None

I do not agree that bike lanes are needed

4623065729 Bikes and vehicles are still crossing paths
Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry

people will generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason

people will generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason

bicyclists cannot share the road or sidwalks as it is now. And let's be

bicyclists cannot share the road or sidwalks as it is now. And let's be

honest there are not very many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like

honest there are not very many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like

the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus options. I know many people
who ride the bus and every one of them says they take forever, not

the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus options. I know many people
who ride the bus and every one of them says they take forever, not

because of drive time, but because of how far they have to travel to get

because of drive time, but because of how far they have to travel to get

to their stop-too many stops makes for a long trip. This is exactly the

to their stop-too many stops makes for a long trip. This is exactly the

reason I do not take the bus, I can't be on the bus for 1.5 hours one way

reason I do not take the bus, I can't be on the bus for 1.5 hours one way

to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall. We need better alternate for

to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall. We need better alternate for

mass transit-this will eliminate such a high need for parking and will

mass transit-this will eliminate such a high need for parking and will

cause a domino effect of people being more open to take away parking
and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be on bicycle

cause a domino effect of people being more open to take away parking
and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be on bicycle

lanes and removing parking. Not to mention, these options are

lanes and removing parking. Not to mention, these options are

dangerous and will take away more things that are important to the

dangerous and will take away more things that are important to the

4623103486 downtown world of Boise.

downtown world of Boise.

4623186846 If this is gonna keep bikes off Main and Idaho, it is the only alternative
Bike lanes make our entire community more attractive and environmentally greener.
For Cyclist safety, parking should be between bicycles and traffic. This is

As many streets as possible should have bike lanes to encourage alternative

not as good as putting bike lanes on main and Idaho, but would be better transportation. Main and Idaho would be preferable, but Jefferson is better than
4623264615 than nothing.

nothing.

4623351469
4623444496

If we are making a change, it should be more significant than this option.
Bannock makes the most sense to me anyway vs Jefferson.
During the test, if you were walking on Main & Idaho bikes were still using the

4623458062
4623679596
4623726644

sidewalk anyway. Pedestrians still dodged byciclists. Jeffereson isn't used as much so
it would make more sense and safer for bicyclists.
good comprimise
In addition to work commuting, Main Street businesses would suffer with bike lanes
as well as reduction of parking spaces.
I think a bike lane on only the north side of downtown doesn't promote
bike use, nor is it very useful. Safe commuting is all about high
connectivity. Nothing worse than having your bike lane disappear as
soon as you reach high traffic areas.
Jefferson is already a good place to bike. However, the action is over on
Main and Idaho Streets.

4624139040 Bike lanes on all three streets, no buffer, no two-way traffic on jefferson.
4624270765
We should remove a driving lane before removing any parking spaces
4624272741 downtown
As the owner of a building at 3rd and Idaho (with an office that looks
onto the intersection), I was present for the trial run of bike lanes.
Someone is going to be killed. Cyclists need to be protected from traffic
lanes, drivers who park need protected from opening their doors into
oncoming traffic, from walking *through* bike lanes and cyclists need
protected from the possibility of a driver, parked, opening their door into
a bike lane. With St. Luke's closure/alteration of Jefferson and the smaller
number of small/private businesses on Jefferson, it makes most sense to
have a continuous bike lane, protected, with no parking on either side of
it, on Jefferson. This option is cost effective, avoids most of the 'heart' of
the downtown corridor, and works with existing plans for St. Lukes
4624289001 expansion.
Make Jefferson 2 way driving with one lane each direction and a turn lane
in between. Remove all onstreet parking for bike lanes on both sides of
4624675267 the street.
Improve car traffic flow by eliminating bicycle lanes and add FREE
4624919155 PARKING DOWNTOWN.
4625365194
4625380159
Would prefer an alternative to the style of bike lanes on Bannock. Riding
4625499541 next to parked cars is a primary hazard for cyclists.

I have already performed CPR on TWO patients involved in accidents at 3rd and
Idaho. I FIRMLY believe a bike lane on Idaho is a dangerous choice. Idaho has
inconsistent lane usage as it is, has part of the street altered to accomodate buses, is
narrower from 1st - 4th and is one part of town where people can actually find some
parking without too much congestion. Idaho is NOT a safe street for combining traffic
and bicycles. Nor is Main. Have bike lanes on the northern or southern most regions
of downtown and protect the bike lanes with structural barriers, not just painted lines.

Bicycles cause accidents and they are reckless.
Jefferson is closer to State; it splits the difference and is lightly used
It splits the difference between Main/Idaho and State Street

bike lanes make Boise look like a construction zone and makes
downtown UGLY.

4625521951
4625574288 Try to save as much parking as you can tho.
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4552513416 Don't use the posts. Use just the cars or something else.
4554347577

I feel it is too hard for turning traffic to see bikers on the far side of parked cars
This type of bike lane will increase bicycle traffic and pedestrian comfort.
Studies show that these effects increase the attractiveness of an area,

4554350649 commercial activity, and social activity. Boise alive!

Increased downtown activity.

Consider modifications to accommodate both the protected bike lane
and street parking on Idaho between 8th and 9th (narrower lanes, minor This will help downtown transition from a 9-to-5 business district to work-play-live
widening, etc). This would be better for bike lane consistency and
4554366288 commercial retail.

downtown. The boom in housing, hotels, and event spaces indicate this shift away
from a commuter-centric paradigm is in the offing.

During the test, I observed that as drivers tried to turn right off of Idaho,
the parked cars blocked the view of the bicycles and observed several
close calls. Not only is this option costly financially, it may be costly due

If the option is to install a bike lane on Main and Idaho, i would suggest the

4554358798 to injuries.

parking be removed.

I LOVE that it only takes away 37 parking spaces. Parking downtown is
4554365340 terrible!
i dont favor having cars parked in that manner. presents a risk to people getting
4554366120

out of cars and crossing the bike lane.

4554366584

I don't like to bike next to parked cars and doors opening.

4554369778 I'd support it if it connects well to Warm Springs Ave
4554374632

Enough bike lanes in downtown Boise now

4554377987

Again, not enough bike traffic to warrant any options
As a bike commuter, I feel these lanes tend to be more dangerous than
unprotected bike lanes. When cars are turning across the bike lane they
cannot see bikers approaching since they are hidden behind parked cars.
I had to swerve and crash my bike in order not to get hit by a turning car
when there were protected bike lanes. I have not had this issue when the

4554386197 bike lanes are in plain view.
Parked car drivers do not pay attention to bikes. Might be OK for slower bike
traffic but not riders in excess of 15 MPH. Cars in traffic lane often do not see
bikes at intersections due to parked cars.

4554378753

I dis-liked the visual obstruction from the cars parked between the bikes and
4554383391 Bike lane needs to be on the other side of the street.

moving vehicles.

Buses will need to be diverted to another street. If lanes are reduced and
4554389402 buses continue it will be a major problem

You are not offering better options. Of those offered, this is the least problematic.
The safety of the bicyclist is a concern for me because with cars being used as a

With so many large vehicles (Vans, Trucks, etc.) that may use those

buffer, there is less visibility to see someone on a bike. Also, the way bikes seem

parking spots, it would be very difficult to spot a bike that is using that

to fly through intersections, the lack of visibility puts drivers going with the light
in a tough spot for bikes going through the intersection against the light.

4554395334 buffered area prior to making a turn off Main or Idaho streets.

parked cars block view of cyclists when you're biking in the bike lanes. Buffering
4554396870

with concrete barriers is better.

4554399603

Car doors and parkers crossing through bike lanes makes them unsafe
Bikes are in a blind spot for cars and suddenly appear in intersection and
risk being sideswiped by turning vehicles. I had a few, and witnessed
other, near misses during the pilot project two years ago. It was bad
enough that I went back to commuting on Bannock for safety reasons
even while the pilot was ongoing. Downtown has too much traffic
originating from other parts of the valley so it is naive to believe that

See other answers in regards to dangers that were present during last pilot

4554402000 behavior of drivers will change over time to make it less dangerous.

project

4554404610

Drivers are being pushed out of downtown. Tough on the elderly.

4554409981 Make the street two-way

Make the street two-way. That is a higher priority for me than bike lanes.
These are important streets for auto travel, any changes allowing for bikes will
impede traffic. It was tried and was terrible. Few bike riders follow traffic rules
anyway.

4554418640

Ir angers me to see more advantages given to bikes when they do not use,
4554424987

properly, what they already have.

4554426757

Protected bike lanes reduce visability at intersections for bike and cars.
Far too much money spent on cyclist who don't even register bikes to help defer

4554431140

costs
No matter how much you would like Boise to be a bicycle and pedestrian
commuting community, it is not a practical transportation method for the

4554446039 majority of residents.
4554460452 Boise does not need bike lanes.
The City of Boise should reinstall their parking meters between the bike
land and the parking lane. This will provide additional comfort to cyclist
and parking meters not next to the parking spots will be confusing for
4554464463 drivers.
Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely
4554466662 used !!!

Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely used !!!

Communicate with the public better than the last travesty you
4554472281 implemented
Bikes lanes are unnecessary down town. No one has died and the
FAILED bike project of a few years ago was a complete waste of tax payer
money. These lanes should only exist if TAP can fund them and maintain
them through private funding and without ANY impact to motorists. At
very least the lanes should be seasonal and from June to September. NOT
PERMANENT. I have yet to see a bike lane utilized on Capitol when I
used it this last 5 months. Yet not being to turn on a red light on Myrtle

Bike lanes are not in constant use and the trade offs are not worth the

4554474735 has inconvenience me on more that a few occasions.

"perception" that Boise and TAP are trying to achieve.

4554478166 buffered bike lanes are great!
4554491619 This was a terrible solution when it was tried before.
4554492966 Remove buffer.

NA

4554494821

I do not like people from parked cars having to walk across the bike lanes.
Place parking along curb and bike lane next to car lanes. Bikers need to
be able to cross over traffic to get to other side of road to get to

4554499840 destinations.
I live downtown, if you want people to live downtown then make bicycles
conform to safety and traffic rules! I am very negative to the bicycle
issues. Please note every once in a while we actually see a bicycle using
the bike lane on Capitol Blvd. Why doesn't the city provide an
accounting of the success of the bike rental program. Amazing what the
4554509445 tax payers can afford and subsidizes.
4554511628

I prefer parked cars next to curb to make for quiet enjoyment
Makes parking on bike-lane side uncomfortable as getting out of car, opening

4554508958

car door, with cyclists passing by, is dangerous and scary.

4554514337 Don't do the bike lanes at all

Bike lanes are a bad idea
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Identify what blocks on Main and Idaho lose parking slots. Are they in
the area of St. Luke's which has parking structures in lieu of on street
4554524022 parking.

Bike lanes structured in this manner will calm traffic flow through downtown core.

I think using parking to provide a buffer to bikes is less optimal. Hazards
4554525268 to bikes and peds exiting cars.
4554532925 Not a bad idea but with other streets so close....why?

Why make it more confusing to everyone?
It still provides a parking option, and with the buffer there is less likely hood of a
passenger's door being able to open all the way into the bike lane where riders may
be present.

4554538170
Assuming that improvements are made to the Warm
Springs/Broadway/Avenue B intersection to make a safe connection to
4554545003 East Boise
posts are overkill for my usage, would rather be closer to traffic for the

Seems like overkill, and I don't like the car barrier between my bike & traffic.

4554550902 purpose of changing lanes, and extra visiblity.

Reduces visiblity.
With the clear anticipated traffic growth in light of the current building, removing
traffic will be a significant burden to downtown travel and is inherently at odds
with the obligations and goals of the ACHD, regardless of the good intentions of
the Mayor of Boise. The Mayor's obligations and interests are different.

4554553640
Lanes like this improve the safety of pedestrians and make sidewalks a better place for
everyone. sidewalk cafe users are not inhaling exhaust fumes from parked cars at the
Need bicycle specific signals at major intersections: 9th, 6th, Ave B, to

curb and cyclists will be more likely to stay off of the sidewalks. It will be important to

ensure safety of bicyclists. I would hope the slip turns could be taken way utilize cyclist specific signals in areas of heavy right or left turns, depending on lane
4554554038 at Broadway/Ave B/Warm Springs/Idaho/Main area.

placement. A safe system serves all users correctly.

4554558860 Cars don't see bikes. Any alternative is better.
I could live without the posts if it saves costs, but keep the painted buffer
4554573898 with the parking.
Main and Idaho are the major downtown E/W streets. It doesn't make
sense to clog traffic even more especially at rush hour. It's not exactly
4554574425 ideal now.
The pilot program last year left many people confused about how/where to park
for metered parking. I saw many cyclists still using the sidewalk on Main rather
than the protected lane.

4554586723
Education for drivers and addressing parking lot access where vehicles
4554612309 pull across the bike lane with reduced visibility.
4554617675 Bike Lane on north side closest to the City Hall Side
4554625636 No bike lanes!! We have already paid for a green belt.

See previous responses.

I felt threatened by cyclists as I drove in area. Enough so that I refused to
4554634227 travel through the area after several trys.
4554635315 This idea didn't work before and I don't want it now!!!!
concerned about people having issues of parking and going into the bike
4554639042 lane.
A parking lane outside of the bike lane is a bad idea because it makes difficult
4554644830

visibility for cyclists and motorists
Bikers continue to use the sidewalks whether or not there are bike lanes. I've

4554653618

seen this all over Boise as well as downtown when you had temporary bike lanes.
Buffered bike lanes are very dangerous plus the bike lane would probably

4554672866 be a collector for all sorts of garbage and debris.

I don't like the buffered lanes

4554697162

There is another acceptable less expensive plan.

4554713329

The lack of visibility of cyclists behind a row of parked cars is not advisable.
Any paint can be extremely slick in wet conditions. Might help safety,

4554726966 cost and maintenance by deleting full coverage paint?
4554747735

all of the above

4554780603 these are the roads that vehicular traffic expects to move across town on
Main and Idaho are heavy vehicular traffic, similar to Front and Myrtle. Why force
bikes on those streets? Bannock and Jefferson can accomplish the same task
4554783169

with out the traffic disruption.

4554800105 auto buffer is unsafe

auto buffer is unsafe

4554804761 There should still be a bike lane on Jefferson
4554807326

I don't believe bike lanes buffered by parking are safe as a biker.
I am a firm believer that inner cities should be primarily focused on
pedestrians and cyclists, and whatever configuration best serves those

4554819312 stakeholders should be the first consideration.
Increased drive time and and auto emmissions means more non attainment days.
Lousy auto access to core area will drive away customers to the downtown core
area. An increase in pollution along this corridor means the bicyclist this crummy
air, thus affecting their health. This is not worth the price.

4554859383
Eliminating several spaces at intersections so that the cyclist is not hidden
4554881833 from parked cars at dangerous intersections.

Large cities make auto & bike traffic work with out bike lanes, and the reason is
other cities have better education & laws for both. That is the reason we have a
war between bikers & cars in Boise

4554835793 Why do you propose bike lanes so wide?
My favorite!! Largely BECAUSE it removes a travel lane and improves the
4554845418 pedestrian or biker experience in downtown.

Better connectivity, less out of the way, better livable feel to these streets!

As a cyclist who rides downtown, I do not feel safe riding between parked
cars and the sidewalk. I tried it during the test phase and found I was less
visible to traffic and it was more difficult for me to navigate the streets by
bike. I also noticed that other bikers paid less attention to traffic and
pedestrians trying to reach their parked cars because the lane created an
illusion of safety and gave those on bike the impression that they had the
right of way within the lane regardless of their surroundings. I think this is
4554846554 a dangerous and poorly thought out plan.

All of the above.

Make sure enough parking is removed at intersections so cars and bikes

Main has been reduced to one lane for months now, and although there have been

are visible to each other approaching the intersection. Maybe transform

some delays, I still drive on it regularly with no issues. Losing only one lane would be

4555295965 these car parking spots into bike parking spots

fine.

Remove all bike lanes period. They are not used enough to warrant
4554870658 existing and cause traffic congestion.

Not enough cyclists use bike lanes and they don't pay for them.

4554879068

Square pegs generally don't fit into round holes.
Wholesale traffic and parking changes for the low-percentage of people
who are on bicycles is ridiculous. If bicyclists need to get to a business on
a downtown street, they should park their bikes and walk. These folks are

4554893065 pretty much into fitness anyway, so a short walk should be no bother.
In my experience unfamiliar drivers won't figure out that the parking lane doesn't
4554889490

abut the sidewalk

4554893739

Bikes off sidewalk
Keep traffic flowing by having more lanes. Bikes lanes should NOT be on

4554895621 main street. Bikes should be encouraged to travel on other streets.
4554909721 No bike lanes.
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Grove and Bannock!!!! I've lived in West Downtown for over 14 years.
Anyone who knows anything about downtown traffic and commuting
4554936149 knows the Grove and Bannock are the sensible bike streets.

Grove and Bannock

4554939072

It removes 240 parking spots, and I doubt there are 240 bikes that would use it.
Can't see the bikes on the other side of the parked cars most of the time,

4554948289 so they come darting out unexpectedly.
Fix our already dilapidated roads rather than overcoating them with
gravel making the utility access covers so far below grade they are vehicle
busters, and the roads to rutted that you nearly bottom out in the waves
4554959844 of the road. Then worry about bike lanes.
4554961186 BIKERS MUST PAY REGISTRATION FEES

BIKERS MUST PAY REGISTRATION FEES
Removing bicycles from the traffic way is unsafe when a bicycle crosses or merges
back into a traffic way. Adding a parking buffer further hides the cyclist. I will
never ever use this path. I would rather take the lane down Myrtle.

4554970433

I extensively used the pilot project bike lanes, with traffic-side "parking islands,"
and was distressed at the number of close calls I had with motorists turning off
the road and across the bike lane (seemingly oblivious to the bike lane), and also
with motorists approaching from side streets, who likewise didn't notice the slylyplaced bike lane. Proponents might argue that it's just a matter of getting used
to the bike lane placment... but they will ALWAYS be obscure to the majority of
motorists (who are usually distracted when they drive, anyway).

4554990516
Would like to see slightly more substantial posts/barriers between riders
4554998196 and cars. Inattentive drivers could still pose a danger to cyclists.
4555041040 Don't lose the parking. Street parking needs to be increased if anything
4555044218 roads were built for automobiles
Once again, we don't have enough parking downtown as it is, and the
4555062996 driving lanes are barely sufficient as is.
4555076915

Cyclists can access the downtown core without using main auto routes.

4555108070 What's next. skate board lanes. NO!!!! keep the bikes on Jefferson.
4555108241

Don't like the parked cars obstructing the view of seeing the bikes.
I am concerned about left hand turns for people on bicycles and visibility of

4555267406

people on bicycles at intersections and driveways.

4555111831 not at this time. Bicycle traffic is insufficient to justify.
4555115454 No bikes on Main or Idaho. Too much vehicle traffic.
Somebody has to pay for all the removal of existing meters, etc. How is this
going to be funded? Is there going to be a toll for the bikers? What is the cost
for reinforcing the bikers not breaking rules. More police? More money to patrol.
That won't be happening. We have buses that carry bikes on them. They need
to use the public transportation that is already at hand and costs this City money.
Also, has their been an actual count of bicyclists that use this route? What is that
in comparison to the amount of cars that drive.

4555163631
concrete islands with trees instead of plastic posts separating the new

I don't like the look of the plastic posts. I prefer a more permanent concrete

4555147199 bike lane and new parking lane.

island w/ trees look.

4555150279

I will drive before I use these lanes.
Take the $ proposed for this pet project and put it towards the mass transit
proposal presented in the last few days. More people will benefit from that than
the privileged few that bicycle.

4555151794 Again, my answer is the same as before.
4555165802 I prefer a concrete barrier w/ trees to the plastic posts
4555172275 I like posts that protect us better
This is a cross town arterial route & I use it all the time. Will create slower
travel time and more pollution w/stalled cars. Don't eliminate car lanes.
4555199433 Stakeholders? Please show names.

Creates unsafe conditions at intersections. Bikes are not visible enough to
motorists when they emerge from behind the parked cars to pass through the
intersection.

4555212058

The parked cars block the sight line for traveling cars and we will run over the
4555209830

cyclists.
Should not be an either/or decision; bikes should be accommodated on

4555257436 both Jefferson & Main/Idaho.
4555265579

It's ok

4555288716

don't like the bike lane separated by parked cars
No more bike lanes at tax payers expense. A vast majority of those tax

4555292221 payers don't even use them.

No mor bike lanes

4555313159

Our you trying to introduce gridlock? Banock and grove already have bike lanes.

4555298402

remove bicycles from sidewalks
I would feel confident bringing my family on a bike lane like this. It makes drivers

4555303620

more comfortable as well.
Thousands of cars drive downtown every day, and only a few bikes.
Taking away 1/3 of the traffic lanes for 1/1000 of the traffic is illogical.
Also, we live in Idaho. You're taking away lanes for cars even in the
winter when only the most hale and hearty will be biking. Again, messing

4555326436 it up for car traffic to support just a tiny minority.
This is very unsafe as a cyclist to have a barrier between the main traffic
and the bike lane. There will constantly be cars turning if front of cyclist
since it will be hard to see them. Don't make the same mistakes as the
4555354875 federal way bike path.

Extremely unsafe option

4555359334 walk
4555384225 Looks stupid
I prefer the paint in option; bikes aren't always "protected" by parking, and it
makes turning difficult when much time is needed, and/or chances to merge into
traffic may be sporadic.

4555454110
Stop painting the roadway green. This is not Portland. Bicycles are not a
"green" alternative. Even in Portland lives are lost with these types of
lanes. You cannot prevent the laws of PHYSICS. Plus, you've got the
waaay too big buses down there. There's too much going on already.
4555459989 Stop with the bikes!
You need to remember that cars exist. Why go to downtown Boise if you
can go to the mall or the Village and not fight the rude bikers who do

You already are doing things to discourage downtown, and have competition

4555491938 not have to obey laws.
4555535711

why do more?
I love the protected bike lanes! I really like this concept. Please do this!

4555552662 Low visibility between cars and bikes

Low safety for bikes

I think it is very dangerous to have parked cars between bikes and drivers
4555560810 - they can't see each other. As a biker and driver I hate this!!!
4555560890 right turning cars are hidden by parked cars

right turning cars are hidden by parked cars

4555569085

There is not enough bike traffic to warrant losing auto lane

4555626942

People exiting parked cars cross bike path

4555638864 This is the most appealing, except for the cost
4555658786 More protective posts between cars and bike lane.

I think more folks might bike if there were lanes on Idaho and Main.
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The candles create ANTI-BIKE sentiment. ACHD can't clean the bike
lanes. Parked cars block view of bikers and drivers.

Most dangerous of

4555659328 all options.

We tried that- bad response from public. Duh!

4555673594

Pretending that bicycles are pedestrians is not a solution.
I don't like parked cars between bikes and motor vehicles. Too much buffer this
results in bikes popping out to vehicles in the intersection. Whereas, if the bikes
are more insight with the vehicles, they don't pop out at intersections.

4555685872

Using parking as a shield for a bike lane makes it hard for me to see traffic, and it
makes it hard for traffic to see me. I would prefer for bike lanes to be exposed to
traffic.

4555694488
4555730458

I bike in the area and we don't need to change anything

4555739025

K

4555760480

Confusing to motorists
The resulting traffic chaos, made worse by vehicle occupants opening doors into
bike lane, is not worth the very marginal benefit of direct bike access to Main /
Idaho. In fact, bike access to Main and Idaho is pretty good as is.

4555776371

People shopping downtown has been decreased the last few years and bike lanes
4555821578

are not what bring people to shop
I rather ride near traffic. If you want to be mire bike friendly for less
money reduce speeds to 15mph downtown to allow bikes to comfortably

4555821043 flow with traffic
This was a disaster the last time you tried this. It is impossible for
pedestrians to see traffic turning onto roadways, and makes it impossible
for motorists to see bikes traveling on the protected paths. It might work
if everyone drove a Prius, but instead everyone climbs into their jacked up
F350 or bloated out Escalade and parks in these spots downtown, making
bikes invisible behind them in their "protected" bike lanes. Again, we
have too many dilapidated road surfaces covered with crack-seal and
layers and layers of chipseal with ruts 4-6 inches deep to be worried
4555827451 about the vocal 25 people who commute downtown on their bikes.

We have too many other projects more worthy of our tax and registration dollars.

No. This does not work. Oblivious drivers exit their cars and wander
blindly into the bike lanes to access meters/sidewalks. Same is true when
drivers go to reenter their cars: they wander through bike lanes and even
4555828702 congregate there.
Until bike traffic exceeds the number of auto traffic lost, this is not a viable
Paint green lanes within the outside traffic lane so the auto drivers are

solution. You were told (loudly) in 2014 that this option is not favored or

more aware of the "lane share" concept, and pay more attention to

supported. Other cities have increased bike traffic without destroying auto travel
lanes. Watch some videos!

4555835137 bikers. Autos must learn to share the road.

ONLY ONE SIDE PARKING AND THE OTHER SIDE JUST FOR BICYCLING.
NO TAX DOLLARS!!!! MAKE THE BICYCLERS PAY FOR THIS! NOT TAX

BICYCLERS MUST BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AND EARN A LICENSE TO ATTACH TO

DOLLARS. REQUIRE A STIFF LICENSE ON THEIR BIKES THAT PAY FOR THIS THEIR MAIN TRANSPORTATION. IN THIS WAY YOU CAN EDUCATE MANY OF THESE
DEPLORABLE COST! A COST THE CITY COUNCIL HAS ALREADY SHOVED

INEXCUSABLE RIDERS WHO CAUSE ACCIDENTS; WHO DON'T LOOK BEFORE

DOWN TAXPAYERS THROATS WITH ALL THE STUDIES, AND THE FIRST

TURNING OR GOING THROUGH RED LIGHTS. THE MONEY YOU GET FROM THESE

4555886751 BIKE CONSTRUCTION LAST YEAR OR TWO. SHAME ON THE ACHD!!!

BIKERS CAN PAY FOR THIS ACHD NEMESIS.

Makes the street look crappy and people getting in and out of their cars
4555872341 have to cross the bike lane to get to sidewalk.
Too difficult for a fast bike to overtake a slow bike with no adjacent lane
4555890794 available.

Too difficult for a fast bike to overtake a slow bike with no adjacent lane to use.

4555906286 No more bikes!!

No more bikes

4555942639

spandex is a mental disorder
Using an alternate and close parallel street such as Jefferson to
implement a bike lane such as this could be an excellent alternative and
get cyclists using a safer road to get to there desired destination. It is

Compromise is the answer. WE can use these funds for other improvements -

very easy to go south or north from Jefferson to anywhere downtown or

perhaps education for drivers and cyclists on safely riding and jointly using our
roads.

4556443636 in the North End.

During the pilot project I saw near misses with vehicles and bikes at intersections,
4556457583

for example.
Increased bike access on Main and Idaho will be good for my business, which is

4556515440

located on 8th and Main
With bike lanes on Jefferson and Bannock, there is just no need to add lanes on

4556613215

Main and Idaho

4556649041

Having lanes between parking and sidewalk is safest for all.

4556742615

I don't believe the estimated increase in travel time will be correct.
Maybe. If destroying the drive-ability of downtown Boise is your goal, this I bike, but not downtown and will never use this, but since the decisions are already

4556773058 may be the least worst option.

made to destroy our downtown this is the least worst option.

4556807060

People exiting vehicles into a bike lanes causes serious safety problems.

4556879046 With Bike Lane on Jefferson
As a city to implement bike lanes of this nature will make more people cycle
4556880256

downtown but there is still parking for cars
I would hope that the barrier between parking and the bike lane would

4556922893 be something more like a curb.
Again, how about NO BIKE LANES! A small minority of bike users are
being allowed to dictate public policy, to the detriment of thousands of

There are not enough bikes using downtown to make such massive changes that

4556927692 people who travel downtown.

will inconvenience motorists who visit/work/use downtown.

4556939787 this is by far the best option.
4556941480 no build
4556989133 yes but i prefer jefferson
With Boise growing it makes no sense to remove any traffic lanes for cars
4557043523 to pander to a few bicycles.
4557055058

Bikes aren't paying a dime for roads that cars are paying for!
I like the buffer and this option preserves as much parking as possible

I would first like to see how intersections, especially left hand turns, are
4557078915 handled for cyclists.
4557082376 NO bike lanes at all

No bike lanes at all
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4557152898 I think downtown needs more parking and traffic lanes, not bike lanes.
I think this is the BEST option and will be safest for all users, pedestrians,
bicyclists and drivers, because it will physically protect riders and slow
4557174825 down motor vehicles.
4557196727 need car lane not bike

should be for car first

I do not agree this is "highest cost." That's almost irrelevant since this is

It makes these streets more pleasant. Front and Myrtle are already the thoroughfare

just repurposing of the existing road. It's not like it's "highest cost" like

for cars. They don't need that many high-speed downtown streets that close

4557200721 building an overpass or widening an intersection.

together. It will also improve safety for motorists.

Bike lanes "protected" by on-street parking create dangerous cycling
conditions and are confusing for drivers who are accustomed to parking
next to the curb. Doors opening into the bike lane create an additional
hazard when the bike rider is boxed in by the curb. Parked cars render
bike riders invisible to traffic resulting in additional collisions, especially in
intersections. Making left turns or accessing businesses on the left side of

Bike lanes "protected" by parking spaces create unsafe cycling conditions and are

the street from a bike lane hemmed in by parked cars is difficult or

confusing for drivers who are accustomed to parking on the curb. See previous
response.

4557302001 impossible.
I don't think it has to be all travel lanes or all parking. Part of the street
4557448232 could have parking and part of the street could have the third travel lane.
Two or three parking spaces near intersections would have to be
eliminated so turning motorists would have a clear view of cyclist
4557480551 approaching and riding through the intersection.
4557594892

i like one of the other alternatives better
Plastic sticks between cars and bikelane are not good. Make the sidewalk extend all
the way to the cars with parking meters next to the cars. The bike lane should be a dip
This is an expansion of the sidewalk to include segregated bike lane. It is

in the sidewalk to make it clear pedestrians can cross but not stay in bike lane. This is

the best and safest option to get bikes out of car travel lanes and off

really about safety on the sidewalks. The other options means cyclists who are

pedestrian walkways on sidewalks. Must have curbing and parking meters concerned about riding next to 1 ton cars going 35+ MPH will still ride on the
4557820610 by the cars not all the way over on the other side of the bikelane.

sidewalk and mix with pedestrians

4557860777 No posts between parking and bike lane
4557875318

Bikes & Motor vehicle don't mix well.

4557880452 too confusing
4557900109

During the pilot program, bicycles used the sidewalks rather than the bike lanes!

4557931898

Don't like buffered
Show me the details of how you will treat intersections and driveway
crossings. Protected bike lanes are great IF the intersection conflicts can
be properly mitigated. Otherwise they have all the crash problems
associated with sidewalk cycling. If you can't mitigate these issues ala'
NYCDoT or a possible "Protected Intersection," skip it and do something

4557964849 more conventional.

IF IF IF you can mitigate the crash hazards at conflict points!

4558033458 Instead spend this money on a Vista Corridor.
4558056800

It is a misuse of funds when other things that need money could be done.
I would use Main Street and Idaho Street to bike to BSU
I can not believe you people are even considering this. The cars are not going to

4558081697

go away. It will become even more congested, more road rage, more bad.
A different barrier between the parking lane and bike lane, preferable

4558097832 more attractive
This is dependent upon many things. I might support this but am not
very favorable of protected bike lanes using parking in a place where all
users want to make many turns. The lack of visibility between users
concerns me. I would might support this with strong/clear design for
people walking and or biking at each intersection to make it clear who
has the ROW and make everyone visible. Also would need to change
Boise City's ordinance to allow cyclists to continue to use the other lanes With the right design this could improve comfort and safety for people not currently
4558108867 as they need to so they can safely get around.

confident riding on downtown
MORE PEOPLE, MORE CARS. ELIMINATING A TRAVEL LANE ANYWHERE IS

4558116244 NEVER, EVER REMOVE A TRAFFIC LANE. More people, more cars.

RIDICULOUS.
MORE PEOPLE, MORE CARS. ELIMINATING A TRAVEL LANE ANYWHERE IS

4558132904

RIDICULOUS. DITTO SPARKING SPACES.
I think it is confusing to have the bicycle lane between the parking and the
sidewalk. I would be worried about having someone open their door right in
front of me.

4558144241
why not just do away with auto lanes downtown and see how may stores
4558197100 move away ?
While I see the advantages of protected bike lanes, the trade off is cost and possible
4558259884

push back from anti-cycling.

4558335451

it appears the tail is wagging the dog. not that many bike riders, lots of cars
Does the protected bike lane improve safety at intersections or affect
intersection flow in any way? Do motorists behave differently when they
are aware of bicycles in traffic? I do think that citizens hesitant to bicycle
downtown may be attracted by this arrangement, which should be a

4558348570 good thing for the livablitiy of Boise.
4558348618 No more bike lanes

No more bike lanes

More parking must be eliminated near intersections (eg 3rd & Idaho) and
replaced with curb extensions / bulb-outs to remove the blind corners.
Turning traffic cut blindly in front of cyclists with the buffered bike lane
4558424391 test.
Main channels too much auto traffic from Broadway and WS Ave. into downtown
and you shouldn't screw with it. Too many cars going too fast. Bannock with

Put a west bound bike lane on Bannock Street. Bannock can do with less

west bound bike lanes would be better.

4558482037 parking from Ave B to Capitol.
4558745624 leave things as they are
I like this, but only if there is clear visibility or no free-running right at
4558895309 intersections (i.e., motorists can see the bicycle lane when turning).
4558949498 Seems dangerous for making turns at intersections

How do make left turns safely?

When this was tested in the past it was harder to see cyclists and I almost
hit one as I tried to turn left and the cyclist went straight. Very
4558957692 dangerous. It's also very confusing for visitors to Boise.
Do not want bicycles in the roadway. I have been hit by a car while

Bicycles need to be in a separate area away from vehicles and insured for my

4558990374 riding a bike.

protection

4558991292 Perfect.
4559112823 Time lights for cycling speeds to reduce car speeds
Why do you lose any spaces if you do it this way? Seems like you are just
4559259679 moving the parking out.

forces drivers to slow down
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I fully support
removing a travel lane on both Main Street and Idaho Street. I see this Reasons for opposition
as essential to the success of Boise. I have been hoping for this change for quite some
time. I currently live on Main Street, and I walk most places in the downtown core. I
also bicycle throughout the Valley. I also have a car and drive throughout the
downtown and surrounding areas. In my life I have driven several hundred thousand
miles, but now, like others, I desire a less car-centric lifestyle. The competing need of
downtown/close-in residents against the commuters and visitors from surrounding
areas must be resolved by thinking about what is best for local businesses, and not
how fast a car can hustle to its parking space. Also, I am a licensed civil engineer,
and have worked on many roadway projects and performed traffic analyses. I believe I
can see this issue from different perspectives: the traffic engineer perspective, the
roadway designer, as well as a resident, as well as a pedestrian, and a cyclist. After
thinking about all of the aspects, I believe this change is essential to making the
streets more walkable, increasing business revenue, making the city look and feel
safer, and cutting back a little on personal vehicle dependency. As the Valley's
population increases, it is very important to address these issues. The solution is not
plentiful lanes and higher speeds, and certainly not in the downtown core.

There are

numerous reasons, but first let's look at the perceived downside of allegedly increased
travel time. Whatever calculated travel time increase there might be (or decrease in
Level of Service) is fine, and it is actually an improvement for the neighborhood. Yes,
taking a bit longer to drive down Main Sheet is a great thing. We must ask, what is
the purpose of the streets in the downtown core? To be able to effortlessly speed
through the core, arriving swiftly at a parking space near your desk? Not exactly, and
a few seconds will not hurt. Plus, with more bicycle infrastructure, you will see an
increase in foot and bicycle traffic, as the traffic calming is implemented. Living on
main street, I can tell that during peak times, and during the evening "cruise", these
streets are not enjoyable to walk, let alone bicycle. These three lanes become a highspeed track, in particular during the cruise. It is dangerous. This is not how our Main

4559453519
Jefferson is already the best bike route due to lowest volume. Why mess
Idaho and Main ever further. Add posts for more safety. All all this is
4559522895 moot if St Lukes is allowed to vacate Jefferson.
4559562940

Greater air pollution caused by more stop and go traffic.
Downtown isn't big enough to need bike lanes running straight through
it. Direct bike travel north of state or south of myrtle and then they can

4559634443 ride a short distance into the interior if they need to.
Bikes should be kept Jefferson where there is less traffic. Both streets go to the
same place, I don't see why it is necessary to have bike lanes on Main/Idaho.
When the trial lanes were put it on Main, I saw several near misses when cars
nearly hit bikers while pulling in to parking garages. The lanes were confusing,
reduced visibility, and increased biker confidence, all of which lead to a less safe
environment. In addition to that, traffic downtown is getting very bad. ACHD has
already made it far worse with the 11-13th St. two way conversion, they need to
stop trying to fix that which is not broken.

4559715110
This seems very forward thinking and like it will keep up with the changes
happening in Boise. As more people move closer to downtown and head
downtown on the weekends--market, JUMP, green belt access, etc., we
need to make it safer for bike commuters and families traveling by bike.
Although, it's a more expensive option the cost is worth the lives that can
be saved. It also seems like a liability for ACHD to choose another option
since this survey has show ACHD has completed a cost benefit analysis
4559781386 on the options and this one is clearly the safest with minimal extra cost.

Hiding the bike lane from traffic causes safety problems at every corner. It is also
unsafe for bicycles and people accessing the parked cars. As I stated earlier,
bicycles on Main and Idaho streets should take their place in the traffic lane.

4560224444
4560223339 I don't think the posts and green paint are necessary.

During pilot last year on Capital I saw many safety issues with this format,
4560287001

particularly with corners (cars turning without consideration of bikes)
Can we just say STUPID!..for the 14 bikes a waste of $$$$$ save the $$$$ for the

4560316147 Your plastic nipples look tacky like something from Garden City

rail system
What do studies suggest for increases in accidents with right turning traffic not seeing

4560357290

bikes?
We like to bike from SE Boise downtown. However we are very nervous
doing this with two kids--even though they're pretty aware. Having a car
buffer between cars and bikes seems sooo much safer. For all of us.
When I'm driving, i'm paranoid about hitting a bike. This would reduce

4560407549 the likelihood a lot.
I don't like car protected bike lanes. I would prefer if the parking stayed
where it is and the bike lanes moved to the interior of the road. This is
because the moving car can see me better when I'm signaling to turn and I always use Capital bike lanes to get downtown and the majority of the places I go
4560537219 I can turn left if needed.

are on Idaho and Main.

4560708507 You cannot remove parking; there is already not enough
4560844702 Weigh in the dramatic decrease in biking during winter months.

Better for the environment... use less fossil fuels.

4560847589 Bikes pop in and out of view at intersections.

It is confusing for parking and bikes pop in and out of view.

4560857941

bikes on the other side of parked cars are invisible to motorists
ACHD already tried this option and it was terrible. Bikers abused this
option and it was difficult for drivers to see the bikers cutting in and out
of parked cars. Also made it very dangerous for people to safely get

No safety zone for exiting vehicles. Add that al it takes is one person to open

children out of parked cars. Traffic on one side and rude bikers on the

their car door as someone is biking past and Someone WILL get hurt and then

4560909628 other so there was no safe zone for exiting the vehicle.

we will see a law suit

4560990633

Too much impact on cars; not enough bike riders to justify.
Make sure travel lanes are wide enough and comfortable enough to drive
pickup trucks and large SUVs, where I don't have to worry about clipping

4561047371 the mirrors of parked cars.
Support bike lanes on Main and Idaho, but don't believe they need to be
4561064048

buffered, just painted on street
If you provide a safe facility for cyclists, they will not ride on sidewalks. This whole

4561124769

scenario is the safest for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians
Do you people not look around downtown yourselves? You've not seen
the congestion and traffic? It appears you're allowing masses of new
apartments, hotel rooms, etc., and making it impossible to access them
and park a car. I don't live on a bus line, and absolutely would not bike
at night. What do you expect people to do to support downtown

4561218742 businesses?
park the bikes. manage motor vehicles. Encouraging a child to ride a bike
anywhere except ON THE SIDEWALKS (which peds have largely
4561241291 abandoned county wide) is dangerous, thoughtless and adolescent.

ALL bike lanes are unsafe...unnecessarily and inefficiently

4561266617

Bikes will be hidden by the parked cars.
Major roads in/out of the downtown are should not be used - not rocket science

4561356936

and can't believe this option is even being considered
Wouldn't it also make sense to push commuting taffic that is not stopping in the
Add in advantage of still being able to find on-street parking from this

downtown core to other streets? Currently I use these streets to commute through

alternative, which decreases travel time in looking for parking if a spot is

due to the timed lights, but if there were other obvious commutes through the core,

4561509922 available.

with timed lights, I'd go there.
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I would fully support protected bike lanes on Idaho & Main with some
method other than parked cars. I do not agree this improves comfort for
pedestrians in this location as there is already a big pedestrian comfort
level walking along these two corridors and actually likely will make
biking, especially for less experienced cyclists less safe as they will be
hidden from motorized traffic. This will need careful design at each
intersection as cyclist 'appear' from behind parked cars. This makes
turning movements quite difficult, not all cyclists will choose to utilize 24562026785 stage turning movements at all times.

use of parked cars for protection

since this option is protected by parking and by posts the paint on the
bike path is redundant and an added cost that is not needed and adds
4562183607 no value. this is my favorite option though.
4562342903 Bike lanes on Jefferson and Bannock. Sharrows on Main and Idaho
I drive North/South through town more often than East/West, but we
need to stop making changes that congest traffic. Are folks going to
4562501488 walk to all these new hotels that are being built?
As a cyclist this is obviously in my self-interest, but increased travel times and fewer
parking spaces are GOOD things. We need to quit encouraging driving in downtown
Boise.

4562674012
I still would not feel comfortable with parking between the bike lane and
4562704179 traffic.

Despite the potential for right-hooks, I find this option safer than bike lanes to the left
I would want to see renderings of how the bicycle lane enters

of parked cars. I've experienced several dooring incidents, and those incidents have

intersections. I'm worried about right turning traffic that might not see

actually encouraged me to ride in the road rather than the bike lane. This option

4562696539 cyclists due to parked cars blocking the view.

offers greater protection.
Lets do away with business down town, then the bicyclists can do what they

4562795110 close all sidewalks and make them bike lanes.

want.
streets are already overwhlemed with vehicles and buses, this just adds a huge

4562806387

problem

4562865827

Balanced approach with minimal vehicle commuter impact
I am not in favor of taking parking spaces from Main and Idaho streets, this will

4562887412

have an impact on the business I work for.

4562905009

Again why implement something that will kill downtown business?
Having lived in Manhattan for years, I don't like separated bike lanes (by a row of
parking) because pedestrian/bike interactions seem to increase. People crossing
the street see that the parked cars are way out in the street and so they walk out
there to wait for the light - almost always forgetting that there is a bike lane).

4562911989
I think the loss of parking not acceptable. ACHD and the city keep taking
parking spots away by adding stupid curb bump outs or converting them
to short term parking. I work on the west end of the downtown corridor
and end up having to walk 4-5 blocks to get to work. That's if there is any
all day parking left. most days there are not and I end up having to do a
4563078114 2 hour shuffle. So much for trying to be a greener city.
4563105052

Lease amount of imp ace on parking

4563463711

This option makes parking uncomfortable.
People who work downtown have to park in a garage or business parking lot .
People who shop, eat, or use the services of a business downtown have easy
access if a parking space is available or a garage nearby and then they walk to
the location where they want to spend their money. THESE are the people we
need to make sure have easy access downtown to support the businesses
downtown. Bike riders are no different than car drivers. They can secure their
bikes in a secure location inside a parking garage and walk just like a car driver or
bus rider. Our downtown is a walker friendly downtown and all the lane changes
suggested here just make it more and more complicated for walkers, shoppers,
diners, or anyone wanting to come downtown to do business. We all want to be
biker friendly but we don't have to make it twice as hard for drivers and walkers
just to support bike riders decision to ride a bike. No bike riding or skate board
riding in the core of downtown please. I would like to have a golf cart lane to
take me from the parking garage to the store where I want to shop too but that
is just as over-responsive as putting in bike lanes because someone wants to ride

Street parking for shoppers and visitors to businesses as we have now.

right to the door of their destination. Let's re-think this. Our fun, friendly, active,

No bike lanes. Secured bike PARKING outside the core of downtown or
in current parking garages and walk just like car drivers and bus riders do.

downtown will sadly change if we don't consider the number of people who will

No special access to bike riders. Then can park and walk to their

quit coming downtown because it is too confusing and dangerous to drive
downtown.

4563283824 destination just like everyone else.
Boise City is once again looking at doing either a train or bus circulator
on Main and Idaho. The circulator could have a significant effect on lanes
and parking on these streets, especially if it is rail. It's a wasted effort in

Bike lanes and Boise City's circulator plans need to be planned together. You

resources if we redo the lanes on Main and Idaho because the circulator.

need to look at how a proposed circulator would effect the bike lanes along with

If Main and Idaho were to have bike lanes then they should be planned

the effect on motor traffic. It is my recollection from a couple of years that the

together with the circulator. Otherwise, a lot of tax payer money will be

biking community preferred bike lanes on Bannock Street rather than Main and
Idaho.

4563381372 wasted.

I am concerned that when crossing intersections bikers won't be seen due to
4563581850

parked cars. This increases the risk of injury to the biker.
instead of the proposed barriers use something more attractive such as

4563605172 flower boxes.

it will also make downtown much more attractive to everyone.
Thank you for the rendering; it just looks beautiful and safe for all and eliminates just

4563625071

a few spaces relative to the "No Build" alternative.
This is the best solution of the options offered. A one minute increase in
driving time should absolutely not hold hostage increasing bicycle
connectivity, especially when there is a high speed, parallel alternative for
cars (Front/Myrtle couplet).

Are the candlesticks part of the permanent

solution? It was mu understanding that, as part of the 1 month
experiment in 2014, they were stand-ins for concrete or some other
4563644975 physical buffer.
Bike lanes that hide cyclists from drivers are a risk to the cyclist since they
can see us and will be hurrying their turns across our lane. Ask the drivers
at Jimmie Johns or any serious bike commuter how they feel about not
4563719683 being seen

Unable to been seen by motorist

4563765647

Just stupid
It isn't wise to eliminate traffic lanes on a street that is among the busiest

4563773334 in the downtown area.
I do not believe this alternative is safe for people leaving parked cars and having
4563850016

to cross a two way bike lane. The bikes should travel with the flow of the traffic.
We don't need bike lanes on EVERY street. I probably walk 10 miles a week

4563910239

downtown. They can bike one block away.

4564210820

Other options are better
Creating a great bike lane off of the Main Roads will be safer for all

4564321780 (Jefferson).

The parked cars block visibility of bikers and its not safe.

4564322013 No bike lanes at all!!!
4564420914

maintaining existing number of auto lanes

4564454486

You need a 5th alternative which is do nothing at all
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traffic is bottle necked now. How the hell can you sell one minute of
increased drive time. Look at what's happening in downtown now with
the bridge closure on Broadway and the constricting of capital blvd. If
you wanted to create a cluster fuck congratulations you have done it.

I would conceed the parking spaces but not the loss of a motor vehicle lane to

4564532674 And this plan will only perpetuate and exacerbate the existing problem.

add a bike lane. if nothing else remove the parking and add a narrow bike lane
You are going to make us put up with this, and this preserves the most parking

4564581804

downtown. I think it is a silly idea.

4564738521 How do they do it in Portland? I think they co exist.
Bike lanes buffered by parking didn't work before, and as a frequent
downtown cyclist, I still don't want them. It's very awkward and the bike
4564785391 lane inevitably will get cluttered with debris brushed.

bike lanes buffered by parking were terrible before.

4565620513 no bike lanes downtown

same as previous comments. Applies to adding bike lanes in general.
Parking is already limited on Main, While I would love to be able to bike safely
down these main streets to businesses and home these are two major travel
streets and with buses it could be dangerous

4565656340
4565700897 If this option was used, buses should go somewhere else.
4565743049

It barely changes driving time. I think this is the best option.
I biked the pilot lanes a number of times. It was great but there were some

4565760327

connectivity issues getting on the route from the east end
Despite the buffer, pedestrians exiting parked cars and crossing the bike lane

4565816961

endanger both parties.
Removing a lane of traffic on 2 of the busiest streets in Downtown make

4566065836 no sense.
4566107200 Not on Main st.

unsafe for vendors,people making deliveries on main st.

I believe the painted buffer is enough, no need for plastic posts/pylons as
4566403970 is shown in the picture.
Finally a safe way to bike, just like in European countries where biking is the primary
mode of transportation. Main and Idaho do not need to be 3 lanes, not enough
traffic to warrant.

4566754461
I prefer posts due to visibility issues from parked cars. Think trade off in
4566880774 street parking is not worth reducing lanes

Visibility issues for traffic seeing bikes behind parked cars
This is a very awkward and unsafe option. Cyclists should be visible to traffic at all

4567009863

times.
1. Prohibit bikes from sidewalks, crosswalks in all of downtown core. 2.
Add bike traffic signs to give them instructions, Comments (need to end

4567127503 the bikes go anywhere, run red lights, do crosswalks at 20mph, etc)

Hopefully, create a traffic pattern for bikes that is predictable.

4567133671

This is a rediculous proposal. Will tie up vehicle traffic
signage that alert drivers to the parking spaces and existance of bike
lanes are needed. This is the safest option in my opinion for bikers with
what I see as minimal distruption to drivers. Bottom line, we have had too

4567664264 many bike deaths in our city to not keep the bikers protected
This concept provides the most protection for cyclists. I have ridden in Manhattan
where many blocks of street are set up this way and the result works! This is the
most forward-thinking concept which best recognizes the MANY residents of
downtown who ride (look at the many bikes that pack all available parking in some
areas) and recognizes and accomodates the many riders who do and more who will
use cycles instead of cars if they feel safe doing so.

4568284605
This alternative is the least safe option as it hides the bikes from driver
4568376548 view, especially when the driver is making a right turn.

Remove more parking instead of traffic lanes so people visiting downtown by car
4568751312

are pushed to garages and peripheral street parking.
Letting people drive quickly through downtown should not be a priority. It's the

4569044779

downtown core.
all too many bicyclists want it both ways. Share the Road and when conveinient
for them, ignore traffic laws. I would hesitate to introduce more into already
congested areas, especially at peak times.

4569171042
4569246059

Bikes can be eliminated from the sidewalks
I don't support keeping parking on both sides of Main/Idaho. One side is

4569280881 Want 3rd option

enough.

See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want special treatment, let
them follow the same traffic laws as vehicles and then see if they need

See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want special treatment, let them follow

4569288068 bike lanes.

the same traffic laws as vehicles and then see if they need bike lanes.
Not enough bicycles, not enough funding, fees or financial support generated by

4569592220

the beneficiaries (cyclists)

4569599638 No bikes downtown!!
4569641601 No further accommodation for bikes is needed on these streets.
This would work but bicycles have to stay only in the bike lane. They can At least, drivers would know where the bicycles are which is better than we have now.
not ride out across the street. If they do, ticketing them MUST be
4569884124 enforced.

The bicycles should have to come to a full stop at all red lights and wait until the light
turns green.

A bike rider is much safer on the sidewalk than in traffic but I know the
4570031415 riders don't want to compromise their riding space
The new parking spaces are hard to get used to I'm sure, but it seems like a safer bike
4570106238

alternative.
the existing bike lanes on jefferson are not used by a big number of bicycles the

4570189392

same goes for grove street bike lanes are underused
I do not feel that we need bike lanes on Main & Idaho, they need to ride on
lessor traveled streets. Also if they would obey traffic laws as i have to as a driver
and they paid for registering their mode of transportation it might make a

4570413467

difference. They get a free ride and want no cars in their way!

4570610836

need to extend them further to have a true corridor, then do that.

We do not need more bike lanes. What exists now is already underutilized. If you
We are not Portland. We do not have enough bike riders to justify all of the
inconveniences and costs (losses to businesses already struggling in downtown
Boise) associated with this implementation. With the bike lanes, the proposed
trolley, and the bus terminal, it looks like Boise government is trying really hard to
discourage drivers from coming into downtown Boise. I have recently been to
Portland and talk about a downtown MESS!!! It was terrible. Traffic congestion
4571586516

was off the charts bad.
I'm an avid bicyclist, and found that the parking-protected lanes trap me in a bike
lane, making it hard to pass other cyclists and hard to predict/see turning autos
at intersections.

4571587675
4572505436 No action. I do not support additional pollution.

Bicycles are not paying their share and they are causing increased pollution.,
This strategy would encourage a healthier environment downtown. On the rare
occasion that I drive my car, I try to avoid downtown because (1) it takes longer to
physically move through given the traffic lights and people; street parking is limited
so one must circle multiple times. This is neither good for the environment nor my

4572716352

vehicle.
Would like bike options for the whole family. Right now I have to take my kids up on

4572870731

the sidewalk downtown due to lack of protection.
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No reduction of traffic lanes. Bike riders are minumal, do not pay any

Same as before; No reduction of traffic lanes. Bike riders are minumal, do not

taxes and / or fees for road maintans or usage. If the police would

pay any taxes and / or fees for road maintans or usage. If the police would

enforce the laws on bike riders, safety and conflict would would be

enforce the laws on bike riders, safety and conflict would would be reduced

reduced resulting in negating the need for costly road construction. Trafic

resulting in negating the need for costly road construction. Trafic down town is

4573468118 down town is bad enough without taking travel lanes away.

bad enough without taking travel lanes away.

4574418822

Don't like concept.
I rode the experimental buffered bike lanes two summers ago and my
biggest issue is passing slower moving bikers. Because Idaho and Main St
have more vehicles I couldn't just go into the road and pass. The lanes
should be wide enough for passing. Since Jefferson St is low-volume,

4574605851 passing other bikers is easier and safe.
4575047832

I do think that bike lanes on Idaho would be helpful

4575211410 leave as is....

Hurts retail and it's difficult enough with out impetiments.
While I support bike lanes throughout the city Main and idaho are not good
biking streets for east-west connectivity because of the intersection at
Broaday/Warm Springs. I am very comfortable on a road, mountain and
commuter bike but I avoid that intersection at all costs. Even if I started using
new bike lanes on Idaho or Main I would job over to Jefferson to get east to the
Botanical Garden or the Nat. Jefferson is the best east-west route. The
Broadway/Warm Springs intersection is only going to get worse with the St.
Luke's expansion. It will be more unpleasant and more unsafe for cyclists and
pedestrians.

4575241236
Bike lanes protected by parking is actually more dangerous for the biker
when turning off the roadway into a parking lot. It is also dangerous for
the bikers when people are getting out of their vehicles with doors
4575263380 opening in the bike lane. Too much inconvenience to many for a few.

Too much emphasis and accomodation for a few bikers 6 months of the year.

Bike corrals in first 2 parking slots before traffic light. Better visibility for

restaurant patios need parking as a buffer to the traffic, and this option provides

riders as they approach traffic light/cross street, and it's good strategic

much needed bike lanes and parking, impact on vehicle traffic is acceptable given the

4575270351 bike parking rather than bikes parked all over sidewalks.

benefits.

4575300584 Safest solution for car drivers and bikers alike.
High stress, dangerous for cars and cyclists. A car turning right can't see a
parallel bicycle. Boiseians might get used to it but Boise get's lots of

High stress, dangerous for cars and cyclists. A car turning right can't see a parallel

visitors. A bicycle has pedestrians accessing their cars crossing the

bicycle. Boiseians might get used to it but Boise get's lots of visitors. A bicycle has
pedestrians accessing their cars crossing the dedicated lane.

4575376448 dedicated lane.
4575423333 Love it!
Along with the increased traffic times, in my experience bike lanes
buffered by parking create unsafe situations with cars making a R turn
while cyclists are in the bike lane since the sight line is difficult due to the
4575439977 lane of parking.

See previous comments on bike lanes buffered w/ parking.

4575642055

issues with safety w/ parked cars opening doors, etc

4575702447

I do not bike on these streets presently, too busy!

4575951496 Jefferson is easier and cheaper--- keep it simple
The idea of people biking to and from work is lovely but it is not realistic
for many people. Please consider that many people use these streets to
get to and from their home. We take our kids to practices all over the
4576188321 treasure valley. A bike lane only complicates our lives.
4576428207 None.

Unsafe for bicyclists and more people drive a car downtown than ride a bike
Bicyclists have told me the parking buffer is unsafe for the cyclist. The cyclist

4576430395

needs to know what the moving cars are doing. Bad idea.
Recurring theme: downtown accessibility already challenging for many and
definitely removing parking and driving lanes will make it worse and prohibitive
for dining and retail while increasing fuel consumption due to idling and driving
around and around as parking and predicticable, timely access to downtown
locations would disappear if driving or parking areas are removed

4576473863
4577492195 Use something more aesthetic than plastic pylons.

Adds traffic calming to offset speeding drivers

The parking buffer was tried temporarily last year. It seemed great at first
but in practice was very dangerous. Cars driving could not see bikes in
the bike lane. Cars going down main street turning left (say on 10th) are
unaware of the bike next to them about to go straight through the
intersection. I was personally almost hit many times in this exact scenario
4577755000 and have spoken with many others who had similar experiences.
Bicycle lanes for cyclists on Main and Idaho are absolutely necessary if
Jefferson Street is vacated. If Jefferson is not vacated, it makes more
4577817508 sense to route cyclists up to that street when possible.
This looks the best to me because there seems to be the highest level of
4578089975 safety for bikes. Also, least loss of parking, I think.
I find it harder to change lanes and make turns when I am a bicycle blocked in by
4578173299

cars. And then car doors are an issue from passenger side.

4578384553 Removing traffic lanes will make motorists anti-bicycle
I sincerely dislike having bikes behind parked cars where I can't see the at
4578510517 intersections. I prefer the bike lane next to the traffic lane.
I think the parked cars away from the curb makes intersection harder to negotiate
4579173352

and obstruct seeing pedestrians.
You need to decide is downtown Boise is best suited for autos or

4579240005 pedestrian/bicycle traffic. You cannot have it both ways.
4579260948

no bike lanes period
What are you going to do about the curb cuts and protect bicyclists from
cars that are pulling into parking lots? How will drivers be able to see
bicyclists due to the parked cars? How do bicyclists turn left across traffic

4579314480 at an intersection? Will they be forced to go to a cross walk?

comments on previous page

need connectivity with other bike lanes so would need a north south spur
4579408919 as well
I'm an experienced cyclist and don't see the need for protected travel.
But, I understand novice cyclists or those concerned about distracted
driving wish to be 'protected' from traffic. We should enact distracted
driving - no cell phone use while at the wheel!!!!! A bicylist/ped will die
4579450705 before we have legislators courageous enough to get this moving.
4579478150 Too expensive.
Want a safe way for bikes to turn left coming from behind the parked
4579479788 cars.
I travel all over the world, consulting for cities and corporations, and this is by far the
best possible option for cities and is rapidly being adopted the world over. Boise
needs to implement this plan to present the safest, greenest and most livable option
4579557441

for its citizens.

4579624912 same answer as previous question

you don't know the impact of traffic from the bus terminal
Bike lanes protected by parking represent the greatest comfort for all riders. Option
minimizes loss of parking (although not indicated where) and 2 travel lanes will be

4579805408

adequate with an acceptable PM peak delay (most of the day would be not a factor)
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Bicyclist & drivers need to see each other, even in protected areas. Think
4579890054 cross walks and visibility.

no visibility between auto traffic and bike traffic

4580004539 volume of bicycles does not support loss of vehicle lanes or parking
4580223278 Can we do this without loosing so many parking spots?
4580379591

Reduced risk of dooring with buffer between parked cars and bike lane

4580472381 Need sufficient traffic/bike viewing at intersections.
Coming out of the bike lane (for cars turning) is a blind spot because people
4581573266

don't see you
Alternate streets - Bannock is already designated. Need to keep our main

4581714854 thorough fares through town for vehicle traffic.
The proposed bike lanes between parking and sidewalks will be confusing those
who infrequently visit down town Boise. Bikers will feel they can operate even less
responsibly than they currently do, hence more accidents.

4582098754
No> once the new building open on next to the US Bank building you
are going to see how poorly planning for parking was done. Eliminating
more on street parking is a bad idea that will greatly dis-service
merchants. Seriously how many people ride their bikes Dec-Feb. The
4582165482 Green Bikes are a boondoggle feel good waste of money too.

biker would be hidden from the view of motorist and that makes it more
4582231699

dangerous for everyone

4582494652

Seems like the most reasonable balance between parking and bike lanes.
Main and Idaho are congested for car traffic and parking as they are, it makes NO
sense for the majority of downtown users to add bike lanes. This effort is for a
select few who would ride their bikes at the expense and inconvenience of the
majority of taxpayers.

4582717233

Difficult to get out of car especially with kids with traffic on both sides of parking.
During the test, bikers did not slow down for people walking across bike lane. I
saw people almost get hit on multiple occasions.

4583121000
In reality, I would likely support this if it were the only option. I support
added bike lanes, but this is my least favorite option. When trial bike

This is my least favorite option of those presented. When trial bike lanes were

lanes were installed I felt the vehicle barrier seemed to hide bicycles from

installed I felt the vehicle barrier seemed to hide bicycles from traffic at
intersections. I would prefer posts or a simple painted barrier.

4583685226 traffic at intersections. I would prefer posts or a simple painted barrier.
having bikes travel with a line of parked cars means the cars moving
won't see the bikes. bikes feel protected but they are more at risk from

bikes are too hidden from cars. cars turning at intersections won't see bikes

4583785821 turning cars...

traveling straight. very false sense of security for inexperienced bikers

Does it really matter if any one does not agree, history has proven some
"_ _ _ _ _" is in charge and doesn't have a clue that bike lanes, buses and
cars just do not work well together in downtown Boise with the narrow
roads. Hey, heres a thought, ban all cars and make downtown bikes and
4583815344 pedestrians only.

DOWNTOWN BOISE ROADS ARE TOO NARROW FOR CARS, BIKES, AND BUSES

So long as there is ability for bikes to turn at intersections unblocked by
4585332496 the parked cars.
4585361891

The parked cars are in the way of motor/bike travel.

4585736807

We need to make our downtown more pedestrian and bicycle friendly.

4585751374

Bikes on the busiest downtown thoroughfares is a stupid idea!
Bicyclists are not seen by cars making right or left hand turns due to parked cars

4585798585

in line of sight

4585894130

Quit spending money and taking lanes from drivers!
This choice with parked cars on LEFT of bike lane is dangerous for bike

4585926243 riders!!
4586005991

We tried it, and it was confusing and difficult for all.

4586046910

x

4586394838 Without the posts...... Ugly!
4586414373 Do Nothing

Do Nothing
I disliked the buffered bike lane project before. Too many people congregate in
the area and people won't respect it as a bike lane but rather a place where you
can safely keep car doors open or load/unload your car. Also (and importantly)
drivers turning right are not easily able to see cyclists who are wanting to

4586418587

continue to go straight.

4586438546

We have sidewalks for bikes to use already.

4586447040 No Changes
4586590374 I could not see the bikers behind the parked cars.

I can not see the bikers behind the cars.

This impacts safety negatively for bikers, pedestrians, and
passengers/drivers exiting their vehicles! Moving bicyclists will not be as
visible behind a barrier of parked vehicles of varying sizes. and any

The setup is not typical and I believe safety of more people (including cyclists) is

vehicles turning into any business access driveways or lots will NOT be

being reduced. Visitors to Boise: "What the heck? Honey, where do I park? Whoa!
I almost hit a bike! Where did he come from? Be careful getting out dear!"

4586626495 able to see various bicyclists . . . very dangerous!!
4586629159 Lejust just clog up traffic even more. How about a pet and stroller lane.
4586656515 Parking spaces are already hard to find when I drive downtown.
4586680842 See answer to option one

See answer to option one

4586697356 None

Not needed

4586713954

Again, we do not need any bike lanes. See previous comment

4586719308

I do not think there is enough bicycle traffic to warrant building bicycle only lanes

4586760234 Do not add bike lanes leave everything the way it is now
You might actually get more people out of their cars and on bikes and it is very safe
4586917571 NONE!I! It is perfect! Very safe for bicyclists!

for families biking downtown

4586935326 eliminate posts; they are unnecessary expense
4587017518 Need to supplement those parking spaces
Keep bicycles off the roadway they are a hazard to motorists and impede
the flow of traffic. They do not pay to use the roadway like a vehicle, they
need to register there bicycle every year, pay a road tax, supplement the
"gas" tax in a way, and also have insurance when they damage property
and cause a major traffic collision. They must obey all rules on the road if
they are to use it, stop at all stop signs and traffic signals, keep the same
speed as the speed limit set for the road they think that they have the

The greenbelt was built for a reason, bicycles should not be on the roadway,

right to use, which they don't, if there is no "bike lane" they should not

ACHD has completely destroyed the flow of traffic in Ada county to begin with
this will make it even worse.

4587080689 be on the roadway whatsoever.
4587127216 I would prefer a barrier that can't be driven through.
How far east would these bike lanes run? Broadway is quite busy and
once you are across it, it would be good to have bike lanes continue a
4587129259 ways on Warm Springs.
Unfortunately you can give bike riders a 50' bike lane and most will ride
on the extreme left or right; right on top of cars, and/or weaving in
between the poles in the buffer. Where are the police at? Why do they
4587151823 ignore this?
4587187073 No bike lanes needed

There are not enough bike riders to warrant this change.

4587221163 I don't want the bike lanes anywhere!

I don't support removing travel lanes or parking for cyclists

4587246637 No more bike lanes

No more bike lanes
When driving and making a turn, I feel that the parking would block view of the

4587256654

bikers.
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I'm all for any physical buffer that can be provided. If there is a buffer that
is more effective even than posts, such as a high curb, I would be in favor
4595353080 of that. But posts are better than no physical buffer.
4587274099 Maybe

only here if needed

4587315754

Protective barriers are safer for bicyclists.

4587379675 Everybody at ACHD needs to be hanged

Because fuck the useless cyclists that can't ride.

4587386087

Parking will be to confusing for all parties
I've seen this arrangement in another city. It can make parallel parking difficult.

4587447736

Plus I don't think it's necessary to provide that much buffering.

4588233658

NO BIKE LANES PERIOD
You need to fix the traffice in Boise for commuters, which are definitely in the

4588296977

majority before you take away car lanes and parking.
I do not think street parking should be removed or modified anywhere,
there are other streets that are not as busy that bikes can ride safely on,

4588374101 ie Grove. Which I do when the weather permits.
during the test run of this plan I saw very few bikes using the lane. I saw more
4588384289

bikes on the sidewalk.

4588405795 eliminate all bike lanes
4588410040 Add more car parking!!!

confusing for older drivers

4588411812

There are not that many bikers

4588431294

Better than Jeffeson St. option

4588431357 Best of the bad options.
Based on the test done in 2014 this is dangerous because bikes are hidden by
parked cars and dart out at intersections. When the bike lanes are visible cars can
see the bikes.

4588511613
Yes! Super safe for the bikers! This works well in other cities! It give them
4588514798 a huge comfort!!! DO THIS!!!

This is a win-win for everyone!
The space available will allow for both temporary parking and a bike lane. Alternate
routes are available for communte. Several businesses will have improved, safer access
from those who bike.

4588549783
no changes is needed except in the laws, bikes should stop at red lights
and stop signs and follow ALL rules of the road the same as motor
4588564965 vehicles. Until this is enforced no bike lanes will be safe
Keep it the same. Walk if you need to. Don't make crowded lanes over

It is unacceptable to remove car lanes for bikes. You will ruin access to

4588571283 crowded and dangerous. You will be hurting business access.

downtown and worksites.
Bike lanes buffered by cars is unsafe. Doors and people cannot be seen or

4588593217

predicted.

4588604251

Potential safety issues with people leaving vehicles from passenger side.
It works well today. If you need to make a change think about the whole

4588622316 picture. A train from Boise to Caldwell.
I was in downtown when this was first attempted it was a mess. No one
knew where to park and much of the parking was avoided completely in
the confusion. This means we would lose the parking anyway as people
would not use it. Additionally the cost is something I am NOT
4588630043 comfortable with as a tax payer.

The parking lanes are NOT comfortable to use and are too confusing
It made me nervous trying to figure out bike lanes while driving and especially in
the intersections when they ended. Cyclists did whatever they felt not following
the rules. Its too narrow to add bike lanes.

4588655784
The problem is there is already enough animosity and hatred towards
cyclist around here. This would increase it. Boise has the most wonderful
4588654726 people... Until they get in their cars. Then it gets ugly.
Avoid negatively impacting the already sparse parking on both Main and
Idaho. As well as lead cyclists to one of the parallel roads, like Jefferson,
where vehicle traffic is lower, thus, pedestrian and bicycle traffic will be

You already know that this option is not the best. Why are you asking us to

4588658255 safer.

confirm this?

Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the

Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the

detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the

detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the roads
where bicycles do not.

4588680061 roads where bicycles do not.

My previous statements have given my points, this is an absolute waste of tax
payers dollars and for an unstustanable user. We live in a city that has 3-4
Again, we tried this last year and it was absolutely a nightmare figuring

months of snow and ice, bikes are not a year around traffic in our downtown and

out where parking was available. The traffic flow was tremendously

never will be until Boise no longer has winter. The sandwich bike curriers are the

impacted, not for the better and with constant construction ongoing in

only ones that cause any issues but not adhearing to traffic and safetly laws in

the downtown area, it is ridiculous to waste tax paying dollars for such a

the downtown area, running lights, riding in traffic, not using proper safety
signals and being particularly rude when on the sidewalks.

4588711478 small user preference.
No one wants to park their car in the middle of the street. This will drive
everyone to spend their dollars at the Towne Square Mall instead of
downtown. bike lanes are not needed. this has already been proven by

whole series of really bad ideas. already tested and no one wants this. stop

4588728145 the people. really dumb ideas here.

wasting tax dollars on stupid things.

4588770766 Stop costing tax payers this money. Charge it to the bicycle riders

Stop costing tax payers this money. Charge it to the bicycle riders.

4588781224

Rarely do I ever see a cyclist EVER use a bike lane

4588781141 again not necessary.
Downtown should focus on car traffic to make it easier for more people
to support the goods and services and keep it thriving. Individual
bicyclists traveling through and may stop for a cup of coffee or a juice
drink, but they are far from the major support of restaurants, bars,

With increased entertainment and living options in downtown, focus should be

financial offices, etc. I don't see families biking into town to visit JUMP,

on walking and car traffic. Bicyclists can continue to use the roadways as they
always have.

4588795963 shows, or athletic events.
4588809448 NONE !
Idaho and Main are heavy traffic corridors and need all the lanes they can
4588830901 get more than they need parking.
4588845579

I prefer option 4
with parked cars in the way, drivers won't be able to see cyclists when making

4588931859

turns - too dangersous
When the project was introduced a year ago. The city spent 150,000 and
within 60 days removed it all. No one except the JimmyJohns guy was
riding on the bike lane. Not enough bike riders. And what happens in the

4588938955 winter? wasted road space.

Not enough bike traffic
Why put bikes on the busiest streets through downtown!! The "core" accss you
keep referring to is only one block away. I don't think that is too far to walk after
parking your bike. Drivers of cars have to do this now. Nobody is able to drive
to the front door of the business they want to visit and park.

4589069950
Allow businesses to place planters in the "Buffer". Have the bus lanes on
Idaho and Main been calculated as parking spaces now that the multi
4589087992 modal center is built?

Why do you want to put bike traffic on the 2 busiest streets through downtown?
Bikes are hard to see with parked cars between them and the driving lanes. That
was my complaint with the trial. You loose the bikes behind cars and they jut out
into traffic without warning. Seems very dangerous.

4589121557
No bike lanes I do not want any bike lanes they don't pay for them and
4589156163 there is to much grid lock and not enough parking already
Parking against curb. Bike lane between traffic and parked cars -- like

Parking against curb. Bike lane between traffic and parked cars -- like every other

4589371460 every other city does it.

city does it.
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The posts will guide parkers to avoid interfearing in protected bike lane.
Hard barriers (curbs, iron railing, etc.) where possible while providing
good visibility (or anything that creates a completed blind spot) for

4589426240 drivers.
4589454855

I support making bike lanes more common in the downtown core.

4589539302

I prefer protected bike lanes

4589606280 Leave it alone!
4589669520 No bikes on street!!!!!
when i think about my kids or grandparents riding their bicycles on the street to get
4589771303

anywhere, THIS is the ONLY option that I feel will keep them safe.

4589780553

no change needed
No build is the only option I can support. I spent a good amount of time
cycling downtown during the test phase and found the lanes unsafe due
to limited sight lines at corners due to parked vehicles. Also, car doors
opening at time of parking were dangerous. Thirdly, feedback from
business owners when they saw my bicycle helmet made me feel like an

4589788904 enemy, not s customer.

See previous comments.

It looks ugly, people along the curb do not check for bike traffic along
passenger side of car, which makes it dangerous. Hides bikers from
moving vehicles view. Those cones are horrid! Do you own stock in the
4589881245 company that makes them.
4589920658

Waste of money and not enough usage to justify, this aint PORTLAND
This creats a bigger and more pleasant, safer and quiet environment along Main and
Idaho. It would benefit people especially businesses like restaurants and bars that
extend out on the sidewalks.

4589965129

Unless ACHD is willing to pay for the cost of proper buffer between the bike lane
and parking, i do not think this would be a viable option. paint betwen sidewalk
and parked cars is not adequate for a bike lane with this set up.

4589991804

Too many projects are favoring bicycles over motor vehicles. During winter, it's
4590020015

not plausible to bike and entire lanes of traffic are devoted to bicycles.
I live downtown now and there isn't enough bike traffic to warrant the changes, if
I see two bicycles on the road at the same time I'd be surprised. Who is pushing
this agenda! It's crazy.

4590135694
4590139569 Passengers opening doors could be dangerous
4590159361 I would be for bike lakes if they help share the expense.
Pick what downtown is going to be. Make streets in downtown 1way, 1lane with head-in angle parking. Use remaining space for bikes and
pedestrians. Benefit increased parking downtown. Increased pedestrian
4590161404 and bike traffic downtown. Increased business traffic downtown.

Same as the last question - Also, it is bad for business and parking - Also, there
4590171635

is no option to leave it as is with no changes

4590193213 Eliminate parking

Short term on-street parking provides very little benefit for downtown business

4590214232

Bicyclists don't pay taxes for roads
I support it but wonder if necessary on Idaho but can see the need on Main. Not too

4590240226

happy about losing a lane on Main though.
Changes already made have resulted in my driving to avoid Capitol
boulevard whenever possible. Traffic downtown make bottlenecks the
norm instead of the exception. The ratio of motorists to cyclists is not
comparable and is even higher if the weather is bad or it is dark. This is
from a former cyclist that road to and from work almost every day,
regardless of the weather. I will probably drive an additional mile out of
my way to avoid the bike lanes, unless the traffic downtown is far better
than it is currently. I have found that driving at noon has increased my
driving time substantially as each light cycle only allows a few cars to get

4590247531 through the intersections.
4590260758

Collisions with passengers exiting parked cars and passing bicycles.
Does not meet the need of the majority. Even the existing bike program is not

4590264275

successful

4590265623

Seriously? This is a priority spend of money?
This creates an unintuitive experience for navigating and parking downtown.
Combined with the now half baked one way street grid, it creates a situational
awareness problem for people that are not familiar with the area, and if anything
creates a more dangerous experience for bikers, because they are hidden behind
the vehicles. Bikers going through intersections are difficult to see behind parked
cars are at risk to turning drivers. In addition, drivers and passengers getting out
of cars are on an island and at risk of getting hit by vehicles and cyclists to get to
the sidewalk.

4590268109
4590275009 Don't include the "candle" dividers.

I find the "candle" barriers unnecessary.

I am sorry but bicyclist are not the primary user of Idaho streets and until
the pay road taxes at the same rate as cars do. they should not be
4590279048 another worry for drivers.
4590281560 most protected bike traffic and minimal loss of parking

Why should we have to pay for what we do not want in the first place.
reasonable safety for bicycles and minimal parking loss

putting parking between traffic and bicycles is an unsafe idea. Entering an
intersection when you have a big vehicle ir truck will hide bicycles from

Bicyclist would be hidden from traffic due to large vehicles parking between

4590281930 cars and an accident can happen.

them!!!

4590285494

No bike lanes
By reducing parking on Main/Idaho, this might push more cores to the
fringe of downtown (Jefferson & North) and into parking garages. Once
those cars are parked that far away, perhaps the downtown core will be
more ped friendly? ALSO, not clear if this one includes vertical pylons as

4590327572 indicated in the picture. If so, great. If not, well, not so great.
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I suggest that the interests of one economic sector is not being appropriately
considered in Boise City Hall’s drive to institute bicycle lanes downtown; namely,
small specialized businesses (not including coffee shops or restaurants). The
availability of one hour (+20 minutes) of parking, uninterrupted by bicycle lanes,
is vitally important to most all small businesses in downtown Boise. Such ready,
uncluttered access for the rather brief time it generally takes to conduct the
specific business sought by the customers of such businesses is essential to their
continued presence in the downtown. These businesses include professional
services, technical / digital services, and other businesses selling goods and/or
services generally of a specific, substantial nature which the customer seeks from
that specific business rather than going to the mall. Automobile access fosters
the type of customers that patronize these businesses. I believe it is axiomatic
that the bike crowd does not constitute a sufficient customer base for such
businesses.

At the present time, we have a good mix of businesses in the

Boise downtown area. However, it is a balance that is delicate and could be
irrevocably upset by instituting the bike lanes proposed by city planners, who
advocate re-training people regarding their travel habits. The most likely change
in such habits that will occur will be that such customers will drive to Meridian or
to a shopping mall rather than struggle with the various types of bike lanes
planned for downtown Boise. Of collateral interest in this regard is the utterly
amazing success of The Village near Meridian. Whoever thought that a block of
businesses stuck in the middle of a rural, former cornfield would be so successful?
Of course, the answer to a significant extent is the surround parking attending
this center.

Whether ultimately listened to or not, it would be interesting to

see the results of a poll of Boise downtown merchants on the issue of bike lanes
downtown, with types of businesses identified.

4590334906

I feel safe riding with a simple painted bike lane, and I don't believe
4590365850

drivers/passengers would look before opening doors.

4590368807 Leave as is

See first answer

4590396961 Leave as is
The buffer is nice, however it is a concern for me when pedestrians exiting
parked cars cross into the buffer zone. There is nowhere to go if someone

Maked bike lanes outside of parking next to traffic seem to be a safer option,

4590526250 steps into the bike lane, a curb or a parked car are the only options.

with less cost, etc.

My primary mode of transportation downtown is cycling, and there are
two drawbacks I see to this plan. First, i feel that it limits the ability of
cyclists to see and communicate with motorists, which is potentially
dangerous. Second, it is the most costly alternative, and I am not
convinced that the benefits outweigh the costs. But I do think that this
would be the safest alternative for bikers who are unfamiliar with bike
commuting. Encouraging new commuters is incredibly important for the
4590566258 future of downtown.
4590579037 NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR PARKING, PERIOD!!

NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR PARKING, PERIOD!!

4590588677 Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!

Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!
Main and Idaho are 1-way streets whose nature naturally prioritizes traffic. Why
are we focusing on putting bikes there? I don't like to ride on busy streets,
Bannock, Jefferson, and Grove are much safer. Turning left will require crossing
parking, taking the lane for any reason will be harder as well. Please no!

4590601879
Parked cars make bicyclist less visible to turning traffic. There are enough

People leaving cars would have to cross bicycle lane. Turning traffic might not

4590636714 parking garages in downtown to accommodate cars.

see cyclist because of parked cars.
As you make it harder for car drivers to access and enjoy downtown we will
migrate to areas outside of Boise such as the Village in Meridian or Eagle to
socialize

4590689982
Stop trying to inhibit traffic on these main connecting roads. Cars bring
people to businesses downtown. You are making downtown an

The elitist mentality about bicycles ignores the needs of the elderly and others

undesirable destination. You should make it EASIER not harder for cars.

who are not able to ride. These lanes make things even more congested. The

Why spend all of this money on a few bicycles? Most cyclists ignore the

more you inhibit traffic, the less attractive it will be to visit or do business

bike paths they already have. I've ridden my bike downtown. They don't

downtown. You are ruining this city for most in favor of a fantasy image that is
impractical.

4590693397 need special privileges, they just need to obey the laws and be respectful.
This is really an unacceptable proposal. Again, the vast majority of
4590697618 transportation is done by cars. It is costly and not a viable alternative.
The test was a failure, and yet its still being implemented because its a

The test was a failure, and yet its still being implemented because its a pet project

4590707955 pet project of a city council member

of a city council member

As a bicyclist and a driver, I do not like having parked cars obstructing my
4590711060 visibility of other road users. This plan makes me uncomfortable.
I am concerned about cars seeing bicyclists when they are hidden by
SUVs/Trucks, especially for making right hand turns. Also, it seems like
you could add a lane of traffic by narrowing the bike lane and eliminating
4590724182 the 2ft space between bike lane and parking.
4590724752 No UN Agenda 21 Bike lanes in Boise. Move to Portland Or for this crap.

No need for these bike lanes

4590784747

There is no real NEED for an any of this.

4590827805 Great idea
Parked cars hide cyclists from motorist that may be turning. And parked
4590834081 cars block view of cyclists that need to turn.

Safety of design

4590860176

bike lanes are not needed

4591007053 This is really stupid.
This is the superior option. However, for safety, it is important that there
be no parking near intersections to improve visibility and protect cyclists
4591453857 in the protected lane from being hit by turning motor vehicles.
I pay for the use of the road in licensing and gas taxes, bicycles do not contribute
to either. When they are taxed/ licensed and paying road fees then give them a
lane. Until then, we are not Amstredamn where the majority of people ride
bicycles, the majoiry of people travel by vechile. We already have major traffic
I do not support this because the cost is to great, there is NO REVENUE

problems, so let make it worse!!! Lets narrow the roads, take away parking.. let

from bicycles!! they do not have to obey traffic laws. When they have to

encourage people to take what little downtown business there is out of
downtown!!!

4591581921 start PAYING licensing fees for road use... they can have a lane.

While I like the idea of a barrier between bike lanes and moving traffic, I think
that hiding the bike lane behind parked cars is just as dangerous as leaving the
lanes adjacent to each other. As a driver, I found the pilot program of this
implementation more dangerous for bikers because I couldn't see them as I was
driving by. When it came time for me to make a turn - I was completely surprised
twice to see a bicyclist mid-turn that I didn't previously spot. It is scary to think
about how unsafe the intersections would be for bicyclists if this alternative were
to be implemented.

4591660379
4591693815 I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes

I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes

If you HAVE to take away parking then there should also be an additional
4591719789 parking garage built.

seems the best option out of the other terrible options
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4591724034 Again stop spending our money on this.
4591819275

I like the bike lanes on the street
Removing parking will always encourage more walking and cycling and

4591828453 perhaps support of real mass transit in the valley.
As an alternative to the first option for the reasons I mentioned, I would
reluctantly support this option. I think bikes do have their place in our
community and I support that but I think the downtown core should be
more focused on pedestrians if there were adequate/reasonable parking
garages at distances that people could use them but still be relatively
close to where they are headed. This option seems cost-prohibitive in
4591846808 many ways.
Parked cars in the middle of the road make it difficult to see bikers at
4591848277 intersections

Parked cars in the middle of the road makes it hard to see bikers at intersections

We tried this 2 years ago. A majority of the people didn't like it then. No
change now. At some point, Main and Idaho were converted from 2-way
to 1-way roads based on the heavy traffic load. Add one minute to the
drive every day equals over 3 hours per year for every person in a car or
bus. Bike lines should be placed on the less used streets such as
4591892964 Jefferson on Bannock.
4591879330

Better than loosing all parking. Compromise.
I currently drive downtown with my kids because I do not feel comfortable allowing
them to ride. Missoula, MT has this type of bike land and I think it is much safer,
which for me, will result in more bike trips downtown.

4591865811
4591871598 This is the stupids thing ever.

Concerned that the bike lane will not be maintained and clear of debris because
4591908995 How would the bike lanes be maintained and clear of debris?

of the pylons

The bike lane would likely need to accommodate bikers traveling in both
directions. Even if the intent is to have bikers only traveling in the
directions of the cars, I can imagine quite a few bikers would travel in the
4591944861 "wrong" direction now that they have protection from traveling cars.
As a bicyclist I don't feel safe when there are cars parked near the traffic
because I'm hidden from drivers and can be hit by a turning car. I would

I like riding along side traffic so I know they can see me because I'm not hidden

4591988208 like safety posts put between the bikelane and moving traffic though.

by parked cars.
Idaho and Main are auto corridors. Leave them that way. Less lanes mean greater

4592029266 Put this option in the garbage and NEVER revisit it

car density and increased probability of vehicle fender benders.

4592040303 This is the WORST option - terrible for daily cyclists.

Please do not put parking lanes between travel lanes. Horrible.
This parking idea is unreasonable. I was present in DT when this style of middle
road parking was attempted it was HORRIBLE. No one understood how to use it,
how to park properly, or which meters were theirs. As a result the parking when

4592074413

unused. This would effectively eliminate the parking entirely.

4592114764

NEV ER SEE A BIKE
concerned about people crossing the bike lane to get to and from their cars that
are parked on the other side. Also, too difficult to make a left hand turn. Would
need to get through parked cars to get to left turn lane.

4592130871

Driving time will be significantly longer than 18-66 seconds. With only two travel
lanes, this will require that municipal buses use one of these travel lanes, leaving

Cyclist should be directed to Bannock as this is not a primary vehicle

only one lane as an option.

4592257787 roadway for commute.

I prefer painted bike lane. Both motorists and bikes need to be visible at
4592343177

intersections and pay attention

4592436942

it would make us a progressive city esp. for visitors to it, would be a good feel

4592563790

No bikes lanes at all.
Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the
majority of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only

Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the

breed frustration, anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs

majority of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only breed

are not offset by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of

frustration, anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs are not offset

those who must drive in lieu of biking. All of these options are an

by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of those who must drive
in lieu of biking. All of these options are an unacceptable use of taxpayer money.

4592576405 unacceptable use of taxpayer money.
As a wheelchair user this option forces me to exit my vehicle into a bike
lane. A bike lane that would not be snow plowed, swept, or maintained

As a wheelchair user this option forces me to exit my vehicle into a bike lane. A

free of snow, slush, magnesium chloride, etc. The sideslope of entering

bike lane that would not be snow plowed, swept, or maintained free of snow,

and exiting my ramp van in my wheelchair into the bike lane make this

slush, magnesium chloride, etc. The sideslope of entering and exiting my ramp

alternative unacceptable. Does it even meet the requirements of the ADA

van in my wheelchair into the bike lane make this alternative unacceptable. Does
it even meet the requirements of the ADA for handicapped parking (cross slope

for handicapped parking (cross slope in the "gutter" at the end of my

in the "gutter" at the end of my van's ramp?).

4592621648 van's ramp?).

They were unsafe for pedestrians using the crosswalk, from a visibility standpoint
for oncoming cars and when snow fell it made hard or impossible to plow that
portion of crosswalk. Also, we need to keep downtown easy for all people to use,
this option was a horrible when tried last year - couldn't plow the road

not just bikes. The amount of time and the number of people using the bike

and dangerous for pedestrians using crosswalks, confusing for parking

lanes doesn't warrant removal of a lane. This option is confusing for parking cars

4592630602 and delivery. Plus I'm against removing car lanes for bikes.

and delivery as well.

4592896994

New transit center will complicate routes
Why not add a bicycle license as a pre-requisite to riding on listed, busy
non-residential streets, which require passing a written test on bicycle
laws, rules, and safety, and pay a license fee to help pay for these bicycle
improvements? Instead, we all have to pay for the benefit of a few. How
many bicycle riders use the downtown corridor on a regular basis vis a vis
car operators? It's time bicyclists start paying for the sacrifices we are all
asked to make. Also, they need to know the laws, obey the laws, and
recognize bicycling safely is as much on them as it is on the motorist.
Then I would support paying my (ever increasing) tax dollars to assist
bicyclists, who are also helping to foot the bill, instead of seeking more
opportunity at no cost to them. (Yes, I recognize many of them pay taxes
too, but they should pay for the improvements which benefit only them,

4592975101 and are detriments to the rest of us. Pay for what you use.

see my previous comments re: funding and safety
I don't support bike lanes any where. Have they payed taxes like we do with

4593175336

vehicles? NO!

4593529947

Again, how many bikes are we talking about.

4593680247 lack of clarity makes this unanswerable
Best of the options. I am not excited about bike lanes that take away parking outside
4593728286 Keep as many parking spaces as possible.

retail stores. Our customers want parking!.

4593768432

Seemed HORRIBLE during test last year.
Not needed, unsafe and difficult to use. Turning to non-adjacent side is difficult

4593866595

and surprising for rider and motorist.
you promote down town living you promote other options than driving, solid green

4594059139 love, would like to see more boundary structure between cars and bikes

lane ( if swept regularyly) could make biking a pleasure and safe for kids

When we tried this pilot, it was a strange driving experience. It is possible
that that was caused by the street markings not being executed as well in

When we tried this pilot, it was a strange driving experience. It is possible that

a pilot as they might be in a "final" version. I'm also frankly quite

that was caused by the street markings not being executed as well in a pilot as

concerned about the way that pedestrians heading to parked cars and

they might be in a "final" version. I'm also frankly quite concerned about the way
that pedestrians heading to parked cars and bicycles might interact with one

bicycles might interact with one another. It seems like it would be good
4594534986 to have a hard curb between the two?

another. It seems like it would be good to have a hard curb between the two?

4594756667 Do nothing.
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This is a terrible idea and the one that the city keeps trying to push-off on
everyone. Parked vehicles and parking spaces now look very much like
traffic lanes. This is very dangerous for drivers using these spaces. The
plastic candlestick theme is hideous! Aesthetics must be considered as
well. Also, pedestrians moving from the sidewalk to their parked car are
now at risk to be hit by a biker. There is no overall safety gain with this
4595384827 idea, but yet it keeps coming back up.
Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on
roadways, making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related

Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on roadways,

to lack of public transportation and suburban housing requiring workers

making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related to lack of public

downtown to drive in. Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the

transportation and suburban housing requiring workers downtown to drive in.

community that makes downtown prosper, but parking helps all

Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the community that makes downtown

4595529853 businesses.

prosper, but parking helps all businesses.

4595570687

possible conflicts between bicyclists and motorists exiting parked cars
Use the currently existing bicycle lane on Bannock street (a parallel street just one
block north of Idaho street). Don't waste taxpayers' money on this unnecessary

4595869508 Cyclists should use the existing bike lane on Bannock street.

project.

4595873909

prefer another option

4595911751 No additional bike lanes
It's too dangerous to have parked cars between a bike lane and vehicle
4596092278 travel lane
On a busy street I think it's safer to have the bikes along the moving
traffic not hidden by parked cars. The last test project I was nearly hit at a
4596252412 parking garage as the car didn't see me coming
4596477445

Don't like being hidden behind parked cars
Bike-friendly communities reduce need for parking and increase air quality
The last time ACHD undertook a bike lane experiment do you want to know how
many people I saw riding bikes in the bikes lanes? NONE! At taxpayer expense!
Now ACHD comes back again with more very expensive proposals. Why must
these options be pursued? Hasn't this agency been embarassed by earlier
failures? What are these businesses going to do when their customes have no
convenient street parking? Customer will go elsewhere to shop especially when
there is convenient parking.

4596598876
We already have Front and Myrtle for speeding through downtown. There's no reason
Idaho and Main also need to be drag strips. Slow it down and make it bike and
pedestrian friendly.

4596623792
If the lane is clearly painted green , there would be no need for the cones.
I find that with the cones, the skateboarders use them as an obstacle
4596779083 course.
4597490484

I like it, but I'm not ready for other residents' complaints.
Buffered bike lanes that are buffered by parked cars are exceptionally

Buffered bike lanes that are buffered by parked cars are exceptionally dangerous

dangerous bike bike riders and predestrians. Anyone who legitimately

bike bike riders and predestrians. Anyone who legitimately rides and commutes

rides and commutes on a daily basis should be aware of the danger.

on a daily basis should be aware of the danger. Opening doors, people walking
between cars. Most people are not aware enough, rider or walker, to be alert

Opening doors, people walking between cars. Most people are not aware

enough for something of this fashion.

4597885736 enough, rider or walker, to be alert enough for something of this fashion.
4597965562

I would use Main and Idaho to commute to work by bicycle
Too expensive and will disrupt the ltd handicap Pk on street parking.

4597968145 Several disabled people cannot access garages alone

the minimual handicap ostreet parking will be reduced
unsafe for people exiting parked cars, dodging two lanes of on-coming traffic:

4598011041

one bicycles, the other cars!

4598182774

Safest plan for both drivers & bicyclists and best for longterm growth of downtown
Still like the idea of at least some bike lane presence on Jefferson. There are hours of

4598874748 Still would like bike lanes on Jefferson as well.

the day when that is a much calmer stree.

4598988123

Do you want to k9ill downtown Boise?
Too many potential issues for people parking and the bike lane. Also, makes it

4599135310

very difficult for bikes to merge into traffic to turn left.
the increase in morning traffic heading into Boise would greater than you have

4601265419

stated - you tried this once before and it was horrible.
I am concerned about the safety of parking between two traffic lanes (vehicle and

4601600824 Go with alternative 1.
4601613589 Get rid of the dividers, they are so ugly.

bicycle).
Ok as long as the ugly dividers used in the pilot are not included.

4602282817 This survey is so confusing. Don't want to take parking away from cars

I don't like bike lanes protected by cars not expecting bikers on their right

4603393944

there are already plenty of bike lanes
There will be an issue of people walking through the bike lanes as they get out of

4603774556

their cars.
parked cars would hide the moving bikes from turning cars and decrease bike

4603792702

safety
Your drive times are model based and not accurate, they are assumptions, state that
clearly. Riding these roads often I can attest to them feeling compltly unsafe,
especially near the STOP controlled intersections. A fully buffered and separated
space would accommodate more rider types, not just the confident.

4604011015
4604425087 leave it as is.

Bikes should be banned from Idaho and Main. Move them to Grove and
4604972687

Bannock
During the temporary time they were like this on Main Street, I liked the
protection from moving traffic, but intersections seemed less safe
because cars turning may not see you on the other side of the parked
cars. Therefor I had to slow way down and be very cautious at
intersections, slowing my commute and making me less comfortable. If
there were some way to alleviate this problem, I would be more

4605057582 supportive of this option.
Abandon the idea of hiding the bicycles behind cars. It is extremely
dangerous at intersections and any other place the cyclists decide to

Do bicyclists bring enough business to downtown to pay for the cost of these

4605403344 change directions.

lanes?

4607508892

Buffering land with parked cars makes travel difficult for daily riders.
this will make people not want to come downtown. We don't have that

commute is already hard enough with traffic. New businesses opening up will be
hurt by this

4609939092 many bikers here to support something like this.
Combine the protected bike lanes on Main and Idaho with the bike lanes
on Jefferson Street, so that we continue to create a robust bicycle
network in Downtown Boise (many options to serve the many
4609989122 destinations).
Stop wasting hundreds of thousands of dollars every year trying to force

The public has time and again, said NO to bike lanes at the great expense of 97%

4610293531 cars off the road to support less than 3% of the road users (aka Bikes).

of all traffic on the roads.
This is a dangerous alternative both to the cyclist who is more likely to have
doors opened in her face and to the parker who has to cross a lane of cycles to
get to the sidewalk.

4610952329
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I don't support bike lane on Main and Idaho. I work between Main and Idaho
streets. During the trial last year I felt it was extremely dangerous for drivers and
bicyclists. If a driver needs to make a turn, they cannot see through the parked
vehicles to determine if a bicyclist is coming up in the bicycle lane, especially if
the parked vehicle is a truck or van. You had to basically keep stopping while
trying to make a turn to be sure a bicyclist was in the lane. And if the bicyclist is
traveling very fast it is difficult to judge their speed before turning. Also with the
one way streets that were recently changed to 2 way streets, traffic is a huge
mess and the bike lanes will make it even worse on heavily traveled roads.

4611406745
4613646487

I am concerned that this will not be a good use of the available space.
Include bike boxes at each intersection to ensure safer exit and entrance

4614126404 to bike lanes

The bike community needs ACHD to champion this change in road design within the
city core

Keep bike lanes out of Boise! Bikes will ride where they want. They do not
follow laws. They can walk their bikes on downtown sidewalks. I oppose
any bike lanes! U will be driving away businesses. People will not want to
4614374268 work downtown.

Keep bike lanes out of Boise! The bike lanes will kill Boise!

Installing bike lanes and green boxes on Main and Idaho Streets will
reduce the traffic lanes from three to two. In addition, the remaining right
side traffic lane will prove to be very slow during peak periods with
motorists delayed while complying with the green box ordinances for
bicycles and further delays when pedestrians are using the cross walks
once the lights turn green. With the majority of north south streets two
way, right turning motorists will delay through traffic flow. The only
unobstructed remaining lane for through flow would be the left lane.
Motorists should be able to access and commute through the city
efficiently. Parking should remain on both sides with city officials focused
on building and supporting retail shopping in the downtown core. Main
and Idaho were lined with retail stores but our city has failed at attracting
and keeping a healthy retail environment. With the emphasis on
developing more living space in the downtown area, the responsible city
officials should direct their efforts to finding a anchor department store
as with all major cities. Main and Idaho Streets should not have bicycle
4615554097 lanes.
4615662759 don't remove the lane
Would suggest removing a parking space or two near intersections to

We have too many traffic lanes on Main and Idaho as it is. Removing one wouldn't

improve visibility for bikers; this space could also be used for bike racks-- appreciably add to commute times (from the data you presented) and might
which would hopefully get bikers off sidewalks and improve safety and
4616057212 room on the sidewalk for pedestrians.

encourage traffic to use Front and Myrtle instead. Main and Idaho would be much
more accessible and safe for pedestrians and bikers.

4616147318 Looks very safe and desirable!
The buffered bike lanes are visually confusing,especially at night. It also leave
islands of opportunity for jaywalks to hang out and dart across the remaining,
busier lanes.

4616789036 Leave the lanes alone!

Parked cars between bike lane and vehicle lanes makes it blind and dangerous for
the cyclist to move to the Left turn lane. At some point the commuter/shopper
needs to travel North/South to reach their final destination if it is within

The parked cars make it difficult for the cyclist to move to the left turning

downtown.

4617526004 lane when necessary.
You tried this on Capitol and it was a disaster! As a cyclist I hated it

It is safer to be where traffic can see me when I ride. If you build this you are

4617701275 because you are hidden from traffic and that is really scary!!

putting cyclists at risk of being hit and injured or worse!
Putting parking between cyclists and parked cars makes it harder for drivers to
see cyclists. This creates a huge risk for bikers when cars are turning and when
passengers are exiting care into the bike lane.

4617709600
How wide is the bike lane ? It would be better to do a bike lane on
Jefferson and one on Main. Jefferson would have east to west bicycle
traffic Main St -- west to east. Otherwise bicycles going both directions
4618840071 will crash into each other.
4619846999

commitment to alt trans should be public and obvious
How many bikers actually bike to downtown. Only the wealthier neighboorhoods

4619912596

(based on home values) that live close to downtown will benefit from this change.
Absolutely not. This is ridiculous. I cannot believe we are wasting time
and money because 1% of the population is asking for this. Squeaky

4620212971 wheel syndrome.

Total waste of time and tax payer money.
Bicyclist and pedestrians are going to collide as they have to move through the

4620513256

bike lane after parking a car or motorcycle

4620520554 do not support any change in current traffic lanes
4620521166 parking is already difficult enough downtown.
Some means to easily turn left; help prevent visual difficulties turning

not everyone wants to ride bikes. some people walk and drive in CARS
An overall more pedestrian/bike friendly downtown core creates a safer, more

right from blocked parked cars (parking spots set back a certain distance aesthetically pleasing area that attracts more people - starts/gains momentum on a
4620524445 from intersections?)

positive cycle

4620527985 Anything to keep Jimmy John riders off the sidewalks
Protected bike lanes are inconvenient and unsafe. Drivers don't see bikes in the
4620533112

protected bike lanes.
Sometimes its necessary to merge with traffic to reach one's destination
or if the bike lane is too crowded, there is less flexibility with this option.

4620535500 Feels claustrophobic.

Less flexibility for bicyclists (see previous answer)

I would support this but despite this option providing the "greatest level
of comfort" for cyclists, when I've used these lanes in the past I felt it was
a false sense of comfort due to poor visibility (I think drivers and cyclists
4620541174 need to see each other in order to be safe).
Car passengers are not accustom to having bicycles on the right side of the car
4620538137

and tend to open the door of the parked vehicle without looking
Bikers don't use their lanes anyway. I've personally seen them use the roadways

4620541359

instead of the lanes that have been made for them.

4620568631 not good for busy main roads
4620579901 Drivers do not understand the green lanes and that puts everyone at risk.
This was a mess during the trial period last year. Although locals will figure it out,
this is so far out of the norm for visitors that it will always put bicyclists in danger
of being hit. When it does end up in an accident, or a near miss, the road rage
from bicyclists who think they are safe in this "bicycle lane" is going to be a big
turn off to visitors.

4620612862
4620614408 you have removed too many precious parking spaces
4620623751

Too confusing
THIS IS DANGEROUS! I almost hit a bicyclist while parking during the last
trial. I almost was hit by a pedestrian who jaywalked and walked between

4620628769 2 parked cars.. did not see me coming.
4620634609 protected lanes are bad for visibility for cyclists and cars and pedestrians.

protected bikes lanes are not a good solution
Improves look and feel of downtown creating a more desirable space. Will increase

4620642896 YEs, yes yes!

visitors and use of sidewalks adjacent to Main and Idaho

4620672299 I like this one most! But, both can work well.
4620678537

I want to keep parking spaces on Idaho.
Best separation of cars and cyclists. Less confusion for people trying to

4620691841 park along the streets as well.
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4620700204

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

Maintain parking, provide bicycle access on Main/Idaho
I noted many of these in the previous comment. Driving time is not just about me
This arrangement made it very difficult to see bicycles and pedestrians at

personally. It includes every preson who is delayed times the time of each delay.

intersections and entrances to parking lots, and made right- and left-

This arrangement made it very difficult to see bicycles and pedestrians at

hand corners more dangerous for both. It also made access to and from

intersections and entrances to parking lots, and made right- and left-hand

parked cars risky for pedestrians, who had to dodge bikes while trying to

corners more dangerous for both. It also made access to and from parked cars

figure out where their parking meter was located. On top all of this, traffic

risky for pedestrians, who had to dodge bikes while trying to figure out where

lost a lane. I think it is time for downtown development to give motorists

their parking meter was located. On top all of this, traffic lost a lane. I think it is

a break rather than keep taking lanes out for construction and bicycles. I

time for downtown development to give motorists a break rather than keep
taking lanes out for construction and bicycles.

4620740432 could go on, but my ideas have been communicated.
I would like to see a grid-lock study on motor vehicles accessing the
4620765483 Connector from or through downtown Boise.
I would like to see a gridlock study for this area, especially for vehicles
between downtown and the connector at both rush hours. I would also
like to see sidewalks made more accessible by removing/disallowing
4620779497 sidewalk café areas; and/or removal of cafe' fences during winter months.
4620803394

bicyclists currently use the sidewalks and it is congested and unsafe

4621006238

Bikers don't pay attention to what they are doing

4621026162 You should include areas necessary for Bus operations !!!
Is ACHD really going to keep the paint visible? that's a long-term expensive
4621117883 Bike lanes on both sides. Make Downtown car-free

maintenance item to budget into eternity
i used this style when it was being tested and it was the only time i felt safe enough to

4621179042

take my kids with me down town
This would result in less of a loss of parking spaces on the other streets. I ride the bus
to work, but if I miss it or need to drive for some reason, it is already a nightmare
trying to find parking downtown. Losing 100 parking spots would make it nearly
impossible.

4621242182
4621387723 Takes away travel lanes
4621423421

Takes away travel lanes
Protected bike lanes will get the super wide cruiser bikes off of the sidewalks
This keeps a good amount of parking in downtown while providing the most
protection and connectivity downtown for all travelers not just cars. 1 min of drive
time increase is negligible for the benefits.

4621481081
I don't think parking-protected bike lanes are a good idea. Bikes are
4621484729 hidden from vehicles and it gives cyclists a false sense of safety.

I just don't want parking-separated bike lanes anywhere in Boise
This is my #1 choice. Providing a safe bike lane provided by parking such as this will

4621502506

definitely increase bicycle commuters and reduce the need for as many parking spots.

4621605944

Goofy

4621625534

Goofy
bicycle riders should put their bikes on the bus and ride the bus to downtown

4621685874

areas
This is my favorite option; although it has the highest cost, I think it provides the

4621706532

greatest safety for travelers.
More barrier than the puny pylons. I get that we don't want a full on

4621780856 fence but I'd like to see more protection for the peeps on the bikes.
4622004003

IT IS CONFUSING TO HAVE CARS PARKING "IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD" !!!

4622826685 None

No more bike lanes are needed

4623065729 Excellent! Bikes are now protected from vehicles.
Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry
people will generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry people will

bicyclists cannot share the road or sidewalks as it is now. And let's be

generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason bicyclists cannot

honest, there are not very many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit

share the road or sidewalks as it is now. And let's be honest, there are not very

like the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus options. I know many

many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like the "Light Rail" system or better

people who ride the bus and every one of them says they take forever,

(faster) bus options. I know many people who ride the bus and every one of them

not because of drive time, but because of how far they have to travel out

says they take forever, not because of drive time, but because of how far they

of the direction they are going to get to their stop-too many stops makes

have to travel out of the direction they are going to get to their stop-too many

for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not take the bus, I can't be on

stops makes for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not take the bus, I can't

the bus for 1.5 hours one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall.

be on the bus for 1.5 hours one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall.

We need better alternatives for mass transit-this will eliminate such a high

We need better alternatives for mass transit-this will eliminate such a high need

need for parking and will cause a domino effect of people being more

for parking and will cause a domino effect of people being more open to take

open to take away parking and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the

away parking and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be on

focus should not be on bicycle lanes and removing parking. Not to

bicycle lanes and removing parking. Not to mention, these options are

mention, these options are dangerous and will take away more things

dangerous and will take away more things that are important to the downtown

4623103486 that are important to the downtown world of Boise.

world of Boise.

4623126771

Do not like parking away from curb
When this was tested we saw so many people confused by the parking. It
seemed as if the drivers were now put in the middle of the road. Taking
out parking when the City doesn't even have convenient parking options

4623138470 for its employees seems ridiculous.
DO NOT remove driving lanes for bikes on Main and Idaho - there is not
4623186846 enough bike traffic to support this. Boise still relies on cars to get around.

Are you attempting to keep people from coming downtown?
An overall benefit to the livability of the city would ensue. Bike lanes make the city
more attractive to residents and businesses. This is more environmentally friendly
than a car centered system.

4623264615
4623286520 What happens when busses stop and cars only have one lane?
4623289024

the bicyclist would be safest with a buffer and parked cars
The visibility of the bike is impaired by parking; integrated bike/car traffic

4623444496

preferred.
Traffic on Main and Idaho is already congested enough without removing

4623458062 a lane.
Remove the parking on the street opposite the bike lane and keep 3
lanes of vehicle traffic. I am concerned about congestion and the ability

This proposal would really be pedestrian and bicycle friendly and would be another

of emergency vehicles to get through during times of even moderate

example how ACHD and the City support healthy living habits. It is why Boise has

4623463508 traffic.

such a cool and modern vibe.

4623679596

don't like that parked pedestrians have to cross bike lanes

4623726644

This will hurt local business and not be safe.
Protected bike lanes seem great on paper, but I already feel like drivers
don't see me when I'm literally two feet from them, nevermind when I'm
hidden behind a row of parked SUVs and trucks. It makes me very
nervous about intersections. Cyclists can (not always) match if not exceed
the speed of traffic, and it's hard enough to be noticed when drivers have
a clear line of sight to you. If drivers don't expect you to be on the road
(buffered behind parked cars), I fear they will not be cognizant of cyclists
when entering/turning through intersections. This danger could be

Safety for cyclists at intersections is likely reduced due to lowered visibility (behind

See previous comment, safety for cyclists at intersections is likely reduced, unless

mitigated if parking is removed for several vehicle lengths prior to the

parked vehicles), unless parking is removed for several car lengths approaching

parking is removed for several spaces approaching an intersection to allow for a

intersections to allow for a clear view of any approach traffic/cyclists.

clear view of any approach traffic/cyclists.

4624139040 intersection.
4624270765 How do bikes transition from one side to the other for turns?

It would make walking more comfortable too.
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I do not support this option AT ALL. 1) Idaho street is not consistently
designed as shown in the illustration. It is two lanes at times, 3 lanes at
other times. In the picture shown-- where's the BUS? There is actually a
bus lane through some of Idaho-- where does that go? Having people
PARK then open their doors into narrowed roadways and cross through
bike lanes is a disaster in the making. Again, people are going to be
harmed. These are very dangerous accommodations that do not make
sense, do not protect people and further complicate and congest traffic

Idaho and Main are not designed to accomodate bicycles safely. Consider

4624289001 downtown in a way that is dangerous for all travelers.

Jefferson or Fort.

It's not common. Most bike lanes in the city ride with traffic, side by side.
4625154166 Why throw confusion into the mix?
It's not common practice. Bike lanes usually run parallel to traffic. Having traffic,
4625168661

parking and bike lane seems odd.

4625365194

Trying to fit too much into an already busy sspace

4625369535 No loss of parking anywhere along main or Idaho
Trying to fit too much into an already busy space. Plus when people can't turn
4625380159

right on red and have one less lane, traffic will be backed up
boise is not a city in holland. this entire episode seems more an effort to show
those outside of boise what a "livable" city boise is. as a business owner on main
street for 21 years I have seen retail business's continue to close or leave the city
center. bike lanes on main and idaho will only reinforce to those who would
never bike downtown that driving and trying to park is more trouble than it is
worth. perception is everything! those people outside of the north and east
ends (all the rest of the valley) wilonly see more difficulty in driving/parking in
downtown boise. i see and hear this every single day. you will cut the throat of
retail business's that depend on customers coming from all over the valley, not

any removal of parking or driving lane will create further disincentives to

just those who can bike in to downtown.

4625439227 those people who live outside of biking distance
The picture and cross-section seem to be contradictory. The picture
makes it looks like the parking could stay on the left side of the street
4625499541 and allow for 2 vehicle lanes.
During the FAILED and money wasting bike experiment last year, a cyclist
actually kicked my door as I was getting a child out of a car seat. This

The failed and wasteful bike experiment made downtown UGLY. Why are we

4625521951 option is dangerous and UGLY!

pandering organizations outside of Boise?
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Removing parking on one side would change the vibrancy of the street.

4552513416

4554358798

This is a better option than #2, less costly and safer.
The protective barriers should include a curb preventing cars from driving

4554373854 into the bike lane
To lose 240 parking spaces in a downtown with too few existing spaces of
which many are 1 hour spaces, would further degrade commercial activity
4554389402 which is already in decline.
We have made sufficient changes to accommodate bikers. How about elderly
4554404610

drivers who still need/want to go downtown?
It was awful the last it was tried. Impeded traffic for a few bikers.\ that rode on

4554418640 Do NOT change the traffic as is is!!!!!

sidewalks, wrong way, and didn't follow traffic laws anyway.

4554419838
4554424987 I have already stated my reasons.
4554451288 But this is definitely inferior to having the bike lanes on Jefferson.

I think the posts are needless, an eyesore and will increase maintenance costs
Only support as a last ditch effort.

4554460452

Boise does not need bike lanes in the city.

Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely
4554466662 used !!!

Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for bicycle lanes that are rarely used !!!

4554481611 removes too much street parking
4554499840

Removing parking means Boise needs to put more effort into promoting the BUS.

This program supports only a very small minority of people, mostly warm
4554509445 weather times.

I have already expressed my concerns and objections!

4554574425

This is better than eliminating a traffic lane but still creates a dangerous situation
for riders (and drivers) at every intersection.

4554625636 See previous answers.
4554697162 Do not allow buses to stop in bike lanes.

See previous answers.
Eliminating bikes from sidewalks is a benefit.
Filtering with buses is extremely scary as a bicyclist. It puts unnecessary extra
strain on the bus drivers. Without options for parking or loading, violators will
create opportunities for more unsafe conditions.

4554726966
Just wondering if there is some other way to accomodate the bus
4554732879 stops,potentially hazardous.
I like having a physical barrier between the motorists and bike lane.
Maybe this would work. Just not the parking in the middle of the road.
4554761729 Last time I about hit several bikers and I was being so careful.
I just said maybe
4554780603 keep the streets as they are
4554835793 make bike lanes narrower
4554870658 Just say no to bike lanes period.
4554948718 There needs to be clear communication with bikers and buss
4554990516 Generally opposed - you listed the reasons in the "trade offs."
4555041040
Inconvenience several hundred motorists for the benefit of 20-30 bikers.
NO WAY. If this is implemented I will be voting for someone else for achd
4555108070 commissioner in the next election.

4555163631
4555165802
4555275451
4555288716 don't like have the pylons added
4555305604
4555343680
Jefferson makes a lot more sense as a main route through downtown. It
4555354875 sees less motor vehicle and turning traffic.
Dislike buses utilizing bike lane- dangerous. Too many parking spaces
4555576984 eliminated.
We shouldn't have buses stopping in the bike lane. Not fair to bus drivers
4555658786 or to bikers.
I am supportive of more bike lanes.

this limits a cyclist to one side of the street only, which is not practical

(All of the "trade-off" reasons you specified.)
Bannock already has bike lanes

If our City of Boise was set up like Salt Lake, maybe it could be considered. We
are not big enough here in this downtown area to cram one more thing in.
why not two way streets? people zip through downtown too fast with one way
streets.
Parking is already limited on Idaho and main
don't like the pylons added
Bikes lanes will be to unsafe for motor users
Do not like busses stopping in bicycle lanes

Hard to imagine forcing bikes on to two of the busiest downtown streets -- Main
and Idaho -- instead of making good use of a less travelled street two blocks
away.

4555776371
4555805437 Also put bike likes on Jefferson.
4555886751

STILL MANY, MANY, MANY IGNORANT BICYCLERS WHO CAUSE ACCIDENTS.
Again, compromise!! Jefferson is a much safer passage for walkers and
Cyclists/riders alike.

4556443636

Will the City take the responsibility of working with the business owners
4556457583
4556515440

regarding lost parking? They (City Council and Mayor) need to step up and own
this if this is what they want.
Inceased bike access will improve my business
The pylons are trashy. The removed parking spaces will hurt business downtown.
If I have to maneuver constantly around bikes on crowded city streets I will simply
stop coming into Boise. You can ruin the city, or you can keep it a top 10 place to
live.

4556773058 The pylons are trashy.
4556880256 Prefer option for cars to park as well
Bannock seems like a much better idea and there are already bike lanes
4556989133 there in downtown.
4557489183

Does not impact driving lanes

4557860777

It seems safer to have parked cars away from bikes

It makes more sense to use Bannock street

Funding does not come from bicyclist for the roads. if you can find a way for a
bicyclist to pay for their fair share then I would support it.

4557957486
4558051588
4558056800

hinders business flow to remove parking
I will usa Main and Idaho Street to bike to/from BSU

CARS NEED TO PARK SOMEWHERE -- BIKES DON'T. Just leave things the
4558116244 way they are.
Possible convert to angled parking to recuperate spots removed by new

see previous answers

4558424391 bike lane.
4558887272 How is bus stopping impacted by new bus depot?
Great option. This would also make restaurant patio seating more
4558895309 attractive.

This would create a much more pleasant atmosphere on these streets.
Bikes and vehicles together in the roadway is dangerous and a liability to auto

4558990374 Tax bicyclists for improvement of an area to be used similar to a toll road

drivers and their insurance rates.

4559066700

buses shouldn't have to stop in the bike lane, that's unsafe for cyclists.
The visual quality of the streetscape is impacted by the use of candlesticks or
other "barriers" between the bicycle lane and traffic lane

4559270288
4559781386 The previous option seems preferable--add parking between traffic
4560223339 I don't think post and green paint are necessary
Fit the potholes on the street first..the 14 bikes on the street a day can
4560316147 wait until the rail system is in place

Use the $700,000 to resurface Harrison Blvd which gets more use by 1,000,000
fold
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4560407549 Second best option.
The buffer is not necessary. The speed limit is low enough that I would

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

feel safe with simply a designated, green bike lane. I think the green is
important for visibility because I often see cars driving in bike lanes that
are not colored. Other than that, the buffer is overkill even for family
4560537219 cyclists.

Not necessary to be buffered.

I don't know that these are changes, but my biggest concern here would
be the bus-meets-bike traffic. Bus stops should be clearly painted on the
ground and right-of-way rules should be made clear to everyone involved
4560656236 (like a promotional youtube video circulated through social media etc)
4560708507 You cannot remove parking; there is already not enough
4560847589 Buses should not stop in the lanes. Those plastic things are not helpful.

It will increase the people-centered feel of downtown.

4561064048

It is over
See my response to previous question.

I would recommend the buffer be something that adds to downtown
4561124769 Boise's beauty. Large pots with flowers or art, but not candlesticks.
Safe facility to increase proper road usage for all forms of transportation.
4561218742 We cannot afford to lose all this parking!
transfer or terminate excess government employees whose majority time
on the job is related to bike lanes and related, nuisance distractions...such
4561241291 as dogs dumping in public parks.

substantially asked and answered

No need for post/pylons. Downtown should not be a high speed area,
4561266617 thus no need for extra vertical buffering.
4561279445

I do not like the standing, low posts. They are distracting to drivers.
No one is going to want to be biking and then have to come upon the busses
that will be parking in the bike lane. Will bikes have to go into traffic to go

4561509922

around busses?
I prefer this type of protection as it allows cyclists to move in and out of
the lanes as needed to get to their destination and visibility to between

motorists and cyclists remains high. We should keep bus islands with this
4562026785 design to avoid this level of bus bike conflict.
Since the bike lane is protected by posts painting the bike path is an
4562183607 added cost that is not required.
4562333112 Buses should have some sort of other pull out to not conflict with bicycles
Merchants should decide about lost parking. If acceptable to them, then I
4562342903 would favor this option.
The posts are not attractive. An object that will be abused, broken and need of
frequent replacement.

4562360108
I think the 2nd option (bike lanes, no posts) is most viable and the best
4562674012 compromise for bikers, pedestrians, and drivers.

I've rarely encountered driving situations in which traffic was high enough on
Main or Idaho streets to justify three lanes of traffic. Downtown construction and
lane closures for the Zions Bank building and the Clearwater building have shown
that both of those streets likely have excess capacity.
see previous
too much congestion as is, and now your adding more problems

4562696539
4562795110 see previous
4562806387
definitely prefer the parking and two lanes of traffic but this option would
4562865827 be acceptable.
4562905009

Absolutely hideous as those posts start breaking off

4563078114 Cannot remove any more parking than what has been removed already.
4563092532 buses should not use protected bike lane
Loss of too much parking and dedication of too much space on Main Street for
bike facilities
As a business owner on Main, taking away parking negatively affects our
business.
I have a business on Main Street and the loss of parking spaces negatively affects
our business.

4563105052
4563106484
4563167894
4563463711 will need education on turning left

Another obstacle ? No . People who work downtown have to park in a
garage or business parking lot . People who shop, eat, or use the services
of a business downtown have easy access if a parking space is available or
a garage nearby and then they walk to the location where they want to
spend their money. THESE are the people we need to make sure have
easy access downtown to support the businesses downtown. Bike riders
are no different than car drivers. They can secure their bikes in a secure
location inside a parking garage and walk just like a car driver or bus
rider. Our downtown is a walker friendly downtown and all the lane
changes suggested here just make it more and more complicated for

People who work downtown have to park in a garage or business parking lot .
People who shop, eat, or use the services of a business downtown have easy
access if a parking space is available or a garage nearby and then they walk to the
location where they want to spend their money. THESE are the people we need
to make sure have easy access downtown to support the businesses downtown.
Bike riders are no different than car drivers. They can secure their bikes in a
secure location inside a parking garage and walk just like a car driver or bus rider.
Our downtown is a walker friendly downtown and all the lane changes suggested
here just make it more and more complicated for walkers, shoppers, diners, or
anyone wanting to come downtown to do business. We all want to be biker
friendly but we don't have to make it twice as hard for drivers and walkers just to

walkers, shoppers, diners, or anyone wanting to come downtown to do

support bike riders decision to ride a bike. No bike riding or skate board riding in

business. We all want to be biker friendly but we don't have to make it
twice as hard for drivers and walkers just to support bike riders decision
to ride a bike. No bike riding or skate board riding in the core of
downtown please. I would like to have a golf cart lane to take me from

the core of downtown please. I would like to have a golf cart lane to take me
from the parking garage to the store where I want to shop too but that is just as
over-responsive as putting in bike lanes because someone wants to ride right to
the door of their destination. Let's re-think this. Our fun, friendly, active,

the parking garage to the store where I want to shop too but that is just
as over-responsive as putting in bike lanes because someone wants to

downtown will sadly change if we don't consider the number of people who will
quit coming downtown because it is too confusing and dangerous to drive

ride right to the door of their destination. Let's re-think this. Our fun,
friendly, active, downtown will sadly change if we don't consider the
number of people who will quit coming downtown because it is too

downtown. No bike riders or skateboard riding in the core of downtown. No
bike lanes, golf cart lanes, horse and cart lanes, unicycle lanes, dog sled lanes.
Just parking for money-spenders and business supporters. Everyone else can

4563283824 confusing and dangerous to drive downtown.

park and walk to work including bike riders.
With all the building going on downtown we already have a reduction in travel
lanes as the travel lanes are used as construction staging areas. During the
weekdays the on street parking spaces on Main and Idaho are mostly filled. I am
also concerning about loading areas for local businesses on Main and Idaho. A
lot of times delivery trucks just in the travelway anyways if the parking spaces on

4563381372

the street.

Do not like the bus stopping in the bike lane, that sounds unsafe. Also,
4563532233 the loss of parking would be difficult.
BINGO! Best option, keeps 3 lanes of traffic, super safe for bikers. Lose

Do not like the idea of buses stopping in the bike lane

4563553649 some parking, but not a big deal in my opinion.
4563554989
4563595529
replace posts with something more solid and more attractive such as
4563605172 flower boxes.

The plastic barriers are terrible to look at. Eye sore!
buses would need to change where they go
better bike lanes mean fewer accidents and a more attractive downtown.
Moving loading zones and requiring buses to occupy the continuous bike lane
would pose too great a burden on local businesses, pose a safety hazard to
cyclists and, I fear, tip the scales of public opinion against the bicycling
community by removing 240 parking spaces from the downtown core.

4563625071
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This impacts parking too much. More than any other place in the county,
roads downtown should focus on access to properties, since downtown
has a higher density of businesses and properties than any other place in
Ada County. Removing such a large amount of parking in favor of saving
4563644975 a small amount of peak hour travel time works against access.
4563719683 Force buses into another area than the bike lane
4563765647
4563784139

Stupider
Assuming other parking will be available.

I am not if favor of two way bike lane traffic on a one way grid, and i do
4563850016 not like people having to cross such a lane to get to parked cars.
4563910239
4563947627
4564030492

safety of two way bicycles on a one way grid.
see prior answers
Waste of money.
encourages people to ride bikes more and walk

4564072569 loss of parking is too great.
would much rather have a lane of traffic removed (come on people, bike!) then
have parking removed

4564107476
No suggested changes, but I'd like to hear about possible solutions to
4564140168 making up for the lost parking spaces in downtown.
4564164108
4564210820

The stopping of buses makes me nervous
Other options are better

Do not do it but if you do.....just remove the posts. They create more of a
4564321780 hazard for bikes and people to trip on and could cause more of a hazard.
4564322013
4564420914

posts take up space and create more of a hazard
If bikes are taking lanes they should pay a reg fee to support the up keep
maintaining the number of car lanes

4564454486

Do nothing at all
again what a cluster for business. I would say that 90% of those who access the
businesses in the downtown corridor do so by private vehicle.

4564532674 wtf your survey is fucked up I just answered this question.
4564547408
4564634148 Love! Please do this, it will make biking with kiddos easier.

I see this as a safe option that would make me feel more comfortable riding
Buses needing to stop in bike lane compromises the safety and convenience of
having a buffered bike lane.
Buses having to park in the bike lane defeats the purpose of trying to protect

4564677619
4564785391
4565620513
4565760327 Street parking is important to retailers downtown.
4565939796

cyclists from traffic.
see previous comments. Applies to adding bike lanes in general.
Great that biking issues will be addressed but parking is important, too.
Bus lanes are a concern
People already say parking is a reason they don't come Downtown...this option is

4566065836
4566107200 Unsafe.
4566188333 Buses should not stop in bike lanes.
Why do the buses need to stop in the bike lane? Other downtown roads
they just stop in the middle of traffic. That is just asking for an accident

anti-business.

4566403970 to happen.
Instead of the pylons, I support using permanent concrete barriers, like
very tall curbing (6-8"?) so that it is not feasible for cars to drive over. The
4566753016 curbing should also be painted for visibility.
4566754461
4566880774 Best visibility. We have lots of ramp options for downtown parking.

Best option is #2 - protected by parking and by removing a lane of traffic.
There is no need to spend money on the pylons. Pylons are unsightly and will be
damaged.
Will tie up vehicle traffic, and bicyclists will not stay in the lane.

4567009863
4567133671
4567439727

This is the option I think is best, with removal of a lane of traffic as close second.
The pylons are confusing and aggravating to motorists and impair use of the
streets for parades, Twilight Criterium and other large-scale uses of the
downtown streets.

4568284605
4568376548 Find an alternative for buses.
4568498557

pilons look tacky and I don't believe they add to safety.

buses stopping in bike lanes would create total confusion for cars and
bikes, forcing bikes out into traffic lanes when drivers expect them to be
4568751312 out of the way - UNSAFE!
4568848788 Would prefer the option with parking
4569044779
4569246059 This option will never be acceptable to the City or to merchants.
4569280881
See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want special treatment, let
them follow the same traffic laws as vehicles and then see if they need
4569288068 bike lanes.

Bike lanes are more important than parking!

We should be reducing the lanes of traffic downtown to make it more active
commuter-friendly.
Neither merchants nor the City will support this option
Loading & unloading areas and pedestrian safety
See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want special treatment, let them follow
the same traffic laws as vehicles and then see if they need bike lanes.
Not enough bicycles, not enough funding, fees or financial support generated by
the beneficiaries (cyclists)

4569592220
4569599638 No bikes downtown.
4569641601

unsafe interaction with buses
bicycles need to have their own route to ride in. After all, they pay no fuel or use
tax to pay for the roads that they ride on and they seem to have no rules to
follow that are enforced. If we keep giving up our traffic lanes and parking spaces

4569884124
4569932590

for bicycle, I will take my business to the mall or the Village at Meridian.
Buses stopping in bike lanes = BAD IDEA

4569977512

Buses don't mix with bikes.
Parking is already a problem for people who want to visit downtown. I
know people who no longer come downtown to dine, shop at the
farmer's market, etc. because of the parking hassle, being charged $3 to
park in garages due to insufficient on-street parking. This appears to

make downtown even less attractive, accessible to people who don't work
4570162216 there.
4570189392

the lane dividers protecting the bike lanes are a tremendous eyesore

If they have to be here on Main and Idaho then they need to be done this
4570413467 way. But it is still wrong to loose all of the parking.

Because I know we are going to have them, so the lessor of two evils.
At what point does driver safety come into play? Why am I punished for driving? I
don't like riding a bike. I guess that makes me evil.

4570605098
This is less offensive than the other proposed solution, except when a
biker has to move into oncoming traffic because a bus is in his lane. Then
4570610836 he will just go ride his bike on bannock.
4571586516

This seems like an alternative designed to be flawed.
See my prior comments.
I bike a LOT, and am being elfish: I don't like bike lanes protected by candles
because it's difficult to pass other cyclists and motorists feel (wrongly) that if a

4571587675
4571803468
4572505436

protected lane exists, bicyclists are required to stay in that lane.
I don't like the idea of sharing bike lanes with buses
Poor alternative
With the option to change one travel lane into parking. I like the
separation from travel lanes, but would feel even better with my kids with

4572870731 a row of parked cars.
This is my second choice, I think the buffer that the cars will create on
4572878308 proposal 2 will add a greater sense of safety.
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4573088761 Second choice to car protected lanes
also need to implement and seriously police to prevent bicyclists from

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

4573210087 riding on sidewalk and endangering pedestrians
Of all changes suggested this is most acceptable. I would propose only
restricting parking on one side only after normal buisness hours, i.e., 6 pm
till 7 am weekday, and all day on weekends and holidays. This would
4573468118 allow on street parking / access for buisness during daytime hours.

I would only need or desire to do this during off work hours or on the weekend.
Concerned about bus parking in bike lane and loss/moving of accessible parking

4573777326

spaces

It has the same issues I previously articulated and the raised buffer
4574605851 ensures I can't pass other slow moving bikers.

Passing slower bikers is not practical with the raised buffer.

Leave as is and do something that benefits the entire community not just
4575211410 bikes...

Spend the money in other ways that benefits the entire community, not just the
Northe and East end.

4575241236
4575261627

I dislike posts. They feel unsafe.
Best option - visibility for both bikes and cars
parking provides a nice buffer between retail/restaurant diners and traffic
intensity.

4575270351
Candlesticks are ugly and do not protect bike riders. Need something that
4575286925 looks better and protects riders.
This looks just like the previous option, though it shows four lanes of
traffic whereas the previous had three. I'd rather have less traffic
4575300584 downtown than more.
Too many business parking spots sacrificed. I also witness increased car

Too many business parking spots sacrificed. I also witness increased car speeds

speeds when there is no parking on cars right side. Cars tend to slow
4575376448 down when they need to be more alert left and right.

when there is no parking on cars right side. Cars tend to slow down when they
need to be more alert left and right.

4575394186 use something other than plastic cone things - they're ugly.
4575423333 I love the protection but parking is already limited.
Love this plan, but also think there could be more aesthetically pleasing
options to add a buffer like concrete curbs, planters, etc.
https://www.minnpost.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/article_detail/
m-haha-cycletrack_main.png http://www.bikecleveland.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/protectedcycletrack.jpg
http://cdn.psfk.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/separated-bike-lane-24575439977 962x644.jpg
this is not a bad plan, but i think bike riders should have traffic savvy. they will
only be safe if they can interface with vehicular traffic, so the barrier in a sense
promotes thoughtless bike behavior

4575642055
This option was my first choice until I realized that buses will need to stop
4575647616 in the bike lane.
convenient parking is an important feature for downtown business.
4576188321 Removing street parking will be detrimental to small businesses.

More people drive cars downtown and need a place to park than people who ride
bikes. And less parking makes going downtown less attractive.
Those plastic posts are very aesthetically unattractive & would completely RUIN
the look of downtown Boise.

4576428207 None
4576430395

Recurring theme: downtown accessibility already challenging for many and
definitely removing parking and driving lanes will make it worse and prohibitive
for dining and retail while increasing fuel consumption due to idling and driving
around and around as parking and predicticable, timely access to downtown
locations would disappear if driving or parking areas are removed

4576473863
4576599549 I really don't like the bus/bike interaction.
4577095215
4577170774
4577492195 Use something more aesthetic than plastic pylons
that seems to be too much street parking lost Buses stopping in bike
4577736183 lanes sounds dangerous
4577755000

I don't like the posts guarding bike lane
Unsightly and less flexible for buses. Expensive to maintain.

This is a great solution. Protects bikes while allowing them to be visible to drivers.

Bike lanes such as these are absolutely necessary if Jefferson Street is
4577817508 vacated.
4578089975 Loses too many parking spots.
4578145566
4578173299

4578252282
4578429437
4579240005
4579260948
4579408919

Bus stops in bike lane is unsafe and doesn't make any sense
Again, I don't like to be boxed in by posts.
Buses cannot stop in the bike lane. Have buses stop in one of the driving
lanes, just as buses do now on other streets. If a handicapped person
need to access the sidewalk from the bus, then and only then should the
bus move into a bike lane.
Buses in bike lane sounds dangerous to all.
same as previous response
no bike lanes at all
need to have dedicated bike lane. Need spur for north south travel

if bicyclist want bike lanes have them pay for them
I like the fact this option provides connection to Warm Springs bike lanes. All of
these options should address bike travel from the east and ease of connection to
downtown from Warm Springs and the Greenbelt. Don't ignore this connectivity
piece with the downtown question.
Option 2 is the superior option

4579450705
4579557441

Major negative business impact with losing on street parking. Customers will not
go find parking garages for a 20-30 minute patronage. Parking needs to be the
least impacted on any option chosen for this project. ALL downtown development
is intrinsically related to parking. There is no amount of increased cycling that will
4579584214

compensate for the economic health of numerous downtown businesses. At the
core, ACHD and the City of Boise have to maintain viability over livability.

4579624912

you don't know the impact to traffic from the bus terminal

Why are you treating downtown as only a pass-through space. It should
4579730049 be a destination. Quit destroying the downtown area.

Mis-use of downtown area.

4579805408
4579815983 Additions of bike lanes going north and south.

Buses stopping in bile lanes is not acceptable
bike lanes on Main & Idaho promote access to other areas in the city, ie Northend,
BSU, the parks, etc.

4579890054
4580004539

Too few bikes to justify

4580223278 The 4th option is better. Those pylons will get destroyed every winter.
4580356432

too complicated- visibility in weather in question
Bicycle traffic on Main is not safe regardless if lanes are provided. We
have not idea what congestion and issues the New Transit station is

4581714854 going to have - especially with it turning S on Capitol
this is better than other ACHD proposals but still will offer a sense of intitlement
4582098754

to bikers which is one of the problems.
Use a more attractive and permanent barrier to buffer the bike lane.
Plastic posts are ugly and do not offer protection to cyclists. We need to keeps us progressive and forward thinking; prepares us for a more congested future

4582127305 consider the visual impact of projects downtown.

where these types of projects will be increasingly difficult to complete.

Bussing stopping would not be a problem but busses parking is a
4582231699 different story.
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Parking is already scarce in downtown. This would eliminate too many
4582672533 spots.
4582715155

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

didn't you test this, without success ?
Main and Idaho are congested for car traffic and parking as they are, it makes NO
sense for the majority of downtown users to add bike lanes. This effort is for a
select few who would ride their bikes at the expense and inconvenience of the
majority of taxpayers.

4582717233
4582882065
4583121000

Like the idea of buffers. Would also like emphasis on intersection/light protection.
better alternative to bike lane between parking lane and sidewalks

4583163543

the buses must stop in the bike lanes

I would minimize posts. This option is acceptable but the simple painted
4583685226 buffer is preferred.
safer for bikes if this is the choice, but losing this much parking is a real
deal breaker. it makes more sense to me to keep idaho and main as thru
4583785821 traffic for cars with bannock and jefferson for bikes
4583815344

businesses need parking!!!
BOISE STREETS ARE TOO NARROW FOR BIKE LANES, CARS AND BUSES.....
This option costs less and does not remove traffic lanes. I prefer traffic lanes over
parking.

4583909330
I don't think the posts are necessary if the paint is as indicated in the
picture....the posts used in the test run were very very confusing for
4585361891 drivers and cyclists alike. Way too many.
4585736807
4585751374

Fewer cars. More bikes. More pedestrians. All great for downtown.
Bikes on the busiest downtown thoroughfares is a stupid idea!
remove buffer lane, and I do not believe cars and bikes should be

4585926243 seperated, as this could lead to bikes prohibited from using roads.
4586005991
4586183885

I prefer parking next to the sidewalk, and bike lanes to the left of the parking.
I would rather lose parking spaces, than a lane of travel.

4586394838
4586414373 Do Nothing.

The posts are ugly. Parked cars on previous option mask the posts somewhat
Do Nothing

The bus stops make this option unattractive, but would the buses only
4586418587 stop between Capitol and 9th on Idaho?
4586438546 There are sidewalks!

Having bus stops makes this less attractive.
Sidewalks are already there for pedestrians.

4586447040 No Changes
4586464534
4586589516
4586590374
4586629159 Leave it alone.

bikes dont pay for our roads
not a need in Boise
I park downtown for work. I need the parking.

4586680842
4586697356 None
4586705838
4586713954
4586760234 Do not add bike lanes

See answer to option one
Not needed
We don't need more bike lanes, and it is unsafe for drivers
Same comment as previously

The buses cannot park in the bike lanes!! That is completely nuts! That puts the
cyclist in harm's way trying to get around the buses which will take the entire lane
and completely negate the reason for having bike lanes. This is a complete NO.

4586917571 The buses cannot park in the bike lanes!!
4587017518 Need to create more parking garages

Make all the bicycles have license plates and pay taxes to use the road that is
made for cars

4587078250
Bicycles do not pay for the roadway as motorist do. They must pay a
registration fee annually, have insurance when they damage property and
cause a major traffic collision, and keep up with the posted speed limit
and not slow the progression of traffic through an area. They must also
follow the rules of the road that they think they have a right to use,
stopping at all of the stop signs, traffic signals, and waiting there turn
when they come to an intersection with stopped traffic and not jumping
4587080689 to the front and impeding the flow of traffic.
I would prefer something that couldn't be driven through protecting the
4587127216 bike lane.
4587129259 It would be awful to lose DT parking - it is already tough.

Keep bicycles off the roadway and democrats out of office.

4587135260
4587187073 No bike lanes
4587221163 I don't want the bike lanes anywhere
4587246637 No more bike lanes
I like this better even than the previous option. As I believe that cars
parking right along the bike lane feels dangerous. Again, I would support
posts or another even more effective physical buffer such as planters or a
4595353080 curb.

i like option 2 better. safer for bikers
There are not enough bike riders to warrant this project.
I don't support removing travel lanes or parking for cyclists
No more bike lanes

If busses are going to be stopping and going in the bike lane, do you really think
the cyclists at going to wait patiently behind the bus? The answer is no. They will
4587273614
4587286703
4587315754

end up back on the sidewalk or back in the moving car lane.
If you are bicycling downtown you should be able to follow traffic rules.
Protective barriers are safer for bicyclists.
On street parking is already difficult at times and I think we need to retain as

4587337480

much as possible.

4587379675 Shoot cyclists that can't ride worth a damn
4587386087

Because fuck useless cyclists and the shitstains upon life they bred as crotchfruit
The white markers are to confusing to all users

4587447736
4587978573

Leaving three lanes of traffic works against traffic calming, plus takes out parking.
I don't like buses in the bike lane

4588233658

NO BIKE LANES PERIOD
Make sur you are thinking of commuters, who are in the majority before worring
about minority bikers. Every change you have done to downtown lately has made
driving more and more difficult. If you are not careful you will force business to

4588296977
4588374101 The cost, and it is unneeded.
When Climate change turns Boise into a tropical climate I will support

move out of downtown inorder to get the workers needed to work.

4588392339 bike lanes.
4588405795 eliminate ALL bike lanes
4588410040
4588431294 Not so sure about removing this many parking places

adds confusion, not enough bicyclists to make a difference
Better compromise regarding not eliminating parking on Jefferson St.

4588511613

If you have buses loading in the lanes bikes don't have their own lane anymore.

You will have to spend so much money repairing these posts. They look
4588514798 tacky.
parking spots need to be retained for the businesses located on Idaho.
Many of these rely on ease of access temporary parking affords. remove
4588549783 the third lane as suggested for main street
enough with the bikes lanes already, we need to address safety and
4588564965 enforce better laws before we adopt physical changes to the roads

i dont think adding bikes lanes is necessary or safe
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Keep the lanes for cars. Do not make them more dangerous by

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

squeezing bike lanes in. Do not waste our city and state funds. Look at
4588571283 bigger issues.....a from Boise to Caldwell.
4588579157

How many times do you keep forcing the issue on citizens who have to drive
through and use downtown for work. Not everyone cycles. BTW I cycle a lot.
Bigger lanes are better

4588593217 This is perfect.
4588604251

It keeps an open feel to this corridor without compromising traffic.

4588626389

Interaction between cyclists and buses if buses are using bike lanes for stop
it costly to do for a small group of people, who may not be providing much
money to the city.

4588622316
4588628665 prefer parking protected but this is 2nd choice
4588658255 Loos of parking, more danger with cyclist/vehicle interactions.
4588707630 better with parking protected
Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the

Again, choose the one best option and stop wasting time and money on this.

detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the
4588680061 roads where bicycles do not.

detriment of drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to maintain the roads
where bicycles do not.

4588728145 leave it alone. do not make any changes. just say no to bike lanes
4588770766

Make no changes

Leave it alone. The city gives way to much deference to bike riders to the

Buses should not stop in bike lanes. That is extremely dangerous. The
4589956686 posts are a bit of an eyesore, but they do lend some necessary protection.
4588781224
4588781141 none

Rarely do I ever see a cyclist EVER use a bike lane
Not sure who is pushing the bike lanes, but it certainly can't be the merchants

Bike traffic lanes in an environment like Hyde Park make sense, but not in
a thriving downtown area. I drive down Capitol Blvd. all the time and I do

downtown. No bicyclist is going to get a load of groceries from Trader Joe's,
Whole Foods, or Winco, and bike home with it. It took Boise long enough to get

see a maybe one or two bicyclists, but 9 times out of 10, they are riding
4588795963 on the sidewalk, not the new "bike lanes".
4588809448 NONE !

some of these business to come to Boise, why make it more difficult for their
customers. We want to keep what we have here.

My first choice would be bike lanes on Jefferson, but this is my choice if
4588830901 the bike lanes are on Main and Idaho
4588845579 Consider making the changes seasonal(April thru September,for example
Parking downtown is already difficult for people who work downtown and
removing that many spaces doesn't seem necessary. Also buses stopping
4588856056 in bike lanes sounds dangerous.
4589005132 Just concerned about lost parking
4589069950
4589087992

The bikes and buses sharing lanes is a safety concern.
Parents would fear that the kids on bikes are too near the drive lanes
Again, why do you want bike traffic on the 2 busiest streets through downtown?
Buses and bike using the same area is dangerous!

4589121557
4589371460
4589426240
4589454855
4589539302
4589606280 Ridiculous!!
4589771303
4589780553 no changes needed
Less safety concerns than other options but too many parking spaces
removed. Quick parking is already limited downtown and losing another
4589788904 240 is too much.

Keep bikes off of the sidewalk
Drivers will tend to simply drive over these posts and break them.
Support all efforts to make biking easier and safer.
I prefer protected bikes lanes on Main and Idaho
This change is likely the best for bicyclists that commute. still safe for kids and
grandparents, but almost unnecessarily takes out the parking.
no changes needed

4589881245 Not stupid cones! not safe fro bikers, see previous post, looks horrid!!
4589952423 Too much parking lost
4589965129

looks horrid, is unsafe. You tried this before, was it 7 that got hit by cars>
Eliminates too many parking spaces. I'm not anti car. Rather, I am pro bike.
Flexibility to get out of bike lane (e.g. to amke a left turn). Not trapped on the inside
of parked cars.

4589991804
4590020015
4590032998 begin the posts/bike lanes on 4th st, no all the way from broadway
4590109169 bicyclists MUST obey traffic laws and that means extra enforcement

Not enough parking available as is. What's the alternative if these spots are
removed?
Even monkeys can ride a bike

4590135694

Where are all the bicycles you are worried about? Who's pushing this agenda?

Safest option would increase number of cyclists downtown and reduce
4590139569 car traffic
Pick what downtown is going to be. Make streets in downtown 1way, 1lane with head-in angle parking. Use remaining space for bikes and
pedestrians. Benefit increased parking downtown. Increased pedestrian
and bike traffic downtown. Increased business traffic downtown.
4590161404 Increased parking revenue downtown.
cost to the tax payers - This is a special interest project and is not necessary or
beneficial to the vast majority of us who do not ride bicycles downtown

4590171635
4590203453 Will any of these alternatives get the bikes off the sidewalk?
4590213062

Get rid of parking, let's see how relying on bike traffic affects business downtown.
nice compromise for bikes and cars

4590214232
4590247531 See previous comments.

Bicyclists don't pay road taxes
I don't ride a bike, but these streets are too narrow for parking on both sides,

4590262880

especially during rush hours.

4590264275

Parking is also needed
Have you even done a study to actually count the use to cost ratio? There is no
need to remove parking, which makes it harder for visitors and customers of
businesses downtown. We use a bike to commute frequently and walk frequently.
During morning rush hour and evening rush hour, vehicles need to be able to
move efficiently out downtown. The more the traffic is backed up, the more
impatient people get and begin to use bike lanes to pass left turning cars and
short cut right hand turns on the bike lanes outside of the are of impact
described. I witness this everyday, especially near 11th and 13th from grove to
front. The number of cyclists that commute down idaho and main don't justify the

4590268109
4590275009 Get rid of the plastic pylons.
4590277171

cost and inconvenience to the drivers and businesses downtown.
The plastic pylons are not needed
No change

you can't see the bikes now and having them zip around city buses is a
disaster waiting to happen. If you must put them anywhere put them on
4590279048 Myrtle.
4590281560
4590285494

unacceptable loss of parking
No bike lanes
would bike lanes match one-way traffic? How to enforce if bicycle traffic going

4590314873

both ways in one lane?

Having been a delivery person in my past life, I worry that this option will
4590327572 create havoc for deliveries and emergency vehicles.

Loss of handicapped/delivery/emergency parking spaces.
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gg
g
appropriately considered in Boise City Hall’s drive to institute bicycle lanes
downtown; namely, small specialized businesses (not including coffee

Reasons for opposition
I suggest that the interests of one economic sector is not being appropriately

shops or restaurants). The availability of one hour (+20 minutes) of
parking, uninterrupted by bicycle lanes, is vitally important to most all

considered in Boise City Hall’s drive to institute bicycle lanes downtown; namely,
small specialized businesses (not including coffee shops or restaurants). The
availability of one hour (+20 minutes) of parking, uninterrupted by bicycle lanes,

small businesses in downtown Boise. Such ready, uncluttered access for
the rather brief time it generally takes to conduct the specific business
sought by the customers of such businesses is essential to their continued

is vitally important to most all small businesses in downtown Boise. Such ready,
uncluttered access for the rather brief time it generally takes to conduct the

presence in the downtown. These businesses include professional
services, technical / digital services, and other businesses selling goods

specific business sought by the customers of such businesses is essential to their
continued presence in the downtown. These businesses include professional
services, technical / digital services, and other businesses selling goods and/or

and/or services generally of a specific, substantial nature which the
customer seeks from that specific business rather than going to the mall.
Automobile access fosters the type of customers that patronize these

services generally of a specific, substantial nature which the customer seeks from
that specific business rather than going to the mall. Automobile access fosters

businesses. I believe it is axiomatic that the bike crowd does not
constitute a sufficient customer base for such businesses.
At the
present time, we have a good mix of businesses in the Boise downtown

the type of customers that patronize these businesses. I believe it is axiomatic
that the bike crowd does not constitute a sufficient customer base for such
businesses. At the present time, we have a good mix of businesses in the
Boise downtown area. However, it is a balance that is delicate and could be

area. However, it is a balance that is delicate and could be irrevocably
upset by instituting the bike lanes proposed by city planners, who

irrevocably upset by instituting the bike lanes proposed by city planners, who
advocate re-training people regarding their travel habits. The most likely change

advocate re-training people regarding their travel habits. The most likely
change in such habits that will occur will be that such customers will drive
to Meridian or to a shopping mall rather than struggle with the various

in such habits that will occur will be that such customers will drive to Meridian or
to a shopping mall rather than struggle with the various types of bike lanes
planned for downtown Boise. Of collateral interest in this regard is the utterly

types of bike lanes planned for downtown Boise. Of collateral interest in
this regard is the utterly amazing success of The Village near Meridian.

amazing success of The Village near Meridian. Whoever thought that a block of
businesses stuck in the middle of a rural, former cornfield would be so successful?

Whoever thought that a block of businesses stuck in the middle of a rural,
former cornfield would be so successful? Of course, the answer to a
significant extent is the surround parking attending this center.

Of course, the answer to a significant extent is the surround parking attending
this center. Whether ultimately listened to or not, it would be interesting to
see the results of a poll of Boise downtown merchants on the issue of bike lanes

Whether ultimately listened to or not, it would be interesting to see the
4590334906 results of a poll of Boise downtown merchants on the issue of bike lanes
4590363566

downtown, with types of businesses identified.
I like the idea of a parking lane in between traffic and bike lane
A driver once told me, a cyclist legally riding on the far left lane on Idaho Street, that
he almost hit me. He said it as if it would have been my fault had I been hit.

4590365850
4590371832

Don't like buses stopping in bike lane

4590368807 leave as is
4590490370 Use heavy steel poles instead of plastic.

see first answer

To many parking space loses. Not needed if you put in clearly marked
4590526250 bike lanes.
I feel that this is the third best of the main and Idaho options. Even
though I rarely if ever park my car downtown, removing parking at a
period when downtown is experiencing explosive growth is a hard sell
and will only require the creation of new spots elsewhere, or some serious
social engineering to get people out of their cars and onto a bus or
carpool. I dont feel that the benefits of the buffer are worth the cost of
lost parking. However, I would support this alternative over the Jefferson
4590566258 only plan.
4590574715
The situation with the buses having to stop in the bike lane is concerning
4590579037 NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR PARKING, PERIOD!!
4590588677 Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!

Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats. WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!
Bike lanes don't need to be on Main and Idaho. Incidentally, at non-peak times
riding on Main and Idaho is fine. The posts are also an obstacle to taking the
lane or turning left.

4590601879
4590636714 Don't let buses stop in bicycle lanes - that seems dangerous.
4590636855
4590651595 Need solid divider. Not cones.
4590689982
4590692065
4590693397 This is ugly and ridiculous.
The test was a failure, and yet its still being implemented because its a
4590707955 pet project of a city council member
4590718673
4590724752
4590784747
4590834081 Why would buses need to use bike lanes?
4590860176

Stop spending our $'s!
The percentage of bikes is relatively small to justify these changes
no removal of car lanes, also ads bike lanes on Main and Idaho
Ugly, ridiculous, inconvenient, and a total waste of money and effort.
The test was a failure, and yet its still being implemented because its a pet project
of a city council member
No reduction in driving lanes
I will avoid downtown and spend money elsewhere.
There is no NEED for any of this
Bike lanes are not needed

4591007053 Not quite as stupid but close
4591049701

The busses stopping within the bike lane.

Any form of protected bike lane would be superior to the current
situation, however bike lanes protected by parking have proven to
provide the most comfort to cyclists and the least risk of accidents in
other communities that have implemented protected bike lanes.
Therefore, while this alternative would be an improvement, the alternative
4591453857 of separating the bike lane from traffic with parked vehicles is superior.
4591475476
It adds bike lane without removing driving lane
The current system is not broke. If you want to thousands of tax payer
dollars on something, spend it on the homeless!! Let CLEAN UP the

See prior response explanation.

The current system is not broke. If you want to thousands of tax payer dollars on

4591581921 streets!!!
4591660379

NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR PARKING, PERIOD!!

something, spend it on the homeless!! Let CLEAN UP the streets!!!
This seems like the best compromise for high levels of safety for bicyclists while
maintaining vision between motorists and cyclists

4591693815 I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes

I recommend not eliminating any parking and no additional bike lanes

Better option than losing a lane but there is not enough parking
4591802061 downtown as it is and to lose more is not a good option.
The biggest issue with "protected" bike lanes is keeping them free of tire
shredding debris. I tend to avoid them. Riding in traffic slows everyone
4591828453 down which is not a bad thing in the downtown core.
4591867032 I definitely like the parking buffered bike lane better.
4591871598 Repeat of previous statement.
4591908995 no posts

I like parking buffered bike lane better.
Concern the posts make it difficult to keep bike lanes clear of debris

I think people and businesses would be very upset with the removed
4591944861 parking spaces.
I'd rather lose a traffic lane than parking spots. There already isn't enough
4591988208 parking downtown.
4591992016

This is not my preferred option due to cars passing through bike lane to park and
delivery vehicles blocking bike lanes
You are wasting the taxpayers money for something that can easily redone for no
cost elsewhere.

4592029266 Same as last comment
4592040303 Isn't there something other than ugly plastic pylons?
More parking needs to be provided to replace this removal. Consider
4592074413 building additional parking garages in the downtown area.

Plastic pylons look really bad.

4592098651
4592110810

hate plastic pylons, empty bike lanes in dec. jan. feb. march
Buses and bikes don't mix well

4592116089 Removes too many parking spaces for business
4592257787

Not losing the travel lanes and requiring municipal buses and cyclist share this
reserved space should maintain proper traffic flow in and through downtown.

I prefer painted bike lane. Both motorists and bikes need to be visible at
4592343177 intersections and pay attention

I prefer painted bike lane. Both motorists and bikes need to be visible at
intersections and pay attention
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Reasons for opposition
Doesn't take a travel lane from cars. If you have ever driven downtown bicyclist don't
even use the lanes they have now i don't feel the need to give them more when they
don't use what is available to them

4592509215
4592563790

No bikes lanes at all
Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the
majority of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only

Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with no positive impact to the majority

breed frustration, anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs
are not offset by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of
those who must drive in lieu of biking. All of these options are an

of Idaho citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will only breed frustration,
anger, and more road-rage incidents. These fiscal costs are not offset by
bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the shoulders of those who must drive in

4592576405 unacceptable use of taxpayer money.
4592614409

lieu of biking. All of these options are an unacceptable use of taxpayer money.
Never bike downtown

4592968568 I like the post protection idea, but I feel it sacrifices a lot of parking spots.
4592819237

Buses would have to stop in bike lanes

4592896994

I bike slow but see other biking fast and worry about the intersections
Are there even 240 bicyclists who would use this new lane, compared to the 240

4592975101

people who now have to find a new place to park in an already-difficult to find
parking downtown core? Why not have bicyclists pay for a new parking lot
downtown which has 240 spaces?

4592976664 The plastic pylons are ugly and not needed.

The green painted bike lanes have an attractive look and feel. The plastic pylons
are not attractive.

4593432988
4593498041

There is not enough bike traffic to justify removing a vehicle traffic lane for them.
The bus needing to stop in the bike lane sounds incredibly unsafe.

4593529947

I have never seen a count of bicycle riders on these streets. Are you just hoping
more folks will ride bikes, or is there truly a need?

You need to establish clarity. What exactly is the color of the streets in
4593680247 question? Do you expect people to read your minds?
4593728286 Lose too much parking.
It seems like it was a very short time ago that the parking, plantings and benches
were added to main st and that COST us parking then. No more loss of parking
4593864751

and wasting money!
Again, when riding downtown on one way streets with multiple lanes you often
need to turn into a non-adjacent lane. In the picture turning left, for example,
means having to enter the flow of car traffic by "jumping" into the car lanes. As a
daily commuter I would simply not use the bike lane if my next turn was left (in
that example) and it would upset motorists and cause them to attempt me harm.

4593866595
why do buses need to stop in bike lane... I do not think so. Why... and the need to protect bike, even from buses... too many people get injured and killed when
4594059139 current bus system is a joke
mixing auto's and bikes
I'm not sure I like having bike lanes on Main and Idaho but if that was the consensus,
Put the lane on the other side of the street so that the passenger side
4594534986 doors are against the curb.
4594756667 Do nothing

having the lane between the curb and parking seems weird, and this option seems
more "normal".

4594863073 There is not enough parking downtown removing parking is ridiculous!
It's too wide and doesn't need to take up that much of the street. Must
4595384827 we have plastic pylons???!!
Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on
roadways, making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related
to lack of public transportation and suburban housing requiring workers
downtown to drive in. Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the
community that makes downtown prosper, but parking helps all
4595529853 businesses.

Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of travel for cyclists on roadways,
making lanes unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related to lack of public
transportation and suburban housing requiring workers downtown to drive in.
Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the community that makes downtown
prosper, but parking helps all businesses.
higher protection provided by posts/barriers will encourage timid cyclists to venture
out downtown

4595570687

This is a ridiculous project being pushed by Mayor and City Council, not an
overwhelming need in the community. There is already a bike lane on Bannock
Street and hardly any cyclists - which supports the bike lane demand is not there.
Additionally, parking and increased vehicular traffic flow is a problem downtown.
Cutting lanes and/or parking does NOT serve the actual needs of the City. Let's
not build this pet project of the Mayor's just because he wishes he could force
more people to cycle to work. The reality is that most downtown visitors do not
live close enough to make these bike lane proposals worth the money. If you
want to install NEEDED bike lanes why not look to Glenwood street or Chinden?
No additional bike lanes.

4595869508 Use currently existing bike lane on Bannock street and save the money.
4595911751

Another costly experiment with no real benefit. What is the ROI on all of
4596598876 these proposals? What is a bike lane going to do for businesses?
4596623792

Another completely unnecessary change to downtown. ENOUGH with the road
construction, the ADA compliance, and beautification projects (CCDC). Can we
just enjoy downtown as-is? Is it that ACHD has nothing to do? A budget to burn
through? Fed dollars that ACHD needs to spend? It is ridiculous!
I don't care about travel lane vs parking lane. I just want the bike lane.
It's an incomplete street without parking, creates lack of vibrancy. This pits bikers

4596636102
4596779083
4597795141 Too many parking spots lost

against drivers.
A bus would constantly be parked in the bike lane, and just not effective.

Buffered bike lanes that are buffered by parked cars are exceptionally
dangerous bike bike riders and predestrians. Anyone who legitimately

Buffered bike lanes that are buffered by parked cars are exceptionally dangerous
bike bike riders and predestrians. Anyone who legitimately rides and commutes

rides and commutes on a daily basis should be aware of the danger.
Opening doors, people walking between cars. Most people are not aware
4597885736 enough, rider or walker, to be alert enough for something of this fashion.

on a daily basis should be aware of the danger. Opening doors, people walking
between cars. Most people are not aware enough, rider or walker, to be alert
enough for something of this fashion.

4597965562

I would use Main and Idaho to commute to work by bicycle.

4597968145 at least the traffic is one way!!! no on street handicap parking
Need that parking desperately!!! Unless you're building more high-rise
4598011041 public parking garages!
4598025898

need on street handicap parking.

no on street handicap parking

best to remove parking (to decrease car use)

4598182774

Buses entering bike lanes isn't safe.

I like the idea of the bike lanes being on the Passenger side of the car, as
that door of the car is about 60-80% less likely to be opened with an
4598874748 occupant stepping into the path of a passing bike.
I'm in support of this, provided the measure with the bike lane with the parking
4598942833

buffer fails.
I'm concerned this will result in the need for more parking garages and ugly

4598964217

parking lots.
This has been tried and failed. Do you want to Kill downtown Boise? If so keept it
up

4598988123
Better than status quo, but impacts to bus route and parking much
4599893795 greater than protected-by-parking bike lane scenario.
Better than status quo, but impacts to bus route and on-street parking
4599914405 could present challenges.
4600943223

Enforce current traffic laws. Both for bikes and cars.

4600965123

Buses in the bike lane

4601613589

Those pylons are so ugly, I cannot support this option.

Too many park spots taken. Why don't you just ask if we like option 1,2,3
4602282817 or 4

This survey is very strangely designed. You keep asking the same question
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4603393944
4603800676

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition
there are already plenty of bike lanes

This is my second choice - prefer the protected bike lanes protected by parking.

Busses in bike lanes will be hazardous and place riders into the moving
4604011015 traffic lanes.

Bus placement

4604425087
4604899067

we do not need anything stuch up in the street to protect bike riders . they
should go with the traffic
Buses stopping in bike lane is dangerous

4604972687

This is better than removing a car lane. Parking is generally a waste of road
space, but Jefferson, Bannock, and Grove are better bike options.
I feel this is the safest option if you elect to put bike lanes on Main and Idaho. I still
feel that lanes on Jefferson and Bannock give good access to most of downtown, but

4605057582

do require some on sidewalk riding to access streets south (Main and Idaho)
Do you not want anyone to park downtown for shopping and other

Have you read the studies about how parking availability is high in towns with

4605403344 business? What are you thinking?
4607508892
Why will buses need to stop in the bike lane with the new transportation
4608779189 center?

successful downtowns?
the plastic pylons are really ugly.
I support this with reservations - I think it will be safer than the other option and it will
make a lot more bike riders happy, so I think it could be good compromise between
cars and bikes

How much do bicyclists pay in taxes for the roads they use? Little to
none. How much of the $'s paid by vehicles for transportation goes to
"roads", NOT buses, trolleys, bike lanes, other public trans. expences?
4610293531 Answer: Less than half the money drivers pay.
4610952329 This is the best alternative.

Why are the bridges, roads, highways not properly maintained? All the money is
being spent for "public transportation".
I'm not thrilled with this option as I don't support bike lanes on Main and Idaho,
but it is preferable to the buffered bicycle lane where the bike lane is between

4611406745
4612781602 buses stopping in bike lane seems problematic
This oNE would not be good for all residents. Though I wish everyone

parked cars and the sidewalk.

4613494195 could or would ride a bike, the reality is...it won't happen.
4613646487

I am concerned that this will not be a good use of the available space.

4614114586 Sharing lane with bus system is not optimal.
4614126404
4614335721 Seems less safe

poor design

This the most stupid idea of all. Keep bike lanes out of Boise! Most bikers
are irresponsible and have no regard for traffic laws. They will ride where
4614374268 they want!
Main and Idaho are primary motor vehicle travel streets and provide
access to retail stores. Encouraging bicycle travel on these streets will only
create unsafe conditions while restricting traffic flow and access to retail
4615554097 stores.
4616057212

Removing a traffic lane is preferable to removing that many parking spaces.
While the posts are better than using parked cars as a buffer, the removal of lanes
is undesirable. There is always some delivery truck blocking at least one lane
downtown, and I also detest not being able to get some on street parking for a
quick stop to a business. I will not take time to park in a garage.

4616789036 Leave the existing system alone.
Too many parking spaces lost. During last year's trial, I was exclusively
riding my bike to downtown. The white posts used were very visually
4617526004 confusing to both drivers and cyclists.
4617701275

The arrangement of the posts were confusing.
See my previous answers please.

4618840071 Make the buffer substantial, not just plastic posts, so bikers can feel safe.
4619782236

4619912596
4620107697

didn't we already try this one?
Bicyclists are usually a vehement, arrogant group that show animosity to drivers
and make it difficult to navigate around them. I often times get road rage at
militant bicyclists.
does not require loss of driving lane

Same as I said on the other proposal -- waste of time and money for the
4620212971 unbelievably low minority of people who want this change.
4620490725 Posts are good protection but parked cars are better.

More waste of time and tax payer money.

this alternative does not improve the human scale of the main/idaho corridors.
street crossings are still too wide and it promotes an auto-centric use pattern.
do not support any changes to current traffic lanes
deal with the fact that people drive cars.

4620518110
4620520554
4620521166 removing that many parking spaces? seriously?
Perhaps the buses could stop in the right hand vehicle lane instead of the
bike lane. Much safer for cyclists and would not impact vehicle traffic
4620527239 greatly.
Easier for visibility; the more overall pedestrian/bike friendly downtown core creates a
safer, more aesthetically pleasing area that attracts more people - starts/gains
momentum on a positive cycle
I like this option the most. It seems like a good compromise. I don't lose a driving

4620524445
4620525221

lane and the bikers are safer.
The posts don't provide any real protection and make it more difficult to

The posts don't provide any real protection and make it more difficult to merge

4620535500 merge with traffic when need be.

with traffic when need be.
Bikers don't use their lanes anyway. I've personally seen them use the roadways
instead of the lanes that have been made for them.

4620541359

Again, bicyclists only use the road a small percentage of the time compared to
motorists. To take away parking will cause even more people to go to places like
"The Village" where parking is not an issue. Bicyclists only make up a small part of
our downtown economy.

4620612862
This is a very good option as long as signage and maps clearly define
options for cyclists. If these preferred cycling lanes are not identified as
people enter the downtown core from all directions, then visitors will try
4620642896 to cycle the busiest streets creating a hazard for all.

Parking downtown is already hard enough for people who regularly travel there.
Please do not remove that many spaces.

4620678537 Too many parking spaces removed!
Good separation of cars and bikes. Speeds will be higher on Main and
Idaho due to freeway feel. Visible improvement to open feel of the streets
4620691841 by removing blocking, parked cars.
I want downtown Boise to be an attractive destination for business
4620740432 customers. Losing parking goes against this desire.
4620779561
4620779497 The pylons/cones will give a false sense of security and are expensive.
4620796564
4620798010

.
I like that the amount of driving lanes has not changed, but gives bike riders the
option.
Need to be pysically buffered

4620805847

It looks terrible

4620856315
4620864922

With the increased use of cars on Idaho and Main, it is crazy to remove one lane
for bikes. The sidewalks are very wide...perhaps a bike lane should be made on
the sidewalk!
The posts are unsafe
I support traffic all going same direction and the smallest amount of intuitive change

4620912264 Some need for ADA drop off as well
4620949845
4620966785 loss of vehicle parking

to normal driving conditions.
posts will be run over and have to maintained. unappealing visually
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4621006238
4621026162 Show areas for Bus operations !!!

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition
Bikers don't pay attention

Physical separation is a must and the only way for children and
4621117883 inexperienced bicyclists to feel safe on a corridor that is shared with cars.
4621242182 I almost never park in those spots, so this wouldn't affect me very much.

I don't want to lose 100 parking spots on the other streets, and I rarely park in the
spots we would lose on these streets. It wouldn't impact me too much.

I think it's OK to leave parking next to bike lanes, but there should be
4621252064 education for both bikers and drivers on how to commute safely.
Have you actually driven downtown? Lanes for cars cannot be replaced with bike
lanes downtown.

4621283128
4621387723 Love it.

You indicated that buses would have to go into the bike lanes (so they can stop
at their existing stops to let passengers load). Although the bus schedule isn't
continuous at every hour of the day, this may cause traffic in the outside motor
vehicle lane. Bicyclists would have to ride in the motor lane just to get out of the
buses way. Bicyclists are NOT safe in the motor lane; this would put them in the
motor lane (albeit for a short amount of time) therefore holding up traffic in the
motor vehicle lane.

4621443608
4621481081 build a new parking garage to address the parking loss
4621484729

I personally never bike on these streets, and could use Jefferson street insead
I think the pylons are confusing for motorists and makes driving/parking a little
more dangerous with only a marginal safety increase for bikes

4621487164
4621502506

This is my #2 option. I think the bike lane protected by parked cars is the best option.

4621605944
4621625534
4621685874

Maintains traffic
Maintains traffic flow
ride the bus
same as above comments, plus taking away that many parking spaces

when we are already shy on what we need with parking garages gouging
everyone (this is something I would love to see my city do something
4621780856 about- parking rates at those garages seem usurious to me).
4622826685 None

No more bike lanes are needed

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry
people will generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason
bicyclists cannot share the road or sidewalks as it is now. And let's be

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away more and more angry people will

honest, there are not very many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit
like the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus options. I know many
people who ride the bus and every one of them says they take forever,
not because of drive time, but because of how far they have to travel out
of the direction they are going to get to their stop-too many stops makes
for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not take the bus, I can't be on
the bus for 1.5 hours one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall.
We need better alternatives for mass transit-this will eliminate such a high
need for parking and will cause a domino effect of people being more
open to take away parking and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the
focus should not be on bicycle lanes and removing parking. Not to
mention, these options are dangerous and will take away more things
4623103486 that are important to the downtown world of Boise.
4623126771
4623186846 No bike lanes on Main or Idaho
4623242560
4623286520

generate. Idaho is full of nice people and there is no reason bicyclists cannot
share the road or sidewalks as it is now. And let's be honest, there are not very
many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like the "Light Rail" system or better
(faster) bus options. I know many people who ride the bus and every one of them
says they take forever, not because of drive time, but because of how far they
have to travel out of the direction they are going to get to their stop-too many
stops makes for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not take the bus, I can't be
on the bus for 1.5 hours one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city hall. We
need better alternatives for mass transit-this will eliminate such a high need for
parking and will cause a domino effect of people being more open to take away
parking and roads for bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be on bicycle
lanes and removing parking. Not to mention, these options are dangerous and
will take away more things that are important to the downtown world of Boise.
Do not like parking removed from curb
There is not enough bike traffic to justify eliminating driving lanes.
Removal of handicapped parking
bike boxes would mess up right turns
Impaired visibility of bikers by cars; should be integrated with bike lane in traffic.
Same reasons as previous option.
I like the parking buffer for protection. I often bike downtown with my twin 9
year olds and that gives me extra comfort in knowing they are safe.

4623444496
4623463508
4623566426 Don't like the idea of buses stopping in bike lane.
4623679596 this looks like the next best option of the for but that is a lot of parking
This will hurt local businesses and prevent people from wanting to come
4623726644 downtown because of a lack of parking or perceived lack of parking.
I prefer the option that keeps the parking spaces, but this would be an
4623915355 okay alternative.
4624135378 I prefer the parking buffered bike lanes - this is my second choice.

This is both harmful to local business and a disincentive to coming Downtown.

The extra buffer is probably unnecessary, and while it does allow a safer commute
to cyclists, the trade-off of parking is likely highly undesirable to downtown
businesses. I have already been hit by a bus (literally) so having buses use the
bike lane as parking sounds like a horrible idea.

4624139040

Why go with second best solution. Also, I think you will have bikers going into
4624270765

traffic to pass and cut across the road...without looking!
I'm confused on why this 3rd option loses a 240 parking spaces versus
option 2 which only loses 37? If you relocate the bike lane to the
opposite side of the street, does that secure more parking spots? This is
the best option for bikes, but 240 parking spots is too much to lose

4624272741 without a back up plan.
4624344573
4625168661 The pylons are an eye sore. They are not used in Portland.

Bike lanes will promote an increase amount of bike travel due to the safety.
Bike lanes need to be seperated from traffic, down town is to conjested as it is
less room for traffic combined with no right on red will make things jumbled and

4625380159

unsafe
there will be so few people who will use the bike lanes and come downtown
compared the amount of people who will stop coming downtown in their cars is
not worth it. again, boise is not holland! we will never see large numbers of
people on bikes no matter what the arrangement. boise should be accessible to
the majority of people and their preferred method of accessing downtown which
is by car. we have a brand new retail business coming on idaho street (west elm
furniture). I guarantee they are not interested in less vehicle traffic on idaho. the
vast majority of people in the valley want and will continue to acces downtown
boise by car.s

4625439227
Keep parking on both sides. Make parking (or at least some of it) illegal
during rush hour! This is done in Charlotte, NC. It adds some confusion
4625499541 but is a much better use of space.
4625521951 UGLY. Real cyclists don't want to be restrained to bike lanes.
4625574288

This is a waste of money and it is UGLY!
Don't add any more congestion on Main and/or Idaho Sts!
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Reasons for support
does not remove parking spaces on Main

4554350649

I support increased bicycle education. I see too
many people improperly using the sidewalks and
disobeying traffic rules.

This option does not offer any significant level of
protection for the bike lane; it does address
conflicts between the bike lane and parking
vehicles; it will likely invite significant
encroachment by freight delivery trucks, double
parked cars, taxis and other livery service vehicles
above and beyond what already occurs on these
streets.

4554366288
Don't think it is a good idea to have cars crossing
bike lanes while entering and exiting parking
4554355763 spots. Awkward and dangerous.
4554358798

4554365340

Reasons for opposition

I
fewest amount of parking impacted and again I
currently use Jefferson. I probably won't change
that no matter what is done. I hope you make the
cyclists pay for the changes.

signs for parking vehicles to remind them to look
4554364098 for bikers

4554366120

this is the most favorable option by far due to
the cost and impact on parking and streets.
makes biking much safer throughout downtown
and reduces need for sidewalk riding.

This is my second choice for main/idaho street
4554369056 options
I am a biker also but not supporting this as not
enough bike traffic

4554377987
This is my top pick for bike lane options. Bannock
is the street I always use because I feel safe and
visible to motor vehicles in these lanes. I believe
parking downtown is a huge asset so would favor
4554386197 a plan that doesn't reduce this drastically.
I would support this if the other two bike lane on
4554378447 Main/Idaho initiatives failed, but prefer the
I prefer the parking not to have to cross the bike
lane to access the street. I favor the buffered bike
4554379116 option with parking along the traffic.
4554378753

Just do not see the need for additional bike
corridor.

4554382356

The test that was done on capitol in 2014 was
AWFUL! Driving in the dark made that a VERy
unsafe alternative. Too much paint and reflective
objects made the drive unsafe for both bikes and
cars, plus added confusion of where to park
versus where to drive cars versus where to drive
bikes. PLEASE do not implement anything like
that anywhere in our beautiful city. Address the
movement of car traffic first, then we can discuss
the bike issue.

4554383391

The cars crossing over concerns me, and it still
needs to be on the other side of the road.

If this option receives heavy bike traffic, the
possibility of accidents is high. Parked cars
suddenly opening doors or pulling out presents a
4554389402 document hazard.
4554396870

prefer buffered lanes with posts or concrete

Add the posts as in the previous option to keep
4554399603 motorists out of the bike lane
4554409981 Two -way road section.
I think this is the second best option after leaving
bike lanes on Jefferson. I would hope changes
4554410604 would be made to minimize the loss of parking
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4554412902 dumber!
I prefer the bike lanes with a physical buffer 4554416853 either cars or an elevated barrier.
4554418640 Leave Idaho and Main alone!!!!
4554424987 Same reasons.

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition
dumber!

4554431140

Cannot support these initiatives until cyclists over
16 years old are required to register bikes to help
pay for costs

4554456382
4554460452

People wanting to park will cut across bike lanes
and make it dangerous
No bike lanes

Painted buffers never seem to be enough to keep
cars completely out of the bike lanes. I would feel
4554467685 safer with some kind of physical barrier.
don't like having parking being able to open
doors when people commuting on bikes

4554465463
Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for
4554466662 bicycle lanes that are rarely used !!!
4554472281
4554478166 I like the buffered lanes
reverse bike lane and parking...bike next to
4554481611 sidewalk

Stop eliminating parking and driving lanes for
bicycle lanes that are rarely used !!!
Needs better protection
put bike lane next to sidewalk and parking next
to through lanes

Cars crossing the bike lane to park endanger
4554491076
bicyclists.
4554492966 Remove buffer
NA
Any suggestion that REMOVES parking spaces
from downtown I am definitely against. With a
giant parking shortage in downtown going on,
and lots raising their rates AGAIN this year, it is
pretty ridiculous to even propose taking out
MORE parking spaces. This is why everyone is
now going to Meridian for recreational purposes
4554498208 instead of Boise...PARKING.
4554499840 My preferred option.
4554509445
I have already stated my reasons
This is better than it currently is, but still not
great for cyclists with cars pulling in and out of
4554505518
bike lanes for parking.
this design provides for quiet sidewalk enjoyment
and costs less than other alternatives. This can
always be changed to parking protected bike
4554511628
lane if that becomes favored.
I believe that the lanes/buffer for cyclists is
4554508958 unnecessarily wide.
Save the planet.
it is the least offensive, if one accepts the idea of It is lest offensive to me. Bike lanes are a bad
4554514337 bike lanes
idea!
The number of conflict points between moving
vehicles, bikes and parking slots increases
potential for accidents or unsafe behavior

4554524022

Having cars crossing the bike lane to park is
absurd. Cars trying to parrel park when a cyclist is
coming up, or a car peeking its nose out to try to
find when they can pull into traffic will block the
bike lane. I think all motorists have had that
moment when looking for a spot when they pull
in super fast without looking around much. That
get's crazy dangerous when you have someone
spot that parking place then suddenly turn
hard/fast across a bike lane that would
potentially have users, or users coming up in it.

This is super dangerous to have cars crossing the
4554538170 bike lane to park.
seems like an accident waiting to happen with the
4554555221 bike / parking lane conflict.
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Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

With the increase in anticipated traffic, the
removal of lanes to permit bike lanes is a bad
idea and inconsistent with the interests and
obligations of the ACHD. The interests of the
Mayor of Boise differ from the interests of the
ACHD. Road travel should be the primary
concern. Additionally, as was obvious during the
last test, the bicycle use (even during the
undeniably best month of the year for bicycle
travel (May) the test showed very little bicycle use
and the consuption of a lane of traffic was
dramatically negative for downtown traffic and
the interests ACHD should be focusing upon)

4554553640

4554574425

Paint is paint is paint. this will be abused by
delivery drivers and others who see it as a place
to do a "I'll just be a minute" sort of task, not
considering the people cycling. 8th Street is a
prime example of this. People are always parked
in the green lane, runners are in it and late night
party revelers are known to harass a cyclist who
tries to establish their right to be in that space. (I
guess what i'm saying: people suck.)
Don't make it harder to get through downtown
by removing auto lanes.

Getting the right paint is critical so it does not
become a danger to cyclists during wet
conditions. Amsterdam uses a red chip seal
process that provides traction and does get
4554612309 slippery with precipitation.
4554625636 See previous answers.

See previous answers.

4554554038

It may look good, but bikers will always still ride
on the sidewalks no matter how many lanes you
give them.

4554653618
4554672866 this is the best method if putting in a lane

Having vehicle traffic cross bicycle lanes still
introduces a hazard to cyclists
This is a dangerous plan for cyclists.
Concerned about buses and cars merging
through the bike lane.
Quit wasting money on bicyclists!
all of the above

4554679729
4554697162
4554726966 Painted lanes are dangerous in wet conditions.
4554734405
4554747735
do not require cyclists to remain in specific lanes
4554780603 as legal road users

stop treating cyclists as second-hand road users

Main and Idaho are heavy vehicular traffic, similar
to Front and Myrtle. Why force bikes on those
streets? Bannock and Jefferson can accomplish
4554783169 the same task with out the traffic disruption.
4554804761
4554807326 Prefer other option, but this is better than
4554819312 bike lanes should be more protected

Main and Idaho are heavy vehicular traffic, similar
to Front and Myrtle. Why force bikes on those
streets? Bannock and Jefferson can accomplish
the same task with out the traffic disruption.
Need a greater physical buffer

Given ACHD's record on analyzing things, drive
times wll be much longer than projected. Being
more stop and go traffic, auto emmissions will
increase even more. This will mean more non
attainment days during the year. Once again, the
increase in emmissions means more unhealthy air
the bicyclists breath.

4554859383
have you ever seen rush hour for cars? Have you
4554835793 ever seen rush hours for bikes???
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4554845418
4554846554

Reasons for support
Improves the pedestrian feel of these streets by
removing travel lane.

Reasons for opposition

All of the above.

This is better than nothing, but won't get as much
4555295965 use.

Protected would be better.

4554875841

Twenty minutes to travel by car from Federal
way/Capital to Capital/ River St. During peak
times. Yes that's correct, twenty minutes to travel
two blocks.
too many conflicts between parking cars and
bikes.

4554879068

This design leaves cyclists vulnerable to moving
traffic, opening doors, disembarking motorists,
and people rushing into parking spaces. It's the
worst of all plans.

Not in favor of any bike lanes. Want them
4554870658 removed from Capital Blvd as well.

Changing downtown traffic patterns for the
4554893065 benefit of a few bicyclists makes no sense.
4554893739

Bikes off sidewalk
Cars crossing the bike lane to get in and out of
parking spaces is a bad idea. I support this if it is
the only alternative, but we can do better than
this.

4554903217
4554913872
4554918689

Best option for the cost, actually addresses the
People will park in bike lanes
Having bike lanes between the travel lanes and
automobile parking is unsafe.

4554930643
This didn't work the first time all that money was
4554936149 wasted on the pilot program
4554961186 BIKERS MUST PAY REGISTRATION FEES
4554970433
4554975543 best one.
4554990516
Too much potential for accidents with cars
4555041040 crossing the bike lanes, opening doors, etc.
4555062996 See all of my responses above.

BIKERS MUST PAY REGISTRATION FEES
Now I can flow with motorized traffic and the
non-vehicular cyclists will feel safe.
Trade-offs specified by you.

Putting the parking on the other side of the bike
lane is unsafe. Parked cars are already one of the
most dangerous things about biking.

4555063589
4555072094 put the parking on the other side of the bike lane!
4555093191

Drivers do not tend to respect painted bike lanes.

The green boxes are an epic failure. no one knows
what they are for. total waste of my tax dollars
that could be maintaining the roads. Further, if
the cyclists can't do the speed limit, they should
4555108070 not be on the roads.
4555107077
like visibility and maneuverability of cyclists
I think this would only encourage people to
double park, an issue that is very common along
the 8th Street corridor between Main and
Bannock.

4555267406

4555114189
4555115454
4555124787
4555163631

Not ideal, but okay... Still not as safe as it should
be for bicyclists. Need to protect people's safety how can travel time possibly be more important?
I do not bike, but I care about those in our
community who do. The fact that ACHD is even
having this survey and how you have chosen to
frame the question speaks to how little the
agency cares about the safety of all people. I am
deeply disappointed and angered by the fact that
we haven't already protected bicyclists, which
often include our community's most vulnerable
No bikes on Main or Idaho. Too many motor
vehicles for safety.
As long as motorists were aware of potential
I do not want to see ANY bike lanes in this
downtown area.
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Reasons for support

Bicycle laws need to be enforced. There a several
laws that are being broken and nothing being
done about it.
Parking between bikes and sidewalk not the
safest.

4555136940
4555139134
4555165802 this would be a good lane for a trolley someday
4555172275 Teach people in Boise how to parallel park first

Reasons for opposition

future alternatives for public transportation
Note safe in my view

4555191571

are the bicycle folks going to pay for this

Drivers are not comfortable enough with bicycles.
This would be a good solution when drivers
4555198852 become more comfortable with bicycles around
Once again, this causes a hazard to motorists
attempting to park.

4555209830

Prefer option 2: Bike lane adjacent to sidewalk
4555223392 and protected by parking.
4555251867
It is unsafe for parked cars.
Should not be an either/or decision; bikes should
4555257436 be accommodated on both Jefferson &
4555265579
This looks great. Safe, easy, parking
This isn't quite as good as separating bikes &
4555285369 cars, but still quite good!
not sure the buffer space is needed to the right of take into account that buses will not be standing
4555288716 the bike lane
on Idaho after the new transit center opens
4555292221
Stated before
4555313159
4555298402

Bannock and grove already have bike lanes.
remove bicycles from the sidewalks

I support this option, but only because it is better
than nothing. The preferred option is buffered by
4555303620 parking.
support - but not the preferred option.
i can already see somebody pulling out into the
bike lane and smashing somebody

4555359334
This is my favorite option, but either of the
4555366409 buffered bike lanes would work too.

Cars parking would cross bicycle lane making it
unsafe. Better option is to have bicycles
protected from all nasty cars and trucks. That is
why we have alleys downtown. Deliveries should
be made from the alley not from the street.
Damn Big Brown Trucks.

4555384225 stupid
4555434192 Keep both bike lanes on 1 road.
No changes needed, this would be my second
4555452760 choice.
All of your options put too much onus on the
4555459989 auto driver to keep track of where the bicycles
It would be very important that there was enough
space for the bike line to decrease the chance of
4555476116 a parked car door hitting a bicyle.
4555479809 I like this best...no door slamming into me.
4555507992

All waste of money

4555566052

4555560890

Cars would park and or drive in bike lane
This allows me to see the cars turning and the
doors opening on parked cars. I can also see cars
moving right to park. And, I don't have to worry
about pedestrians.

Parking cars will have to cross bike lanes which
seems unsafe. Overall comment - why not keep
bikes on Bannock and Grove? These are the
roads I typically bike on, and they feel safe.

4555596964
As long as bicyclists and drivers are aware that
parking/leaving cars will cross the bike lane
4555638864 (potential safety hazard)

Last year we were able to try this out. It felt
unsafe.
Bike lanes on busy streets should be more
protected.

4555649720
We need protected bike lanes to keep drivers
4555658786 from straying in the lanes and to help bikers feel
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Reasons for support
REDUCED speed limits. BETTER options is to
simply use the sharrow on right lane with signs at
4555659328 traffic light cross bars "Share this Lane"
Could be highlight of the city.

I am concerned with cars pulling through the
bike lane for parking spots and causing injuries
to cyclists.

4555672534
4555673594 With signs that say cyclists may use other lanes.

4555685872
4555701705

This is most ideal for biking because bikers are
visible to motor vehicles at all times and
therefore do not pop out to vehicles at the
I think the parking spaces are more valuable than
the extra lane for vehicle traffic

4555730458
4555738556
Need bicycle intersection boxes to assure bicycles
can move to front of intersection and bicycle
turn boxes as needed for intersection turns. This
will require some bicycle and motorist education
4555760480 to be effective. Budget should include this.
4555786706
4555805437 Also put bike lanes on Jefferson
Again removing lanes is not viable. The primary
mode of transportation among the largest usergroup in downtown is autos. We need parking
and traffic lanes more than we need bike lanes.
People are not commuting in masses via bike.
Walk through any of the downtown garages,
public and private and you will notice a lot of 2C
and E license plates on vehicles that are packed
4555827451 like sardines in these garages.
This looks like the best compromise. The bike
lanes are wide enough for traffic and parked cars
to give a wide berth to cyclists. Cars crossing the
bike lane to park will be an issue, but the lanes
are prominent enough that even the most
ignorant, hurried, me-first motorist would have to
4555828702 give pause before crossing over.
4555830552 Cars passing through bike lanes endanger
This could be accomplished by painting green
bike lanes within the outside lanes, and enforcing
traffic laws until everyone learns to share...bikers
as well as autos. You would still have parking
4555835137 revenue as well as traffic fine revenue.

Reasons for opposition

I bike in the area and this change is not needed
Few bikers in Boise.
I like the Capital blvd design exept it needs better
connectivity. This would expand and enhance the
system in a uniform manner with less impact on
business and loss of fewer on street
parking(better for busines). It will require
education for both bicyclists and motorist to
Other option choices ets

Stop wasting our money on programs like this
that suite a few. This is a special interest project
backed by a few affluent and influential people,
building something to suit themselves.

I don't feel bicycles deserve "special lanes"
anymore than any other traffic, except mass
transit buses. Motorcycles obey traffic laws and
share, so should bicycles.

I think the combo of parking and a bike lane on
the same side of the street in downtown takes up
too much space and doesn't look very good.

4555872341
4555889458

Definitrly not saf for persons on bicycles
Cars pulling out and in thru bike lanes seems
unsafe
Add another vehicle lane
spandex is a mental disorder
why?

4555898009
4555906286
4555942639 spandex is a mental disorder
4556473755

With bike lanes on Bannock and Jefferson there is
no need for bike lanes on Main and Idaho

4556613215
4556649041 Good compromise for all users

Having bike lane with moving traffic on one side
and parking vehicles on the other side of cyclists
seems most unsafe to me.

4556667699

Just keep two lanes and allow the bikes into the
regular traffic. Don't spend a dime. Don't muck
up the lanes and the street. Don't overthink this!
If you've spent more than 10 minutes on it you
have wasted time.
I am concerned about parking traffic crossing
over the bike lane.

Just keep it two lanes and have the bikes in the
4556773058 regular traffic.
4556852691
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Reasons for support

4556868602
4556879046 Bike Lane on Jefferson

Reasons for opposition
I'm concerned that vehicles crossing the bike lane
to park may be unsafe.

4556880256

cars crossing over the bike lanes. I think the
option whenre the cars remain on the outside of
the cycling lane will be safer.

4556939167

Too much potential car / bike conflict

Paint is the least a road building agency can do to
try and improve bicycle infrastructure. It doesn't
do much to make those who are 'interested, but
concerned' feel safer on the streets. Besides,
removing a lane of traffic will slow down traffic in
the downtown core and will upset some of the
4556922893 driving public.
I oppose the small vocal minority of North End
residents being able to impose their wishes on
the thousands of Boise residents and others who
drive in downtown!
Risk from parking cars, double parking and door
opening

Downtown traffic is congested enough; removing
more travel lanes in favor of under-utilized bike
4556927692 lanes is poor public policy.
4556937661
4556949779
4556958400

Support only if you decide not to utilize Jefferson
as a bike conduit.
I like the buffered by parking option better

Just tell the whiners to use Bannock and Grove.
Give them a lane through the Grove! The biggest
thing downtown needs is greater flow to and
4557043523 through the core. Taking lanes does the opposite!

I see this survey is weighted to screwing up
Jefferson like you did Bannock!
The paint quickly wears in winter and parking
causes hazard

4557055058
Used this when the trials were in, it was TERRIBLY
4557063697 unsafe. I chose to bike in the traffic lane instead.
4557078915 Cycling specific signals
4557082376 NO changes for bikes

Bikes will not support downtown Boise

4557139181 parking and bikes don't mix
4557152898 Need parking and traffic lanes not bike lanes.

conflict between bikes and cars parking

4557158268

Unprotected bike lanes aren't as safe.

Unless this is somehow "magic paint" that keeps
cars out of that space, it's hard to see that this is
4557200721 better than the other options.

I feel it's unfair to talk about increase in driving
time when you've done no analysis of what the
current LOS is for bicyclists and pedestrians is in
this corridor given it is a "cars first" when it
comes to design and signal timing.

This is my preferred option. A bike lane with a
painted buffer on either side creates sufficient
safe space for bike riders and keeps them in full
Replacing selected car parking spaces with bike
view of traffic, reducing the risk of collisions. Left
corrals or adding other bike parking options will turns for bike riders will be unimpeded by
further encourage citizens to ride into downtown, parking or bollards, allowing bikes to integrate
easing traffic and parking congestion for all.
into traffic. Drivers who are accustomed to
Additional bike racks will also reduce the need for curbside parking won't be confused and
riders to lock bikes to trees, signposts, etc as
loading/unloading of parked vehicles can take
4557302001 evidenced in above photo.
place on the sidewalk rather than in the bike lane.

4557448232

I don't like cars turning in and out of the bike
lanes, protected lanes would be safer.

4557480551

Motorists crossing the bike lane to park and
crossing again when leaving.

4557524132

Visibility of cyclists by cars is critical. Bike lane
protected by cars obscures vision until too late at
an intersection crossing. This plan addresses this
with minimal parking impact
Worried about cars pulling out of parking across
the bike lanes
cars parking and leaving parking may be
hazardous to bikes

4557646970
4557695456
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4557771546

Reasons for support
Reasons for opposition
I think that it is the most plausible option but I
am still worried about drivers entering or exiting
a parking spot not looking for oncoming cyclists.
I do like this option the most though!

4557801222

paint is insuffecient barrier to prevent cars from
moving into bike lane

4557820610

Much safer for pedestrians to look for
pedestrians in the bikelane as they cross rather
than have drivers going into and out of the bike
lanes. We will also have people waiting with their
cars in the bikelane as they parrallel park. Also,
don't remove Jefferson Bike lanes as well. People
walk cycle and drive on all of the streets
downtown. They should all be connected.

4557860777 Keep parked cars away from bikes
I don't believe we need bike lanes on both Idaho
and Main Street. If the buses are being relocated
then Idaho Street would be the best option for
4557919613 the bike lanes.

I don't like bike lanes next to parked cars

I don't like to bike between parked cars and
moving cars--too dangerous with people pulling
in and out.

4557943344
Possible bicycle friendly Rumble Strip/Stripe to
keep motorists out of bike lane. I'd be
comfortable riding in this but I don't know about
everyone. Maybe its just time for some cyclists to
4557964849 learn how to ride with traffic (not that you even
4558033458 You need the vehicle land in the city.

It allows for faster cyclists to overtake slower
cyclists, ability to exit bike lane to make vehicular
turning movements and eliminates most turning
conflicts and sightline issues at intersections.

4558056800
4558097832

I prefer the other alternatives proposed. I ride
warm springs and parked cars do not look for
bikes in the bike lanes when opening doors.
Parked cars crossing bike lane

DON'T REMOVE ANY LANES ANYWHERE, DON'T
4558116244 ELIMINATE ANY PARKING SPACES ANYWHERE.
Need physical buffer like a curb or candles. Not
4558130820 just paint.
4558132904

SEE PREVIOUS ANSWERS

4558148379

Again, bikes don't pay for roads, vehicles do!

no right turn lane ? The last time I went
4558197100 downtown was three years ago.

4558259884

4558335451
4558348570
4558348618
4558424391

I would either prefer the Jefferson option (with
painted lanes and bike boxes) or the Main/Idaho
option with a protected bike lane between
parking and sidewalk.

While I see this as better than nothing, it doesn't
strike me as a safer option, since cyclists will face
traffic in motion on two sides.
leave it the way it is. it's the only way to easily get
from East to West. Obviously the Mayor doesn't
drive thru Boise. He rides a bike, we have to drive
a car.
This may safely integrate bicycles into traffic and
maintain adequate parking. I like it!
No more bike lanes
Add curb extensions / bulb-outs at intersections
that become blind corners by parked cars.

as if traffic isn't bad enough,take away a lane, real
smart!

No more bike lanes
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Your survey does not address one of my primary
concerns, which is that bicycling affects
pedestrian safety negatively. When I work
downtown, which is frequently, I often find that
bicyclists disregard all traffic rules. I work
downtown, and during last year's trial period I
saw three near-injury accidents within a five day
period. All involved bicyclists nearly running
down pedestrians, including small children,
because the bicyclists were not looking for
pedestrians. Instead, they ran red and yellow
lights, and didn't look to see where people were
walking. I also bike a lot, but while in the
downtown core, I walk my bike and act as a
pedestrian, which is safer not only for myself, but
for other pedestrians. The "No-Wheels Zone" was
truly a great idea. If people want to get close to
downtown on their bikes, as I often do, then
walking a bike in the core area is the best and
safest means of transportation once there.

4558431896
Would be nice to have signage that reminds
4558450926 drivers to look for cyclists before they open their
move the painted buffer to inside the car parking.
4558457091 This makes things safer for everyone.
Slightly better than previous because it doesn't
screw up parking, but the loss of a lane on Main
is a problem. Besides, bicyclists will still ride their
bikes on the sidewalks and many will continue to
4558482037 general ignore traffic rules and other safety
Add posts, Idaho cellphone drivers will kill us
4558825426 otherwise.
This is not my preferred option, but better than
4558887272 doing nothing.

4558913156
4558937408

4558949498

Bike lanes between parking and driving lanes
seem more dangerous for bikers
This is the best option for all stakeholders
Will encourage more people to ride. I probably
won't use it because I ride (commute) to and
from work on Jefferson and Bannock
I am concerned about drivers crossing the bike
lane to park their vehicles.
Still in the roadway

4558964943
4558990374 Still in the roadway
4559134077 Worry about bike lane safety and parking
4559155485

4559258494

Ok solution but prefer protected lanes.
I'd rather see parking eliminated than a traffic
lane. Parked cars and bikes can have big issues
too.

4559259679

If you're going to lose a lane anyways, this seems
like a half a%$ way to implement this.

I would need to see where the net loss of 25
If bike lanes are determined to be preferred on
4559270288 parking spaces occur to fully embrace this
Main and Idaho I feel this is a reasonable
Switch the parking lane and the bike lane. Pylon
4559449091 posts between the parking lane and the bike lane.
I like this one. Keeping the parallel parking
against the curb will be best for pedestrian
comfort. The bike width is generous to avoide
the door zone. A travel lane is removed to calm
the traffic. Minimal parking is removed. This bike
4559453519
lane configuration is easiest to maintain.
High risk cyclists colliding with opening doors of
parked or parking vehicles.
Not a fan of adding the bike lane between traffic
and parking

4559488177
4559500130
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Jefferson is already the best bike path due to the
lowest traffic volume. Adding bike lanes to Idaho
and Main will just make it that much harder to
drive thru downtown. And all this is moot if St
4559522895 Lukes is allowed to vacate Jefferson.
4559531762
4559555048
Minimal loss of parking is important

Reasons for opposition

not as protected for bikes

4559562940

Increased air pollution caused by more stop and
go traffic.

4559715110

I think that the 11th-13th St two way conversion
proves that the city and ACHD do not have a
good understanding of what removing a driving
lane will do to traffic and driving times. Traffic
used to run smoothly in that area and now one
can wait through 3 light cycles just to get
through an intersection. I am very skeptical that
this will only increase traffic by 1 minute, there
will no longer be a through traffic lane. The left
lane will be constantly stopped by people trying
to turn left and the right line by those turning
right. This plane is a recipe for a traffic
congestion nightmare.

Safety and human lives should be the priority and
not whether it takes one or two additional
4559781386 minutes to drive through downtown.

4560224444
4560287001

If you have to put bike lanes on Main and Idaho
streets, this is the best plan. Do you have to put
bike lanes on these streets? I see many more
bicycles on Bannock street than Main or Idaho.
Prefer the barriers, but this is second choice.

Stay on Jefferson with the bikes..resurface
Harrison Blvd. I'm tired of the potholes...use the
$700,000 more wisely..or have St. lukes pay for
4560316147 the bike lane as it seems to benefit them most
4560357290
Anything is better that what we have.
4560407549 Don't like cars crossing bike lane to get to
The buffer looks really wide. I like the idea of
parking by the sidewalk but the buffer on both
sides of the bike lane are unnecessary. Having a
buffer next to the moving lane would be nice,
4560537219 especially if it didn't really effect parking.
If this option is chosen, it's important to do it all
the way - please don't leave sections of Main and
Idaho "uncomfortable for biking." It's not a safe
route unless it's a safe route. And in my
experience drivers are less attentive to bikers just
coming out of a protected area (because the
drivers weren't worried about us a block ago, so
they're just not paying attention to the fact that
now we're totally vulnerable and they have to
4560656236 look before making that turn etc).
4560664912

Use the $$$ to resurface Harrison Blvd as tired of
the potholes
See prevous

Getting out of the parking spaces is too difficult

Get rid of the homeless guy and his bike (he's not
actually homeless at all), at 8th and Front and
4560844702 you'll increase bike & foot traffic in BoDo.
Encourage bike & foot traffic in BoDo.
As a cyclist, commuter, and pedestrian in
downtown, I like this option best. It keeps bikes
visible and a part of traffic. I would feel
4560847589
reasonably comfortable at all times in this lane.
4560857941
loss of fewest parking spaces
Bikes must be required to stop at yellow and red
lights just like drivers and pedestrians. It is really
dangerous when they run red lights through
town.There is too much traffic to allow this type
4560909628 of exception for bikes.
I like the Jefferson bike lanes better t
dumb idea, unnecessary, money and politiacal
capital better spent removing BARRIARS to
4560915744 cycling, not adding lanes
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there is so much traffic. The last time we had bike
lanes they were hardly ever in use so the space
was just wasted.
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4560990633

Reasons for opposition
This makes bikers vulnerable to both parked cars
and moving traffic
Too much impact on cars; not enough bike riders
to justify.

4561047371

Keep bicycles and vehicle traffic separated by
parking when possible. I feel safer when cycling
further away from moving vehicles and safer
when driving farther away from bicycles.

4560967997

4561064048
Assuming there was a buffer not only between
4561124769 moving vehicles but also parked vehicles.
Please don't take more driving lanes out.
Honestly. We're not going to have fewer drivers
4561218742 in this town as we grow, much as you'd like that
asked and answered. Has it EVER occurred to you
how ridiculous and proud most 'grown up' bikers
look!? ... in addition to all the crazy
thinking/behavior they spread to more vulnerable
4561241291 people...in addition to their unforgivable conduct

Main and Idaho are the two most important
east/west streets downtown. If you put bike lanes
on Jefferson but not here, people will ride on
these streets anyway. And fancier and more
costly options are unnecessary.
Safe facility, but not ideal and if you want fewer
cars, it is critical to keep bicyclists safe.

your focus on what you have made inevitable
makes you incapable of rational, balanced
thinking.

4561356936

Same as before - why remove vehicle lanes from
two if the major roads in/out of downtown.
Makes no sense

4561509922

Having cars cross the bike lane to park in these
areas just adds to congestion to two roads that
are already too congested. I would not feel
comfortable biking due to this reason.

Yes but protected bike lanes on Main and Idaho
are preferable to buffered. Buffered bike lanes
ONLY without parking. This may not be adequate My response was more of maybe. As this is not a
level of comfort for those less comfortable riding choice I selected the next best option with
4562026785 on streets with motor vehichles
comments
4562183607
least favorite alternative
Buffer/Bike Lane still in contact with Travel Lane.
Drivers in travel lane more apt to "exercise" their
Travel Lane & Buffer/Bike Lane too close to one
4562360108 authority.
another.
I would rather see the bike lanes protected by
parking or poles but bike lanes are better than no
4562577013 bike lanes.

4562696539
4562749197
4562795110 see previous

I would onlly support this option as an alternative
to the second option (where the bike lane is to
the right of parked cars and a travel lane is
removed). The buffer is better than for
unprotected bike lanes, but offers less protection
than the second option. People pulling in and
out of spaces create a travel hazard.
I made a mistake, I oppose this option.
see previous
you're asking for a bicyclist to get hit by a car
attempting to park or leave from a stall

4562806387

4562911989

I think bikers need to remain aware of the fact
that they are riding in traffic and that this option
maintains this state while also increasing safety
by visibly highlighting the bike lanes so that cars
are aware. Also this is low cost and less intrusive
on parking, etc.
The other alternative with the bike lane closer to
the curb and parking outside of that seems safer.

4563078114
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p
p
garage or business parking lot . People who
shop, eat, or use the services of a business
downtown have easy access if a parking space is
available or a garage nearby and then they walk
to the location where they want to spend their
money. THESE are the people we need to make
sure have easy access downtown to support the
businesses downtown. Bike riders are no
different than car drivers. They can secure their
bikes in a secure location inside a parking garage
and walk just like a car driver or bus rider. Our
downtown is a walker friendly downtown and all
the lane changes suggested here just make it
more and more complicated for walkers,
shoppers, diners, or anyone wanting to come
downtown to do business. We all want to be
biker friendly but we don't have to make it twice
as hard for drivers and walkers just to support
bike riders decision to ride a bike. No bike riding
or skate board riding in the core of downtown
please. I would like to have a golf cart lane to
take me from the parking garage to the store
where I want to shop too but that is just as overresponsive as putting in bike lanes because
someone wants to ride right to the door of their
destination. Let's re-think this. Our fun, friendly,
4563283824 active, downtown will sadly change if we don't

Reasons for opposition

4563381372

Bicycle paths and the proposed circulator need
to be planned together as to determine the
effects the circulator and bike lanes together
would have on the motor vehicle travel and
parking on Main and Idaho.

too dangerous. more dangerous than nothing at
4563605172 all because it offers a false sense of safety.

this style of lane is too dangerous

4563625071
4563644975 This is fine, along with the parking protected.
4563719683
4563765647 double stupider
4563850016 Bike traffic should be with the flow of the auto

Requiring vehicles wishing to park to cross the
bike lane to do so poses an unnecessary risk to
cyclists, especially younger ones.
Best option for commuters and serious cyclists

doesn't account for cars turning in and coming
out of lots. This is unsafe as proven before.
The buffers would be safer

4563910239 dumbest idea of the bunch
4564030492
seems cost effective but is not as safe as desired.
4564072569 better for bike commuters vs. joy riders....

4564107476

I like this since bikers can easily get into the
traffic lane if they need to make a left hand turn
off of the one way street. My only concern is that
parked cars pulling out might not see bikers as
they zoom up from behind.

This is the second best alternative to parking
protected bike lanes. So I would support it if the
4564160235 other option were vetoed.

Increased drive time will be more than 1 minute.
Now with one lane closed you catch at least two
to three lights at peak times traveling from 15th
to Warm Springs. With all 3 lanes open I used to
be able to go nonstop all the way.
Do nothing at all

4564322013
4564454486
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this in not a place for bicycles to meander at their
leisure, go to the foothills. we are not a sleepy
little sea side village. I'm afraid ACHD and Boise
city are trying to direct cars into parking garages
at a cost to the consumer. The actual cost will be
a great migration of businesses from the
4564532674 downtown corridor.
I prefer previous options however I believe this is
4564547408 better than not having designated lanes
4564634148 Remove the parking on the right side.

4564785391
4565620513

Reasons for opposition

when you limit the flow of traffic in one area the
volume will inevitable increase in others. State
street and jefferson can not handle the mass
increase of traffic. here is an idea...make the other
avenues capible of handling the increase demand
than implement a change on main street, 8th
street, and downtown.

This is by far the best option. bike lanes between
traffic lanes and parking are the easiest to
navigate. Keep it simple.
see previous comments.

protective poles - adds more protection for those
4565743049 riding bikes.
This is a terrible option for biking akin to doing
nothing at all. Would be tough to navigate on a
4565760327 bike with people parallel parking and reentering
4565816961

Interferes with bus lanes

4566065836

Jefferson just makes so much more sense.

4566160363

I feel safer with a physical barrier with my
children. Also, do not like parking on other side
of bike lane. too much danger with cars parrking

4566449862

I see more accidents happening as a result of
people pulling out from parking spaces without
watching for bikes.
crossing in and out of bike lanes for parking is a
recipe for disasters. plural.
Other alternative is best with protected bike lane
on right side of street but this is a good
alternative.

4566753016

4566754461
Need more than jus paint to feel safe biking this
4566775493 corridor

4567009863

This is the best option for everyone. Parking is
more important than having three lanes. There
isn't enough traffic on either street to require
three lanes. Bicyclists have a safe path and no
parking is lost. Cars are free to cross the bike lane
as needed to park. Don't worry about the
motorist's complaints. This will work.
Bikes pay no license fees, are rude and aggressive
on the roads, do not have to obtain liability
insurance, etc. Why spend my good tax money
to support a minority opinion.

4567133671
There needs to be more safety barrier protecting
4567318332 bicyclists that just paint.

I fear drivers attempting to parallel park, which is
difficult for some drivers, may not see a biker
come up suddently when reversing into their
space. I think this option is potentially more
dangerous than doing nothing as there is a level
of assumed comfort and safety that is not
warranted

4567664264
This will work fine in the future after extensive
education and enforcement for Idaho auto
drivers. At present there are too many drivers
ignorant of cyclists on the road, or whom are
outright hostile and aggressive toward them.
Currently, cyclists need more separation from
4568284605 these "Caranimals" than mere painted lines.
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Move the parking to the other side of the road so
the bike lane is next to the sidewalk (rather than
parked cars), eliminating parked car entry, exit,
4568376548 and door hazards.

Reasons for opposition

Too much danger and confusion with cars
maneuvering across bike lane to get in and out
of parking

4568751312
Would prefer the buffered options. I want to be
4568848788 able to feel safe riding with my kids
We need real buffers, no paint. This is, and
should be, one of the most bike and pedestrian
4569044779 heavy parts of town. Their needs should be
4569210034
4569246059

second best option next to the Jefferson bike
lane plan (No Build plan)

4569280881

This is least safe option for cyclists
I don't think we need parking on both sides of
Main/Idaho

See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want
special treatment, let them follow the same traffic
laws as vehicles and then see if they need bike
4569288068 lanes.
4569489076

See previous, cyclists are not entitled, they want
special treatment, let them follow the same traffic
laws as vehicles and then see if they need bike
lanes.
This is unsafe.

4569592220

Not enough bicycles, not enough funding, fees
or financial support generated by the
beneficiaries (cyclists)

Signs on meters cautioning to watch for bikes as
4569881127 pulling out.
Too hard to get out of what few parking spaces
4569884124 we have without running over a bicycle.
4570080350
4570106238 i think this is more natural for parking.
4571586516

I prefer the other options
See prior comments.
If you decide to put bike lanes on Idaho/Main,
this would be my favored design.

4571587675
Prefer if cars were not crossing over the bike lane
4571996178 to park.

If you put them on Main and Idaho this is the
easiest best choice

4572332028
4572505436 Don't change the present flow of all traffic.

4572716352

Again, this strategy is not safe for bicyclist given
the bike lane is becomes the intermediary space
between motorists entering and exiting parking
spaces.

Too open. Might as well do nothing. We need to
make a big change for the better or do nothing.
4572870731 Why stop 1/2 way to a good solution.
This would be okay but I would much rather see a
protected bike lane and I worry about the cars
4572878308 crossing over the bike lane to park.
4573088761

Cars should be on outside

4573090320

I do not think more bikes will use main streets.
Traffic is already a mess downtown. People us the
green belt or side streets.

also need to implement and seriously police to
prevent bicyclists from riding on sidewalk and
4573210087 endangering pedestrians

As indicated; No reduction of traffic lanes. Bike
riders are minumal, do not pay any taxes and / or
fees for road maintans or usage. If the police
would enforce the laws on bike riders, safety and
conflict would would be reduced resulting in
negating the need for costly road construction.
Trafic down town is bad enough without taking
4573468118 travel lanes away.

No reduction of traffic lanes. Bike riders are
minumal, do not pay any taxes and / or fees for
road maintans or usage. If the police would
enforce the laws on bike riders, safety and
conflict would would be reduced resulting in
negating the need for costly road construction.
Trafic down town is bad enough without taking
travel lanes away.
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Cars crossing bike lane to park is unsafe. Drivers
never watch for cyclists.

4573777326
It's good to preserve the parking, but there will
be car & bike conflict. Driving through town
4574605851 become busier and more difficult.

Biking on Main and Idaho St is not for everyone.
Unsafe to have parking between bike lane and
sidewalk

4574826811
4575211410 Same as before in my responses

4575241236
4575261627 cars into and out of the parking will be hazardous

I really prefer Jefferson. But if there are going to
be bike lanes on Idaho and Main I prefer this
option. As a cyclist I prefer to ride in a painted
hazardous to bikes

4575263380

4575270351

Too much accomodation for a small minority
Parking provides a buffer for
pedestrians/retail/restaurant diners. The outer
bike lane feels less safe in this option vs. the
buffered bike lane with parking between bike

It is better than nothing but it is not safe enough
4575286925 for bikes.

4575296885
4575300584 Cars pull out, hit bikes. Not good.
Jefferson shouldn't be excluded from this
treatment. When both cars and cyclists have the
privilege to use the road ways why make any
unsafe. I believe the idea should be to get
everyone to slow down. It's safer and it
encourages more pedestrian and bicycle use. In
conjunction, increased parking alternatives at the
4575376448 periphery of the town center and alternative

Better than nothing but not as good as protected
bike lanes
bikers can get hit from passing cars and parked
car doors; bikers generally don't watch carefully
enough for other users
Jefferson shouldn't be excluded from this
treatment. When both cars and cyclists have the
privalige to use the road ways why make any
unsafe. I believe the idea should be to get
everyone to slow down. It's safer and it
encourages more pedestrian and bicycle use. In
conjunction, increased parking alternatives at the
periphery of the town center and alternative
I would rather have the parking out there for
safety

4575423333 I feel safer with plastic barriers up.
This is better than nothing, but not as good as a
4575439977 buffered option.
4575642055

Reasons for opposition

best balance between cost, safety, biker and
motor vehicle awareness

It doesn't go far enough for me to feel safe on a
bike. I would have to worry about traffic driving
4575702447 and doors opening.
leave things the way they are. I do not see a lot of
4576188321 bicycle traffic. But I do see a lot of car traffic.
More people drive cars than ride bikes in the
downtown and removing parking or lanes most
likely would negatively affect downtown activity
and business

4576428207 none

4576430395

It would be nice for cyclists to have clearly
marked lanes, and these painted lanes are look
good with out ruining the face of downtown.
Also this option would actually be safer for
cyclists , than hiding the cyclists behind parked

Recurring theme: downtown accessibility already
challenging for many and definitely removing
parking and driving lanes will make it worse and
prohibitive for dining and retail while increasing
fuel consumption due to idling and driving
around and around as parking and predicticable,
timely access to downtown locations would
4576473863 disappear if driving or parking areas are removed
4577095215
Important also to keep on street parking
4577492195 Signage to alert parking cars to bicycle lane.
4577736183 parking crosses lanes
Another great solution like the pylon idea. Bikes
are protected but not shielded from view like
4577755000
with the parking buffer idea.
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Reasons for support
BIke lanes on Main and Idaho are great, but it is
much preferable to retain Jefferson Street as a
4577817508 cycling route.
I do not have changes and support this option
but I support the other biking option even more,
where the bikes are against the sidewalk, with
4578252282 cars parked, and then through traffic.
I prefer greater safety for bicyclists. I have two five
year old daughters who like to ride their bikes
and I would like to have a decent buffer for them
4578391908 from traffic.
I believe this is the best all-around option with
4579173352
the lowest amount of learning curve for drivers
Minimal support!!! The point is bicycles tend to
be more like autos than pedestrians. Therefore
integrating bicycle lanes with auto lanes makes
more sense to me. Personally, I can deal with
If you have to make any changes to Main and
4579240005 cyclists while driving better than when on foot.
Idaho, I would prefer this one over the rest.

Reasons for opposition

4579260948 no bike lanes period
This is dangerous for drivers and bikers. Difficult
to see bikes when pulling into and out of parking
4579272199 and bikers would be dodging cars constantly
Cars will have to move around bicyclists to park
making the road more dangerous for cyclists as
cars may not see a cyclist when pulling out into
4579314480 traffic or parking.
4579408919 need safer alternative for bikes
I see problems with bikes and unparking cars
sharing the same space. No physical barrier
between driving and biking to separate
4579479788 aggressive drivers coming into bike lanes to
I really feel that this will make cycling downtown
4579541615 dangerous.
4579557441

if bicyclists want bike lanes let them pay for them

4579584214

see comments on previous page

Option 2 is the better option
In compromise to the concerns of all involved,
this would be the least impact to the constituents
of Idaho and Main. I still prefer the project
remaining on Jefferson.

stop bending backwards over to the cyclists. They
still ride on the sidewalk, just like the last time you
implemented bike lanes.I work there and I see
4579624912 where the bikes ride.
4579711865
more driver friendly
We can't afford to lose more parking spaces.
Period. Re-route bikes around the downtown
thoroughfare. It's safer for cyclists and provides
parking for cars carrying multiple people who
might actually do business downtown. Think
about a larger picture. There's a greater use to
4579730049 downtown than as merely a thoroughfare for

last time you implemented the bike lanes, the
bikes still rode on the sidewalks. I work there and
I see where they ride.

Not a thoughtful use of the downtown area.

4579805408

This option provides the least comfortable option
for all riders. Cars cross bike lane to park.
Conflicts with driver doors opening into bike lane

4579890054
4580004539

cars and bikes crossing paths are not good,
espcially during downtown events or activities
too few bikes to justify lanes

4580379591

Cars pulling in and out across bike lane is far
more risky than other options.

Again the amount of downtown bicycle traffic
does not warrant taking out major in/out of town
vehicle traffic. Winter months it is worse. If you
put up markers in the street and we get snow 4581714854 they are in the way.
Once again, the concept will make bikers feel as
though they have special rules. They already
don't observe courtesy to walkers and seem to
ignore autos--at their own peril. I can give you
specifics.

4582098754
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4582165482

Reasons for support
Reasons for opposition
I will never bike on Main. I liked this proposal for
Idaho St because it does not eliminate parking.

Robust education campaign with motorists about
the need for bike lanes on roadways, awareness
campaign, and public relations. We've got to find
a way to stop ignorant and aggressive verbal and
4582494652 physical assaults on bikers.

Main and Idaho are congested for car traffic and
parking as they are, it makes NO sense for the
majority of downtown users to add bike lanes.
This effort is for a select few who would ride their
bikes at the expense and inconvenience of the
majority of taxpayers.

4582717233
4582769585
4582882065 Add bike boxes.
4583121000
4583593304

the bike lane is not separated enough from traffic
Better alternative to bike lane between parking
and sidewalks
problem with this alternative, no protection from

This is a more dangerous set up for cyclists. Bike
lanes are good, but protected ones are safer. This
set up will lead to more accidents than a
4583616984 protected bike lane.

4583666041

4583685226

Bike lanes as proposed are consistent almost all
of the other bike lanes in the valley. I think this
consistency is important for drivers and cyclists.
Knowledgeable drivers and cyclists safely coexist
throughout the city with bike lanes designed like
the ones in this option.
I support any option that adds bike lanes, but
this is the best option! This is less expensive than
posts, and more aesthetically pleasing. I would
feel perfectly safe riding down this type of lane
with my toddler in her trailer. The amount of
added safety provided by posts doesn't justify
the cost, in my opinion. Plus, they're ugly...

i think it makes more sense to keep cars moving
thru... with a middle lane of travel, left and right
can turn, park, etc without holding up thru traffic.
have to travel downtown on work errands, and
the trial run with the bike lanes earlier was a real
pain. might hate it, but need to accommodate
4583785821 cars first, bikes second

BOISE STREETS ARE TOO NARROW FOR BIKE
LANES, CARS, PARKING, AND BUSES. WHEN THE
PILOT WAS IN PLACE, I ONLY SAW <THAN 5
BIKES USE THE LANES, THEY USED STREETS AND
SIDEWALKS....GO FIGURE I THINK THAT WILL BE
THE SAME AS THERE IS NO CONSEQUENCE IF
DON'T EXCEPT PUTTING A VEHICLE AT RISK OF
HITTING SOME ON A BIKE DUE WEAVING IN
OUT OF TRAFFIC OR MAKING A DECISION TO
CUT ACROSS IN FRONT OF TRAFFIC.

BOISE STREETS ARE TOO NARROW FOR BIKE
4583815344 LANE, CARS, PARKING AND BUSES.

4583832564

4585146662

It is the best option in addition to Jefferson. I do
not support this as an alternative to Jefferson.
Jefferson is the best thru route to travel east and
west since it circumvents the awful BroadwayWarm Springs intersection. That intersection is
something to avoid on foot or bicycle. Jefferson
is an appealing, low volume route. Losing
Jefferson would seriously degrade safety and
The pattern of having bicycle lanes between
traffic and parking is consistent in how they
bicycle lanes are presented throughout Ada
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4585751374

Reasons for support
Reasons for opposition
I live in the Northend and bicycle all the time
through and around downtown, but the biggest
complaint I have and my friends and colleagues
also have about downtown bicycling is why is
there such a huge push to constantly get RID of
car parking spots for the sole purpose of making
"biking safer". Boise has already gone through
great efforts to accommodate bicyclists. That
said, we are not all dedicated to bicycling in the
cold, rain, scorching heat, etc. Sometimes most of
us want to take our cars... Getting rid of street
parking is fine, but not hundreds of parking
spots. And what about the costs? The city spends
money like it isn't theirs... Oh yeah, it isn't.
Anybody remember the streetcar proposal? $2
million/block to build $2 million/year to fund and
ridiculously too expensive. How about everybody
sits back and allow things to level off, especially
I don't think it's as safe as the other alternatives
proposed
Bikes on the busiest downtown thoroughfares is
a stupid idea!

Bike lanes should be on BOTH sides of road, as
traveling by bike a opposing traffic is confusing
4585926243 to both bike riders and auto traffic
4586046910

x

4585534178
4585736807 No buffer for cyclist from traffic. Not safe.

Unsafe for bikes with cars driving in and out of
bike lanes to park

4586394838
4586414373 Do Nothing
4586418587

This is the easiest and safest option that doesn't
result in parking losses

4586438546 Bikes can use sidewalks!!
4586447040 No Changes
ride at your own risk they pay nothing for street
4586464534 space

Sidewalks are there for pedestrians already.

Too dangerous in regards to cars pulling out in
front of bikers!

4586484826

4586548291

I am a bike-commuter. Bicyclists who use the
roadway are savvy riders, alert for cars at all
times. The posts and extra-wide buffer are too
distracting to both drivers and bicyclists. I enjoy
the easy of parking on main & idaho streets for
quick errands.
I don't like that car and bike traffic compete for
the bike lane while entering/exiting a parking
spot.

4586589516

Bike riders do not obey the rules and traffic laws

4586590374

Traffic becomes to congested during rush hours
Warm Springs intersection doesn't connect horrible intersection.

4586522791

4586620617
4586629159 Traffic is bad enough.

See answer to option bike lanes are not needed,
based on the number of bicyclists
Not needed
We don't need more bike lanes, and it is unsafe
for drivers
Same comment as previously

4586680842
4586697356 None
4586705838
4586713954
4586760234 Do not add bike lanes
4586826013
4586935326 None, this is my favored alternative

you tried this it didn't work

If ACHD would stop funding there chip sealing
projects they may lower the costs for everyone,
chip sealing wears down within weeks of being
applied, the county should pay for any damages
to vehicles between tar stains on paint and rock
chips flying up from the roadway.

4587080689
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I don't feel like an unprotected bike lane on the
busiest road in downtown Boise is safe at all. My
ultimate preference is a protected 2-way lane on
4587127216 Jefferson: Low traffic + High protection = SAFE.
4587129259
4587135260

4587151823

Reasons for opposition
Unprotected lanes on Main and Idaho are
Unsafe. I prefer a PROTECTED 2 way bike lane on
Jefferson.
I"m concerned about cars parking between bike
lane and street.
i want option 2

No parking is removed. Let's face it, city garages
are to expensive for the workers downtown, just
ask the city employees who don't get city garage
There are not enough bike riders to warrant
these changes. Please stop trying to push this
on the tax payers.
I don't support removing travel lanes or parking
for cyclists

4587187073 No bike lanes
4587221163 I don't want the bike lanes anywhere
The options of placing bike lanes between
parking and traffic flow endanger cyclists (from
4587245291 both sides!)....and pose visibility hazards for
4587246637 No more bike lanes
As there would be cars pulling in and out of
parking spots inside the bike lane, this does not
4595353080 feel like a safe enough option.

No more bike lanes

4587294067

It would've be a pain to get to and from parking
area.

4587315754

No protective barriers for the bike lane.

4587379675 Fucking learn to ride you useless shitters
4587433110

Fuck you, fuck them, fuck everybody and
especially fuck spending my hard earned tax
dollars you communist fucks
No traffic separation

4587447736
4588233658
4588296977

Provides the bike corridor, keeps parking, and
provides a bit of traffic calming by reducing to
two travel lanes. I see it as the best blend.
NO BIKE LANES PERIOD
See previous remarks

This is not needed, drivers and bikers need to be
more aware of surroundings, and other less busy
4588374101 streets.
Yes, stop wasting money on bike lane proposals.
Every Spring its the same mess. Every Fall the
4588392339 bikes stay home and car drivers are still there
4588398084
4588405795 eliminate all bike lanes
4588431294
4588431357 Leave as currently is.

danger of parked cars crossing over bike lane
better than bike lane on Jefferson St

Losing a travel lane is counter productive in a fast
growing city. Move the bike lane to Jefferson

4588511613
I like the car protecting the bikers better. Keep
4588514798 them safe on the inside.
4588564965
4588571283 unacceptable. You can't keep squeezing cars out.
4588574023
it gets rid of less parking
4588579157
I ride like this anyway, by taking a lane and
keeping up with traffic. This would allow
motorists to see cyclists more clearly and
4588604251
hopefully keep safety awareness up.
This option does not have huge impact on the
downtown commute and parking. It will also
4588630043
allow bikers to travel more safely

stop already
Business access is immeped.
Don't like these bike lanes

parking protected bike lanes are much better
option

4588628665 not a safe option
This concept is not driver friendly at all. It is
unsafe due to too narrow streets and roads. It
4588655784 also takes up parking for all the businesses I

Too many innatentive drivers. cyclist would be hit
by people parking

4588654726
4588658255 Same answers
4588670356 I LIKE THE EXAMPLE BEFORE
4588681172

Don't want cars crossing bike lanes to park
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Leave it alone. The city gives way to much
deference to bike riders to the detriment of
drivers who pay the gas and other taxes to
4588680061 maintain the roads where bicycles do not.
leave it alone. make no changes. it is not broken.
4588728145 no fix is necessary

Reasons for opposition
Leave it alone. The city gives way to much
deference to bike riders to the detriment of
drivwers who pay the gas and other taxes to
maintain the roads where bicycles do not.
it is not necessary
I don't like the idea of drivers who want to park
crossing into bike lane, but this would be better
than no bike lane at all

4588731383
Stop costing tax payers this money. Charge it to
4588770766 the bicycle riders
Parking vehicles moving through bike lanes is
dangerous and makes many drivers nervous
4589956686 about hitting cyclists.

Start charging taxes on bicycle riders

4588781224

Rarely do I ever see a cyclist EVER use a bike lane
We pay road/vehicle taxes for use of roadways. I
don't believe bike lanes are warranted
downtown, and haven't even seen any kind of
proposals that would tax bicycle users to pay for
these.

Bike lanes not worth it for the number of
individual bicyclists who would use them, vs
4588795963 number of vehicle visitors that may be lost.
4588809448 NONE !

I prefer the layout of the other Bike friendly
options

4588848585
See a little less safe with traffic on one side and
4588830901 parking on the other.

With cars having to cross bike lanes to park and
also enter onto the road it creates too many
changes for cyclists to be hit. People don't watch
for cyclists enough and the danger is too
prevelant

4588856056
4588931859

second best option behind Jefferson, best of
Main & Idaho options
High volume of traffic on these streets already.
Cannot loose lanes.

4588966714
As a parent that likes to bike with a 2 year old, I
would likely just go onto the sidewalk despite the
knowledge of interfering with pedestrians. I
4589005132 would prefer a protected lane
4589015601
Cost
4589048284

Concerned about bike land on outside of parking

4589068312

I'm concerned about the safety of vehicles
driving through the bike lane to park. I am an
Idaho driver, as a lot we are mediocre at parallel
parking. Combining cars hunting for parking and
trying to park with a bike lane seems like a bad
idea.

4589096178

Least number of parking spaces lost. Parking is
becoming a huge issue Downtown.

4589121557

why do you want to put bike traffic on the 2
busiest streets in downtown? The Jefferson
option is not that far away from the core, costs
nothing compared to the other options, and if it
doesn't work it can be easily changed later.

4589336314

This just narrows the traffic area; drivers who
don't care about the three-feet rule will
completely disregard it; and it leaves cyclists
vulnerable when people open the doors of
parked cars.

4589371460

why must Boise reinvent the wheel??? Too
confusing for anyone who has lived in any other
bicycle friendly area
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A more comprehensive bike lane alternative fits
best with new norms of facilitating in walkers and
bicyclist in progress and growing cities. This one
doesn't make the grade.
Vehicles pulling out of parking spaces can hit
bikes.

4589494304
4589539302
Don't get rid of parking spots. There aren't
enough spots now!! Go try to park downtown
sometime during the weekend. You'll see. It's
awful! Unless I want to pay a buttload of money
4589606280 to park in a garage.

4589771303
4589780553 no changes needed
If simply painting bike symbols on a lane is not an
4589788904 option, this seems to have the least negative

4589878208
4589881245

Reasons for opposition

It stops all the biking whiners, but doesn't impact
the parking problem as much as the others.
As an avid and experiences cyclist, this is the
method I prefer. it tends to not upset motorists
and gives bicycles a chance to go as fast as cars if
they are compelled to.
no changes needed

I do not support having parking vehicles crossing
the bike lanes to accessing parking areas.
This looks better and is safer
This option increases the chance of cyclists
getting creamed by driverside car doors, is
generally less safe for cyclists, and is less pleasant
for folks trying to enjoy the sidewalk
environment. Businesses ought to appreciate the
points outlined here.

4589965129

I live downtown, where is all this bicycle traffic.
Bicycles don't use the lanes that are available to
them now.

4590135694
4590139569 Safety is a concern
Pick what downtown is going to be. Make streets
in downtown 1way, 1-lane with head-in angle
parking. Use remaining space for bikes and
pedestrians. Benefit increased parking downtown.
Increased pedestrian and bike traffic downtown.
Increased business traffic downtown. Increased
parking revenue downtown. There is ample room
4590161404 to make Boise a showplace downtown.

4590193213 Eliminate parking
4590214232
4590247531 See previous comments.

you are not asking opinions from a very large
number of us who are against the whole thing. I
live in Boise 83714, not GC. I don't want to
spend my tax money on this. where is that
option?
short term parking is little benefit to downtown
business
Bicylclists don't pay road taxes
See previous comments.

4590261498

This is the best alternative to Jefferson Street.

4590260758
4590264275

Bicycles will us the pedestrian sidewalk anyway.
Does not meet the need of most Boise
population

4590265623

Seriously? A few blocks of bike lanes are worth
this much expenditure? I trust if this option goes
through the mayor and the rest of the city
securities will give up on the trolley idea?

4590171635
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4590268109
4590277171

Reasons for support
Reasons for opposition
This is the most intuitive option to navigate
downtown for cyclists, cars and pedestrians.
Divided bike lanes and barriers are a benefit to
cyclists, however, they are unpredictable and
difficult for pedestrians and cars to predict the
cyclists change in direction. The cost for pylons
and reengineering parking doesn't make sense
on a user/cost ration, especially since cyclists are
paying registration fees for roads. Divided bike
lanes make it difficult for cars to predict when
cyclists are turning onto side streets and difficult
to see when pulling out of side streets. Cyclists
who are commuting regularly already have to
ride defensively outside of the are of impact. If
we hyperfocus on barriers and pylons we lose
sight of the fact that a large percentage of the
area managed by the ACHD has painted bike
lanes without barriers and some areas even
greater uses by cyclists, Hill road for example.
The more intuitive it is for vehicles to recognize
bike lanes through consistent signage and
painted bike lane designation, the safer it is for
everyone, pedestrians included. The clumsy pylon
and wall of parked cars with bikes hidden behind
No change

Like I said are the bike riders the businesses main
concern or the people who drive down town to
4590279048 shop in their shops.
most dangerous choice for bicycles--traffic on
one side and parking/opening car doors on the
other
No bike lanes

4590281560
4590285494
4590314873

seems like least drastic alternative to using
Main/Idaho

I hate this one. Cars must cross the cycling lane to
4590327572 get in/out of parking spots.

Cars leaving and entering parking spots must
cross
ggthe bike lane. Very unsafe.
sector is not being appropriately considered in
Boise City Hall’s drive to institute bicycle lanes
downtown; namely, small specialized businesses
(not including coffee shops or restaurants). The
availability of one hour (+20 minutes) of parking,
uninterrupted by bicycle lanes, is vitally important
to most all small businesses in downtown Boise.
Such ready, uncluttered access for the rather
brief time it generally takes to conduct the
specific business sought by the customers of
such businesses is essential to their continued
presence in the downtown. These businesses
include professional services, technical / digital
services, and other businesses selling goods
and/or services generally of a specific, substantial
nature which the customer seeks from that
specific business rather than going to the mall.
Automobile access fosters the type of customers
that patronize these businesses. I believe it is
axiomatic that the bike crowd does not constitute
a sufficient customer base for such businesses.
At the present time, we have a good mix of
businesses in the Boise downtown area.
However, it is a balance that is delicate and could
be irrevocably upset by instituting the bike lanes
proposed by city planners, who advocate retraining people regarding their travel habits. The
I like the idea of having a parking lane in
between traffic and bike lane

4590334906
4590363566
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You keep trying to PUSH bike lanes. PUSH PUSH
PUSH. They do not get used. There are not
enough bikes. The downtown was dying for
many years and finally took off. Now you are
trying to kill downtown again. As is no one wants
to drive downtown, so make it worse?

4590368807 leave the roadways as is
Wonderful idea! Buffered lanes won't work much
better than this. Bad drivers and bad cyclists can
defeat any safety measures. This concept seems Best option for everyone. Nice to see this is being
to address the safety issues and parking concerns addressed. Makes downtown that much more
4590526250 the best.
friendly and inviting.
This is the style that I am most familiar with as a
cyclist. It is also the cheapest of the main And
Idaho options. In the long run though, I suspect
the safety measures would outweigh my
familiarity with this design. Selfishly I like this one,
4590566258 but I feel more riders will ride if car parking
NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR
NO MORE LOSS OF DRIVING LANES, OR
4590579037 PARKING, PERIOD!!
PARKING, PERIOD!!
We need to protect bike lanes from distracted
drivers. If not, we'll continue seeing a number of
accidents. Tougher laws for distracted drivers,
4590579267 while texting-drinking etc
Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats.
4590588677 WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!

Stop pushing the bike lanes down our throats.
WE DON'T NEED THEM!!!!

4590601879

As a 'normal' bike lane this is the most appealing
option besides the no-build. As a biker, I want to
feel that I'm part of the road, not sequestered
behind a row of parked cars or hemmed in by
wands on the roadway.

Parking cars will not see cyclist. Cyclist may also
hit car doors as they open, if cars don't pull up
4590636714 close enough to the curb.
Leave the system as it is. There isn't enough bike
4590682473 traffic to warrant these changes.

As a cyclist I would prefer post protection or
better bike lanes on Jefferson.

Downtown businesses need customers , these
decisions send me to nearby communities to
spend my money!

4590689982 None
REALLY??? How many cars travel through
downtown? How many bicycles? How many
minutes of drivers lives are you going to STEAL
every day so these elite spandex snobs can have
4590693397 their pretty little lane? REALLY????
This is absolutely the most dangerous proposal.
We experienced this already with the test period.
4590697618 It is not a viable alternative. Very dangerous!
The test was a failure, and yet its still being
implemented because its a pet project of a city
4590707955 council member
This is a higher traffic one way street, I would
4590711060 prefer Jefferson.

The test was a failure, and yet its still being
implemented because its a pet project of a city
council member

4590724752

UN Agenda 21. Delphi technique, control the
outcome by controlling the alternatives. No, No
Action alternative or non of the above.

4590726838

I don't like the parked cars having to merge with
the bikes to get out of and into spaces.

4590731229
4590748669
4590784747

Crossing the bike lane to maneuver into a
parking spot will be difficult and unsafe.
Painted buffer is not safe enough
There is no NEED for any of this

4590834081
4590860176

This option is ok but parking cars are not ideal
bike lanes are not needed

Bikes don't belong on Main. This idea will get
4591007053 someone killed.....
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Please see my prior explanations. While this
alternative would be an improvement over the
current status of Main and Idaho Streets, the
evidence from other communities demonstrates
that the safest option and the option that will
make most people comfortable riding bicycles is
the bike lanes separated by parking.

I recommend the bike lanes separated by parking
4591453857 on Main and Idaho Streets.
4591475476 I do not support increased driving times.
We do not have a heavy enough bike traffic to
justify this kind of wasteful spending. If you have
this kind of money to toss around, build a
homeless shelter.. feed the hungry. DO NOT
4591581921 DISPLACE thousand of cars for 50 bicycles.

We do not have the bike traffic to justify this kind
of wasteful spending.

I recommend not eliminating any parking and no
4591693815 additional bike lanes

This doesn't seem like the most effective
alternative. If money is going to be spent, you
may as well make the bicyclists feel a little safer
with the cones.
I recommend not eliminating any parking and no
additional bike lanes

4591724033

Specifically, I am concerned about how safe the
bike lanes will be if cars must cross them to get in
and out of parking.

4591660379

Not safe for the cyclist. There will be more traffic
than the picture shows and the cyclist has no
place to go when a parked car pulls out without
4591828453 checking for the cyclist. Happens all the time.
As long as there was a large buffer between the
parked cars and the bikes and the green paint
was maintained so cars have to think about
4591848277 looking for bikers before parking.
4591867032

I like parking buffered bike lane better.

4591865811
4591871598 Again repeat of previous statement.

I prefer the safety of protected bike lanes.

4591908995

Bikes need to be part of traffic and this choice
creates that perception and provides a buffer
zone for car doors opening

I see no reason to implement this option over the
4591944861 first option with parking/bike lanes.
I would like the safety posts put in between the
4591988208 traffic lane and bike lane.

The other option for parking/bike lanes on
Main/Idaho is better.

This option is less safe for bicycles and therefore
the comfort level is lower. We need bike lanes
that with a high level of comfort.
Same as previous comments.

4591992016
4592029266
4592034124

To me as a bike commuter it is the safest and
most comfortable
None of these options work with the current
configuration of WarmSprings/Ave B

4592040303 This is the best option - other than Jefferson.
4592116089 Add greater protection for bikers

Driving time will be significantly longer than 1866 seconds. During the first phase with bicycle
lanes on Main, during morning commute
(7:30am), I had to wait on approximately 4-6 red
light cycles to make it through the downtown
core. Each of these cycles alone is between 1866 seconds and there will be multiple cycles.
Municipal buses will continue to stop along Main
Street before reaching the new transit center
which will reduce through travel to one lane.

4592257787
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Reasons for support

Bikes do not belong on the busiest streets
coming into and leaving downtown. Put them on
side streets. Wasn't this stupid idea tried before
and it failed.

4592370132

4592490380

Reasons for opposition

For a bike safe community I feel that bikes need
to be treated as vehicles when on the road way. I
like this option best because bikes are integrated
in the flow of traffic unlike the other option that
has a bikes more with pedistrian and separated
from moving vehicles by parked vehicles.

4592566081

Riding or driving on painted surfaces in
inherently dangerous
No bikes lanes at all
need some type of physical barrier between cars
and bike lane

Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with
no positive impact to the majority of Idaho
citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown will
only breed frustration, anger, and more road-rage
incidents. These fiscal costs are not offset by
bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the
shoulders of those who must drive in lieu of
biking. All of these options are an unacceptable
4592576405 use of taxpayer money.

Multi-million dollar changes are proposed, with
no positive impact to the majority of Idaho
citizens. Removing parking spaces downtown
will only breed frustration, anger, and more roadrage incidents. These fiscal costs are not offset
by bicyclists, rather they are placed upon the
shoulders of those who must drive in lieu of
biking. All of these options are an unacceptable
use of taxpayer money.

4592551809
4592563790

4592701050

This seems like the best option to me. The buffer
is large enough where I feel safe, although I'd
prefer protected lanes.

4592706896
4592968568

painted bike lanes are better than nothing.

Unsafe potential for parking/bike lane collisions

Not enough protection/motor vehicles will have
to cross over bike lanes

4592819237
4592975101

Since obviously the city is going to do
something, the least disruptive alternative is the

4593041580

Cars crossing the bike lane in order to park
creates an unsafe situation.

4593059806
4593079716
4593365821

Bikes lanes should not be on main roads
The least safe option
I like the protected bike lanes better

4593529947

Again, why is there never any information about
how many bike riders there are on a daily basis.

green or blue? why can you offer no clarity on
4593680247 what proposed changes actually are?
4593864751

We just had a costly time consuming renovation
on Main St.

4593866595

Idaho and Main st simply don't need bike lanes
with the current downdown design. Bannock is a
wonderful biking option to enter the correct
cross street of choice. Main and Idaho support
bike traffic just fine as is for those that need to
use them for more than recreational visits.

Signs to remind drivers to check for bikes when
4593939897 pulling out of parking spots.
not protected enough, people cheat and if they
4594059139 see a bus cutting into the bus lanes , they will do
Seems to have some safety concerns - studies on
4594534986 the different schemes' safety record seems
4594756667 Do nothing
4594863073 Traffic is already congested
Auto parking on other side of bike lane is
dangerous

4594872502
4595079114

Less preferred than using paprking to separate
bike lane
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Bikes and Cars do not mix. Do not remove any
4595114028 driving lanes or parking on Main or Idaho.
This is one of the better ideas. It's still too wide
and doesn't need to take up this much room. It
also creates conceptual consistency with the way
other bike lanes are done in the city. It keeps
pedestrians (sidewalk) and their parked cars
(parking spaces) more separated. Bikes are a
moving vehicle and belong near moving vehicle
spaces. Love that there are no plastic pylons there is no reason for this project to look
ridiculous and unsightly! I don't like that it cuts a
lane out of 2 very busy streets. Bikers really can
4595384827 take alternate, less trafficky routes and everyone

Reasons for support

I'm really not for ANY bike lanes on Main and
Idaho, just to be clear. This is simply a less
terrible idea than most of the other alternatives.
Cars, bikes, pedestrians all mixed is going to be
dangerous for all, and I feel that bikes should
take an alternate route off these two streets to
stay at the lowest risk.

Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of
travel for cyclists on roadways, making lanes
unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related
to lack of public transportation and suburban
housing requiring workers downtown to drive in.
Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the
community that makes downtown prosper, but
4595529853 parking helps all businesses.

Save limited downtown parking. Enforce rules of
travel for cyclists on roadways, making lanes
unnecessary. Address infrastructure issues related
to lack of public transportation and suburban
housing requiring workers downtown to drive in.
Bike lanes benefit a very small section of the
community that makes downtown prosper, but
parking helps all businesses.
potential conflict between bicyclists and cars
parking and leaving parking

4595570687
Bannock street existing bike lane and this is a
4595869508 waste of money and vehicular traffic lanes.
4595873909
Cars have to cross bike lane to park. Seems
4596075124 incredibly unsafe.

Unnecessary because of bike lane on Bannock
street that are currently in place.
prefer the painted buffer

Inattentive drivers unfamiliar with the layout will
kill or injure bicyclists. Would you put a sidewalk
full of pedestrians in that configuration? I
suspect not.

4596477445
Again, completely unnecessary. Bikes are a
4596598876 menace to drivers and pedestrians.
Yes, but I prefer the two buffered bike lane
4596623792 options.
switch the parking and the bike lane like they do
4596779083 in Sun Valley.

4597885736

Completely unnecessary!
This is ok but I prefer the two buffered bike lane
options.

These types of buffered lanes allow far greater
visibility and allow those not as skilled on their
bikes the ability ride through downtown.

This is the least acceptable alternative. It create
situations where cars would be driving through
the bike lane to get to and from parking. When
car doors open on the bike lane side it could
cause cyclist to swerve into the car lane. Also
painting bike lanes between traffic and parking
would not make the streets safe for families.

4597965562
Better but need to keep on street handicap
4597968145 parking

Reasons for opposition

Bike lanes don't make thins safer??? need on
street handicap parking

4598011041
4598025898

negotiating to the parking spaces thru highly
used bike lanes is dangerous to bikers
I like option 3 better

Prefer option where cars aren't crossing over bike
4598182774 lane to park/re-enter traffic.

Safety concerns of cars passing through bike lane
to park/re-enter traffic
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Reasons for support
Not as safe as the physically separated lane; plus,
you have parking and parked cars trying to weave
through passing bicycles. An driver's doors
opening toward passing bikes. Physically
separated lanes with bikes by the sidewalk, and
parked cars next to through traffic lanes are a
better choice. Plus, keep the bike lanes on the
passenger side of car lanes...much safer, especially
4598874748 if we have bike boxes at stop lights.

Reasons for opposition

The positioning of the bike lanes to the driver's
side of the parking lane is inherently unsafe.
There are too many opportunities for cross-traffic
collisions between passing bicycles and cars
attempting to park or pull-out into traffic.
I feel the potential for a biker to be hit by
someone stepping out of their parked car is
greater in this option, more than the parking lane
buffer for bikes.

4598942833
I believe any bike lanes are a change for the
better. However, I think having the bike lanes
protected by parking is superior to having bike
lanes between traffic and parking, for both

4598964217
4598988123
4600943223 See previous suggestion.
4601600824 I support alternative 1
4601613589
Ok as long as there are no ugly pylons.
The removal of the auto lane is the main reason
4601869144 for not supporting
4602282817
More streets should have designated bike lanes
4603393944
Cars generally use bike lanes as turn lanes. Stiffer
4603774556 enforcement on cars that abuse bike lanes.
4603800676 Other options more desirable
we can't lose parking it is limited to the
4604425087 businesses anyway.
Bikes are supposed to ride with traffic and follow
4605403344 traffic laws. Maybe teach them to do so?
stop taking out vehicle lanes! This was done on
two streets I drive already and have NEVER seen a
biker in the bike lane you took from vehicle
4609939092 travel!
Combine the bike lanes with painted buffer on
Main and Idaho with the bike lanes on Jefferson
Street, so that we continue to create a robust
bicycle network in Downtown Boise (many
4609989122 options to serve the many destinations).
How many accidents and injuries have been
caused by the changes all the time for "bile lanes"
in the downtown area? I hope no one has died
4610293531 from these dumb experiments.

Not a good idea!

there are already plenty of bike lanes

Design of other options better

we don't have the number of bikers to impliment
this like other cities do. You're ruining the events
and companies downtown by taking away travel
lanes for vehicles

The best option is: NONE OF THE ABOVE!!!. Leave
the roads alone.

This is not quite as safe as the physical barrier
4610952329 This is an acceptable, but not the best, alternative. approach, but might work.
Awkward. If there is a concern about
parking...perhaps the city could buy equivalent
spots in garage, or have a " park and pedal" set
up where drivers could park on fat west side of
4613494195 town and get a free pass to ride the green bikes
I am concerned that this will not be a good use
of the available space.

4613646487
No physical deterrent or protection from traffic is
offered for the bike lane, and parking cars will
4614114586 interfere/impede bike traffic.
auto traffic across bike lane. driver door opening
4614126404 hazard to cyclist.
Add some barrier to car bike interaction similar to
4614335721 other options on these busy streets
I drive to work downtown. I would never ride a
4614374268 Keep bike lanes out of Boise!
bike downtown. Bike lanes are stupid. Waste of
4615554097 No bike lanes on Main and Idaho.
This is my second alternative (to protected bike
lanes); main disadvantage I see with this option
relative to the protected bike lane option is that
bikers (especially those who are younger and less This is my second preferred alternative to
4616057212 experienced) will feel less safe.
protected bike lanes.

Cyclists would be vulnerable to cars pulling in
and out

4616147318
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Ridiculous. You effectively have destroyed a busy
4616789036 street.
Least amount of lost parking. More bike access to
the core of downtown. Safe lanes for bikes to
travel out of car lanes. Possible for cyclist to move
to left turn lane when needed. Clearer view for
drivers to enter street from parking lot or garage
exits without the parked cars being so far out into
4617526004 the street in the other option.

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition
Two lanes are not enough. There is always
someone blocking at least one lane with a
delivery truck or some other issue, and all the
traffic will pile into the other lane.

Drivers told me last year during the "trial" that it
was difficult to pull out of driveways/garages/lots
when the parked cars were clear out on the other
side of bike lanes. They felt like they were pulling
out blindly.

As stated previously, the downtown is already
plenty bike friendly and safe for cyclists. Bike
lanes just entice poor riders into the street where
they ignore traffic signals and ride against traffic.
Educating drivers and riders is much less
expensive and much more effective. Unless your
goal is to drive vehicle traffic from the downtown
area.
cars will cut across the bike lane to access
parking and drivers dont pay attention, people
will die

4617701275

4619846999
4619861433 Unsafe

My sideview mirrors stick out too far and I will
likely hit a bicyclist if I stay in my lane. Plus, I will
probably honk at a bicyclist to warn them I am
approaching which will probably startle them and
cause them to crash, especially if they have
earbuds in and listening to music.

4619912596
4620107697

this is the simple and obvious solution
Same as I said on the other proposal -- waste of
time and money for the unbelievably low minority
4620212971 of people who want this change.
Too dangerous due to parked vehicles, they never
4620490725 look out for bikes even in bike lanes, if a all.
I strongly recommend a physical barrier (even just
4620508985 a curb) to divide the bike lane from traffic
4620518076
I prefer the Jefferson approach.
4620512089

waste of time and money

4620518110

vehicles crossing over bike lanes to park
I don't believe this will discourage riding on the
sidewalk.

4620521166 removing lanes again - seriously?

again, parking spaces removed. really?

4620527239
4620524963

Painted lines to not keep automobiles out of the
bike lane. Pylons at least help.
This set-up is UNSAFE for bicyclists

4620524445 Prefer with barriers
I fear parked cars will hit bikers as they may not
see them in their blind spots leaving the parking
4620531701 area.
4620533112

An overall more pedestrian/bike friendly
downtown core creates a safer, more
aesthetically pleasing area that attracts more
people - starts/gains momentum on a positive
Worried those leaving parking may not see bikers
in their blindspots, leading to accidents
I don't feel unsafe biking on Main and Idaho
Streets, but I know other people do.
Too many people are confused by parking on the
right side of the bike lane. I think it would be less
safe for both motorists and bicyclists.

4620539214
4620541174 I like this option the best.
4620537484

Vehicles driving over bike lanes to park

4620541359

Bikers don't use their lanes anyway. I've
personally seen them use the roadways instead
of the lanes that have been made for them.
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Reasons for support
Reasons for opposition
Not as safe for bicycles. Too easy for car doors to
4620566970 open or cars to pull out without looking.
prefer cars parked on other side of bikes.
The risk is that cars will continue to drive in the
bike lane putting everyone at risk. But I still like it
as an option to keep parking and add a bike lane.
4620579901 and i don't even ride a bike.
It seems like the lowest cost, and loss of parking
for the downtown area. While also giving citizens
4620608231
the option to bike downtown.
Out of all the choices, this is the one that is most
"standard" in City's across the nation. I know we
want to be progressive, but to lose tourists, and
to affect people to the point they don't want to
drive downtown because it is "different" from
See previous comments. I think changing
everywhere else in the Treasure Valley will cost
downtown to appease bikers is going to cost us a
4620612862 the downtown hundreds of thousands of dollars a lot of money in visitors every year.
NOT my first option, but better than others
4620628769
suggested

4620661244

Unsafe bike lane with moving traffic on one side
and vehicles having to cross bike lane to park
and to return to the roadway.

4620678537

At night, people speed down Main St. all the
time. No buffers would make biking even more
unsafe than it is now.

4620687058

We need more convenient ways to commute
from the outside city's into Boise. We don't need
more bicycle lanes, this will not reduce the
congestion. Most people who work downtown
are coming from a distance too far to ride a bike.
Bike lanes are not the answer the City should be
looking at, they should be looking at more mass
transit.

This style offers minimal security to cyclists and
creates confusion in people trying to park. Cars
will block bike paths while parking and pulling
4620691841 into traffic creating hazards.

4620765533

I prefer this option over the parking "protected"
version because I feel like people parking will be
less likely to look out for a cyclist coming in the
bike lane than a car. A bike lane with adequate
space alongside travel lanes allows a cyclist to
travel with traffic without having to deal with the
confused folks parking their cars.

This is the least safe of the options, in my non4620779497 expert opinion.

It appears the least safe of the options offered.
Vehicles would have to use the bike lane to
parallel park correctly.

4620796564

A painted buffer doesnt offer enough protection
to people. Plus, it allows bikers to move into
lanes of traffic instead of staying in a their
marked area.

4620834703

Leave the city as it is. You impact many for a few!

Paint in the bike lane alerting cyclists of parking
4620864922 garage exit/ entrance.
cars needing to cross over bike lane to park
seems sketchy

4620910681
4620949845

I prefer the safety of parking protected bike lanes
This is the worst plan as the crossing of the bike
lanes to parking spaces is down right hazardous
!!!

4621026162 Show areas necessary for Bus operations !!!
4621053900 Its better than what is there now.
Cars crossing the bike lane is pretty dangerous.
4621117883 Cars open doors and humans jump out without

these bike lanes are unprotected
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Suggested changes
Reasons for support
I am still uncomfortable with removing parking
spaces. Parking is ridiculous as-is and removing
more, definitely not an option in my book. I
understand wanting to add bike lanes and
making it safe for them, but realistically taking
away parking and driving lanes is greatly going to
increase the congestion that already floods
4621155032 downtown Boise during peak travel times (AM,
Seems like the lesser of two evils.
4621179042
4621242182
I don't want to lose 100 spots on the other

4621252064
4621272688

4621283128
4621288320

4621387723

Don't like drivers crossing bike lane. I don't like
biking on Bannock because it's the most
dangerous place of my entire commute.
Cars would block either bike lane or traffic while
parking
My suggested change is to choose less busy
roads for bikes. It makes no sense to use the
busiest lanes to add bike lanes. There are LOTS of
streets with less traffic. Please use some common
sense with these bike lanes. Cars are still the
main mode of transportation whether you like it
or not. Making more bike lanes does not equal Use less busy streets for bike lanes
allow enough space for cars to safely park while
bicyclists are in the bike zone
Feel like parked car doors would open on the
bikes, or cars would pull out of parking spaces
hitting bikes.

Reasons for opposition

to unsafe

Cars should not cross through bike lanes so
regularly. They use bike lane as pull over space
and too much potential for accidents.

Bike/Car collisions

I don't support the idea of a bicyclist lane right
next to a motor vehicle lane. It is not safe for the
bicyclist & the driver. Ideally, there should be a
space indicating a strong separation. Too many
bicyclists veer too far to the left/right and
actually ride in the motor lane. This would allow
them to continually do so further exposing
themselves and the driver to an accident.
Bicyclists and motor vehicle drivers need to be as
far away from each other as possible. Especially
on Main & Idaho Streets.

4621443608
bike lanes are always a good thing but this option
4621481081 is the least safe.
4621501931

This type of bike lane is not safe regardless which
road

While I do think bike lanes are necessary on
Main/Idaho, I would still not feel completely safe
being so close to moving vehicles without any
4621502506 sort of buffer.
4621507308
4621685874

The fact that there are no barriers between the
bike lane and moving cars worries me and I still
personally would not feel safe with this option.
Not safest option
ride the bus leave you bike at home

4621706532

While not my favorite solution, it does provide
better bike safety to downtown areas, though I
don't love the idea of parking cars crossing bike
Spandex-clad righetious road hogs do NOT
follow the laws and act as though they are
entitled to ride on line next to the cars like aholes!

4622004003

Bicyclists are being given too much preferential
treatment over traditional commuter traffic. All if
these plans are catering to a minority of the
population who are already able to get around
safely. These plans all impact the vehicle traffic
which is bad enough as is and at great expense
which is paid for by fees and taxes collected
mainly from those same motorists who are being
shafted
Traffic crossing the bike lane to park could be
dangerous for bikers.

This is the least intrusive of the plans but I still
4622826685 believe that no more bike lanes should be added
4622931450
4623065729 Bikes are still interacting with vehicles
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4623103486
4623186846
4623264615
4623286520

Reasons for support

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away
more and more angry people will generate. Idaho
is full of nice people and there is no reason
bicyclists cannot share the road or sidewalks as it
is now. And let's be honest, there are not very
many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like
the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus
options. I know many people who ride the bus
and every one of them says they take forever, not
because of drive time, but because of how far
they have to travel out of the direction they are
going to get to their stop-too many stops makes
for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not
take the bus, I can't be on the bus for 1.5 hours
one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city
hall. We need better alternatives for mass transitthis will eliminate such a high need for parking
and will cause a domino effect of people being
more open to take away parking and roads for
bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be
on bicycle lanes and removing parking. Not to
mention, these options are dangerous and will
take away more things that are important to the
downtown world of Boise.
NO bike lanes on Main or Idaho
Parking should always be between cyclists and
bus stops would only allow one lane for cars.

Reasons for opposition

Parking downtown is horrible as it is. Take away
more and more angry people will generate. Idaho
is full of nice people and there is no reason
bicyclists cannot share the road or sidewalks as it
is now. And let's be honest, there are not very
many bicyclists. Let's talk about mass transit like
the "Light Rail" system or better (faster) bus
options. I know many people who ride the bus
and every one of them says they take forever, not
because of drive time, but because of how far
they have to travel out of the direction they are
going to get to their stop-too many stops makes
for a long trip. This is he exact reason I do not
take the bus, I can't be on the bus for 1.5 hours
one way to get to my house 5.9 miles from city
hall. We need better alternatives for mass transitthis will eliminate such a high need for parking
and will cause a domino effect of people being
more open to take away parking and roads for
bicyclists. But right now, the focus should not be
on bicycle lanes and removing parking. Not to
mention, these options are dangerous and will
take away more things that are important to the
downtown world of Boise.

4623351469

Concerned about parking cars cross bike lane.

Add green turning boxes and green stripped
lanes through intersections. Additional signage
4623444496 for bike traffic.
Cars will continually be crossing the bike lanes to
park or leave their parking space which will cause
vehicle / bicycle incursions.

4623463508

4623701381
I think this continues to represent a disincentive
4623726644 to coming Downtown and hurts local business.
4624135378 As a third priority.
If a smaller buffer allows retention of a 3rd lane,
that would probably be my choice, if not, this
4624139040 seems like my preferred choice.
4624270765
Without a large increase in bike education for
Boise and the Treasure Valley, this option would
4624272741 be dangerous for biking.
This is an unsafe/frightening option. Idaho and
Main are not designed for/not safe for cars and
bicycles. There is too much chaos in the
downtown corridor as it is. And, again, there is no
acknowledgement of bus schedules/pick ups and
4624289001 bus lanes in this design plan.
4624344573 put in separation
bikes and cars dont mix
4625369535 No loss of parking on Idaho or Main
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Make the changes full the first time; changing the
infrastructure will improve travel options and
begin to effect travel behavior
Hurts local business and creates disincentive to
coming Downtown.

vehicles on both sides of the bike
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RespondentID

Suggested changes

Reasons for support

Reasons for opposition

4625439227

again, perception is everything. to the majority
of people in the valley (who will never access
downtown by bike), downtown will become a
hassle to drive to/through. the bike lanes will
only appeal to those within a short (bikable)
distance to downtown. my business and those
that depend on customers driving to access us
will continue to see a steady erosion of business.
bike lanes on main and idaho will only serve as a
disincentive to drive downtown. bike lanes on
main and idaho are a very short sighted plan to
make boise look good from a pr point of view.

Bike lanes need to be seasonal if at all. I RARELY
4625521951 see the ones we already have being used.

It is NOT worth the cost to businesses downtown
or taxpayers. Cyclists need to bare burden of all
costs for bike lanes.
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